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" Two d:Lmens:_onal subionic wind tunnel tests nave been conducted on a
t
20t thickness, chord ratio circulation controlled elliptic aerofoil
section equipped with fozwa_ and reverse blowinq slots. Overall
performance measurements were made over a range of trailing edge
blowing momentum coefficien_ from 0 to O.04_ some included the effect
of leading edge blowing. The effective incidence was _etezmlned
experimentally and lift augmentations, _CL/_%, of 70 were obtained at
low blowing rates.
A detailed investigation of the trailing edge wall Jet, using split
film probes, hot wire probes and total head tubes, provided _asure-
ments of mean velocity components, Reynolds normal and shear stresses,
and radial static pressure. Corrections for the effects of ambient
I temperature variation, flow angle and shear flow gradient upon the
I various probes were examined and some corrections for the low band-
width of the split film probes proposed.
I_Lsome cases, the effects of slot height and slot 'Lipthickness were
investigated. The results were mostly taken at a geometric incidence
of 0° .
The closure of the two dimensional angular momentum and continuity
equations was examined using the measured data, with and without
co 2action, and the difficulty of obtaining a satisfactory solution
illustrated.
The experimental results have led to some suggestions regardin_ the
nature of the flow field which should aid the un_retanding of Coanda
effect and the theoretical solution of highly curved wall Jet flows.
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l,l The C_nda Effect
The effect by which a fluid Jet attaches itself to an adjacent surface
and romaine attached wee initially observed by H. Henri Coanda, after
_hoa the affect wee named, 'Coanda affect' is capable not only of
attaching a free Jet to a surface but can also enable a tangential Jet
to negotiate and remain attached to a highly curved wall. The effect
producee very strong entralr,went of the surrounding fluid, independ-
ently of whether the external fluid i_ moving or stationary, and
significantly reducee the surface static pressure under the Jet. The
point at which the flow separates from a curved surface in a two
,',imenaionalcase can be controlled by the Jet blowing mOmentUm. The
detailed physics of the effect are still not wholly understood.
H. Coanda investigated many applications of the effect inclUding
leading edge blown aerofoils and thrust augmenters. Reference 1 is an
I example of this work, reproduced after the war. Further app_ icatlone
have been investigated by other researchers, for example, the blown
cylinder, upper surface wlng/flap blowing (as on the Buccaneer and
YC-14 aircraft), fluidic amplifiers and wall blowing to improve wind
tunnel diffuser operation (see Figure i). More recently interest has
been focused upon circulation control aerofoils and their pOtential
benefits for helicopter rotors.
If aerofoils are considered, then a conventional eharptraillng edg_
aerofoil exhibits the well known 'Kutta' condltio_. This states that
the rear stagnation mtreamllne must emerge from the trailing edge in
order to avoid diecontlnuitla| in velocity and pressure. Hence the
circulation around the aerofoil is uniquely defined by the aerofoil
geometry, incidence and free stream velocity. If however, the trailing
edge of the aerofoil As rounded, then the rear stagnation point is
free to move, depending upon the other paramtere. If the aerofoil is
i" an elllpee aligned at acre incidence to the free atraa_ direction, then the
upper and lo_r surface separation points should be located at the ee_e
chordwiea station and the nett circulation will be sexy. If now a jet
!of fluid ie injected tangentially into the upper surface boundary
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2layer, near the trailing edge, the Coanda effect will entrain the
boundary layer and delay the separation of the upper surface flow.
_is causes s nett increase in the circulation around the aerofoil.
The momentum of the blowing Jet now controls the position of the rear
stagnati_ polnt_ the aerofoil is subject to 'Circulation Control' by
blowing. If the blowing Jet iT strong enough to discharge excess
momentum into the wake, then the aerofoil performs in • similar manner
to one fitted wi_. s Jet flap. The llft is no longer produced solely
by delaying the upper surface separation but has a Jet reactS.on
thrust component which reduces the nett lift augmentations _CL/_C_,
(see Figure 2).
1.2 The Applications of Circulation Control
The application of circulatlon control-by-blowing to helicopter rotors
and more recently to stopped rotor aircraft (X-wing, see Figure 3) is
shown in References 2 and 3. I_
Conventional helicopter rotor systems suffer from a variety of
problems, including vibration, mechanical complexity, high drag and
retreating blade stall at high forward speed. It has been shown
i (Refe_nces 4, 5 and 6) that s circulation control rotor is capable of
reducing many of these problems.
Circulation control a:rofoils are able to develop llft independently
of incidence, and to a first approximation, at low blowing rates,
velocity. Hence the rotor may develop lift purely as a function of
blowing rate. At low advance ratios - _ - helicopter forward speed/
rotor tip speed lees than 0.5 - the lift may be increased at the fore
i and aft aslmuth positions of the rotor disc to produce a more
efficient value of tLe thrust coefflcient/solidity ratio (CT/O). In
particular, the hover performance may be greatly i_prov_d since a
circulation control rotor is capable of producing high llft
coefficients compared with conventional rotors. At advance ratios in
excess of 0.7 the area of r_rsed flow on the retreating blade side
tends to Inureaee (see ?Iguro 4). It has been shown by Ottensosor 7 I
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that incorporation of a second blowing slot on the leading edge of the
blede, ejecting ai= tangential to the su:fao_ and in an op_site
sense to the normal free stream direction_ enables the blade
produce lift in a reversed flow region. The dual slots may be blown
independently as required or continuously with little significant loss
of lift. Typical flows around a dual slotted aerofoil are shown in
Figure 5. Useful lift has been shown on test rigs at advance ratios
greater than 2 (approximately 400 knots forward speed).
i Three distinct flight regimes of improved VTOL performance arise as a
consequence of circulation control:
i) High forwardspeed (advance ratios of the c_der of 2) by
incorporating blowing slots at the leading and trailing edge.
ll) High forward speed at hlghe_ advance ratios permitted by slowing
the rotor and incorporating leading edge blowing only.
SiS) LOW speed performance as a conventional helicopter and trans-
lation to a 'stopped rotor' for high speed flight (X-wing mode).
Transition would be between I00 - 180 Kts. In this ease dual
blowing would be available for e_e helicopter mode and 'trailing
edge' only blowing would _w_ used to augment the llft whilst
operating as a stopped rotor aircraft.
&ll of these techniques would use the blowing system as an attitude
control system offering improved control response at low forward speed,
Each of theme systems offers many advantagee over the current
tJchnology improvements in helicopter performance being made available
by tip geometry, blade construction and airframe improvements,
Inherent in circulatl_ control aerofoils is the increased blade
i! stiffness which will enable the rotor to be smaller and lighter. A
i l clrculatl_ control blade amy be as much as IO time stiffer In J
heeding comparedwith • con_ntionel 'D' spar blade, l
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Bins• ¢oll•ctive and cyclic blowing can be substituted for oolle¢tive
and ¢yolio pltoh, the complexity, size and weight of • circulation
control hub can be significantly less than its conventional counter-
part. This offers three main advantages,
i) reduced hub aerodynamic drag
il) reduced hub weight
ill) reduced rotor system maintenance
The third advantage being most significant in terms of operating costs
and time on the ground. A circulation control rotor also has the
advantage of having fewer dynamic force components and hence a higher
harmonic control system is possible giving less vibration and improved
gust response.
Reference 8 describes the first practical application of circulation
control to a helicopter rotor (Kaman XH-2/CCR) and indicates the
simplicity and effectiveness of installing a circulation control rotor
on an existing airframe. The Kaman flight demonstrator is essentially
a low speed test bed; a more realistic stopped rotor has been tested
in the NASA-Ames 40 ft x 80 ft wind tunnel.
1.3 Previous Ex_erlment•l Work
With the advent of these advanced teohnuloqy applications, the existing
knowledge of the Coanda effect and circulation control aerofoils has
had to be reviewed. The basic aim o_ the research was, and still Is,
to produce • reliable prediction method for estimating the perform•hue
of practical •pplloatlon8 of the Coiuld• effectp in l_trtlculer,
circulation control aerofoils.
A¢oaptlng thtt theheart of the problem is to solve the highly curved
wall Jet flow, experimental research over the last two deca.Ses c•n be
d
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Sgrand in throe categorises
A) piano Jets
ii) curved Jets
ill) circulation control aerofoils
An excellent recent summary of wall jet experiments is given in
Reference 9.
1.3.1 Plane _et expe_iments
References 10 - 18 are given as examples of experimental work available
on plane wall jets. These reports cover a variety of effects including
longitudinal pressure gradient, external flow, Jet t_Irbulence level
. and &lot geometry.
_!,
The self preserving, simple plane wall jet flow has been shown to
exhibit a linear half velocity growth rate given by
d Ym/2 0.073 _ 0.002 (I.i)dx
however, this region may not begin until some 50 slot widths down-
stream. The growth rate is s_e 3St less than the corresponding free
Jet value. Few useful wasurements exist within the Important starting
region of the flow, although the study of Xrwin 10 Is particularly
thoEough in the self preserving raglan. Also, good agreement with
gen,Jral momentum balances is somewhat lacking and it has been
suggested in Reference 9 that this As due mainly to unmatiafactory
turbulence maaaureMnta. The problem of matching results from
different teat apparatus wall Me further illustrated in the later
sections of this report.
i1
i
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6Several examples for the case of a plane turbulent wall _st in the
presence of an external stream have been given, These have e more
dlrect relationship to the blown boundary layer application, but the
addition of a further variable, the external flow, merely appears to
complicate the test situation. The work of Kruka and Esklnazi II is
considered to be one of the most reliable in this field. Indicated
in this work are the variation of maximum velocity decay, Jet and
free shear layer growth. Addltionally the difficulty of providing a
single similarity profile which applies across the whole flow is
demonstrated. Gartshore and NeWman 18 provide some interesting
cor_srisons between various test results e_d a proposed theory. The
theory was used to investigate some assur_ptions generally made
regarding the shear stress profile across a plane wall Jet. This i
work emphasises how any prediction method has to be based on well
documented, reliable test results.
i
1.3.2 Curved Jet experiments _
References 19 - 25 are a selection of works concerned with wall Jets I
a_ound curved surfaces. The radial pressure gradient a_d extra strain
on the fluid due to curvature make a convex curved flow more
susceptlble to spanwlse irregularities and hence many of the experi-
mental results must be viewed with suspicion. True two-dimenslonal
flow around a cylinder is considerably more difficult to obtain than
, with a plane Jet. The interaction effects at the extremities of the
blowing Jet may cause large longitudinal vortices to be shad into the
Jet flow. The slot geometry and, in partlcular_ small spanwise
irregularities in the slot llp, may also cause severe three-
dimensional effects. The growth rate of the curved Jet is considerably
higher than that of • plane Jet du, to the extra strain imposed by tl_e
curvature upon the flow. A further problem inVolved with the tasting
i
of curved, rather than plane, wall Jets is the provision of I
satisfactory instrumentation for measurements in the highly curved
flow. In general, to avoid excessive blowing requirements, a smell
cylln_r and slot height is chosen end this reduce_ the width of the
flow end hence dumnds smeller spatial resolution of any probes
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?positioned within the flow, With the higher growth rate, the flow
also ceases to be effectively parallel to the local surface. This,
coupled with the high turbulence levels experienced at the edge of
_i the Jet and the increased entrainment, make determination of any
turbulence parameters exceedingly difficult. Reference 21, by Wilmon
Bm
and Goldstein, may be considered to give a good indication of the
::, ttLrbulence properties within a highly curved wall Jet in still air.
_ In an attempt to produce a self preserving curved wall Jet some
k researchers have investigated _-_e log spiral surface, in which the
_"
curvature is a function of the distance from the slot.
4;
>
_ R° - K S (1.2)
_ " where R m surface radius
_ o
'.2
S - distance frca slot.
a123" Giles et is an example of this work. An approximately self
preserving wall Jet is created, although the growth rate i8 larger
_ than for circular cylinders of comparable surface radius. Little
reliable turbulence data is available for thl8 type of flow.
1.3.3 Circulation oortrol aerofoil experiments
There are two main areas of interest in the aerofoil experiments:
i) overall force and pitching moment coefficient8
ii) mean valuea and turbulence paranetera in the curved wall Jet.
Early work at N.G.T.E. an_ N.P.L. provi.'_d much information upoc'_ the
high lift capabilities of cylinder8 and ellipses with circulation
control by blowing. The majority of the work howtver was perforned at
high blowing nomantum coefficienta, %, in excess of 0.5,
,byo
% - (1.3)
oooooooi-T.r.n
8and hence was not of significant use in the current eppll_ations.
More recently a series of studies have been performed; References 7s
26 - 34 ere good exan_les of this work. Typically, lift coefficients
in excess of 6.5 for C < 0.25, llft augmentations _CL/_C" of greeter
then 70, and section mffectlve llft/drag ratios of more than 30 have
I been demonstrated.
Only references 28, 32, 33 indicate any detailed trailing edge measure-
manta. Englar 28 used a hot film surface mounted shear stress meter to
measure wall shear stress beneath the wall Jet. Some indlcatlons of
radial static pressure distributions were also obtained from static
tapplng$ located on a machine6 flange mounted normal to the trailing
edge surface. The aerofoil was a modified 20% ellipse of ii inch
chord, tested up to high subsonic speeds. Kind 32 produced velocity
profiles and longitudinal turbulence profiles at various angular •
positions around the trailing edge using a single hot wire probe.
This aerofoil was again a 20% uncambered ellipse of 14% inch chord
and was tested at low subsonic speeds. Jones 33 produced a large
chord ( _ 4 ft) modified elliptic model in an attempt to increase the
size of the measuring zone. Velocity and shear stress profiles were
produced, again at low subsonic speeds, using a single slant, hot wire
probe. Examples of _hese results, where of interest, will be used in
Chapter 5.
The main reason for the lack of detailed investigations around the
trailing edge of a circulation control aerofoil arises from the
complexity of the testing environs,ant. The small scale of the flow
(slot heights of 0.5 _ are typical), the high curvature of the
trailing edge and the problem of e|tabllshing two-dlmenslonal flow
around the aerofoil have restricted many researchers to simple overall
pressure measurements.
d
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I,4 Previous Theoretical Work
The theoretical work can be divided into two areae_
l) The wall Jet without a co-flowing s_ream
ii) The wall Jet with a co-flowing stream/aerofoil trailing edge
wall _et flow.
The theoretical prediction of the first type of flow is greatly
simplified since the boundary conditions are invarlant from case to
case. This suggests that both integral and differential methods
should succeed since the velocity profile can be described simply, by
a single equation. The bases of the two methods axe summarised by
Newman and Irwin 35 and their relative qualities discussed. In
general the technique used is to split the flow into a series of
strips and to solve the assumed equations by establishing the boundary
conditions at the edges of the strips. Unfortunately the extension of
these types of technique to a trailing edge wall Jet flow appears
impractlcal.
A great variety of wall Jet velocity profiles may exist around the
hlghly curved trailing edge of a clrculatlon control aerofoil (see
Figure 6) and this precludes the u_e of a simple universal set of
equations to describe the velocity profiles. For this reason, the
integral technique will be only briefly dlscusaed (see Section 1.4.1)
and the reader is referred to the work of Kind 32 for further details.
In general, the solution of the flow around a circulation control
aerofoll follows a similar pattern regardless of closure technique,
i) determine the pressure distribution around the aerofoil uelng a
potentla_ flow solution.
ll) calculate the lower surface boundary layer develo_nt to
separation using a eultableuthod, uaual_y of thl integral type.
,/....
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iii) calculate the upPer surface flow development an far as the
blowing slot, again usually by an integral method.
iv) close the flow by calculating the curved well Jet development,
t from the starting conditions o_ the upper surface boundary layer
at the slot and C_, to separation. It Is usually assumed that
the wa_,l Jet separates at the same pressure as the lower surface
boundary layer as suggested by Thwaites 36.
1.4.1 The integral method
Dunham 37 modified Spaldlngls plane wall Jet method by incorporating
corrections for curvature and entrainment to represent a well Jet on a i
circular cylinder. Kind 32 then extended the method to an elliptic
aerofoil; a block diagram of his method is given as Figure 7. However
as previously mentioned, these integral type calculations have limited
applicability.
1.4.2 ?hp flnlte-difference me,hod of Dvorak and Kind 38 i
J
Dvorak and Kind 58 used a similar overall calculation scheme which
includes allowance for viscous effects, and uses e finite difference
calculatlon to determine the wall Jet development (see Figures 8, 9).
The finite difference scheme is initiated by merging the final
boundary layer profile at the slot with a nearly unlfor_ slot flow
profile. The calculation mesh distribution is arranged with points
concentrated in the regions of high shear.
The static pressure distribution both normal and tangential to the
surface is obtained from th;,potentlal flow calculation. A correction
to take account of the excess _ntum f1_ in the Jet (Jsx) is
applied to the deduced radial static pressure distribution. A
varJatlon Of (-Jex/R) at the surface to zero at the velocity minimum
le superimposed upon the distribution.
The equations of motion ere then closed using an eddy viscosity model
1
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for the hynold'e shear s_reee te_. The model An itl final form is
"u-?'_ = Vt _" Cl l+ky
Vt - eddy vLeoolity (1.4)
l
k - f(x) " R
This As lawely based on simple mixing length argunmnt8. Values for
the additional empirical curvature correction, C1, have been quoted
from I to 25 by various researchers. Zn this model, the value of C1
has largely been tailored to fit the small amount of exietlng
experimental data (Kind32) and varies thus:
For
Y < Ym I
C1 - 182n - 32_2 + 190q3
Ym (I.5)
For y > Ym
C1 = 33 - 321"1
(y - yra)11 "
(Ymax - Ym)
This type of variation is aes_ed since, at come small distance from
the wall (y < ym), where _U/_y is still larqe and positive, _must
also be large to allow u'v' to become positive, as has been shown by
Jones33 and Wilson and Goldstein21. This is a possible indication
that the present eddy viscosity model is inappropriate for this type
of flow.
• The finite difference schsme which develops the wall Jet flow to
separation Is checked against the previously stated Thwaitee equal
pressure criterion, and the aerofoil calculations are then iterated to
a satisfactory closure.
1
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1.4.3 The discrete vor_ex method of Smith 34 .
_econtlye however, a new technique has been developed by Smith 34, et
a138 to determine the deve_oi_ont of the c_ved wal_ Jot on an lore-
foil. At present, the method uses a simple potential flow solution
aro_d a cylinc_r with the wall _et represented by a series of
'i
t discrete point vortices (and their imaqas) shed from the slot lip at
F
discrete time intervals, The vortices rotate in the sense which
describes the outer free shear layer of the wall jet. The development
of the wall Jet is then calculated using the mutual influence of the
vortices to predict steady state separation. The summation of the
induced effects of the vortices upon each other is calculated and the
locus of the vortex stream 18 predicted (see Figures SO, el). The
initial strength of the vortices is based upon the velocity difference
at the slot, representing C , and the vortux strength then decays
exponentially representing the dissipation of the vortex energy. An
artificial viscosity has also been found necessary to stabilise the i
vortex motion.
Thls method, simple in technique, has shown reasonable agreement with
experiment, as shown in FigUre 12, but is very dapen_ont upon the
prescribed decay rate of the vortex strength and the vortex shedding
frequency (i.e. the time interval between each successive vortex). At
present, the technique is undergoing development in order to remove
the empirical decay rate and improve prediction. Further discussion
of thl8 technique and its relevance to the current study will be given
in Chapters 5 and 6.
1.5 The Present Znvesti_atlon
As has been stated, there exists a requirement to be able to predict {
J
the performance of Coanda flows, in particular for circulation control
aerofoils Of varloul geometries. The eXalting theories lack universal
applicability and so it wa| decided tO undertake a detailed
experimental study An order to provide more data and a better under-
standing of the mechanics of a Coanda flow.
1
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IThe teat aerofoil was to be _unted in the 7 ft _ 5 ft high |_od
working section of the lath University wind tunnel (see Figure 13 end
lactl_ 2.2), The blowing supply was to he delivered from a
; compressor capable or supplying 13OO c.f.m. (F,A.D,) at a nominal
80 p.e, i.e.
. i
r
:i The following d_sign guidelines were adopted in the light o. previous
L •i work and the available facilities.
i i!.f i) The choeen aerofoil section ehould be an elllpee as thle is asection which is easily transformed mathematically, simplifying
the evaluation of the theoretical pressure distribution around
the aerofoil.
. ll) 'r_ethickness : chord ratio of the el_Ipse was chosen as 20t to !
enable direct comparison with previous research, particularly
the work of Kind 32,
Ill) The chord should be as large as poeelble within the restraints
of the working section in order to enlarge the scale of the
boundary layer at the trailing edge.
iv) It should be possible to adJunt the incidence over the range
_iO ° from the tunnel centreline.
v) The aerofoil should incorporate a plenum chamber and the skin of
the aerofoil should not deflect 81gniflcantly wh_ blOWing
pre|sure wee applied.
i vl) Slots should be incorporated at the leading and trailing edges
in order to examine the dual/re.tee blowing caeca. The slote
I should exhtust as near tangentially to the local surface as
' possible and should cause • minimta of discontinuity of the
surface profile.
i
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vii) The slot height should be adjustable within the optimum range
of slot height i chord ratio an suggested by previous work
(0.OO1 • h/c _ 0,002 Engler end Wllll_e40).
viii) The flow should be as near to the two-dimensional case as
poe|ibis, either by using a large aspect ratio or by incorp-
orating • secondary blowing system.
ix) A traversing system was to be mounted on, or in, the model, to
_n_ble hot wire end pressure probes to be accurately positioned
around the trailing edge of the aerofoil. !/
It was proposed to examine the performance of this circulation
control aerofoil within the range of blowing momentum coefficients of
0 to 0.i, this being the most efficient regime in terms of maximum
llft augmentation, i
1.6 A Brief Guide to the Contents of the Remainder of this Theels
The design considerations raised in Section 1.5 will be discussed in
r more detail in Chapter 2. Also in Chapter 2, a full explanation of
! ! the precautions taken to control the two-dimensionallty of the flow, •
i i description of the probe positioning devices, the wind tunnel and the
blowing air supply will be given.
Chapter 3 contains all the information on the instrumentation used in
this experiment. The calibration, operation and sources of errors of
both wire end e_lit film anem_eter probes are considered.
Chapter 4 is • presentation of the results obtained both for the
overall performance and the detailed trailing edge investigation.
t
In Chapter 5 some suggestions ere made regarding the mechanics of a
Coende flow flold in the light of the oxperimentel results. The
impllcetlons of the eu_eetlone and their effect upon the inter-
proration of the results is dlec_eed. Justification for the
.i
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Juggoeted _ow t_eld Ln g_ven and the ILm_tstione ot _he
_nstrumentatLon nre Llluo_rated.
Chspts: 6 rov_o,, the lnuorpors_ion of the suggested flow ELold into
i 2ull ierofo/l perEor_snce mchemeand e_so dlloueles the deficiencies
OE current methods.
_4here poesib_e_ _he persme_.e:e used have been made non-dimeneioT_el.
8_e references to both the Imperial end Hetr_c systems has been
unevoideblel hc:'ever the units ere clearly stated _n ell cases and 1
the author a];x)logisee for any inconvenience th£s may cause.
!
I
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2.1 Aerofoil Design
2.1.1 _n_iderations
Many of the points made An the following sections have been gleaned
from the problems encountercd by prevlou_ workers, notably, Kind 32,
Jones 33, Englar 28 sn_ in particular Englar and Willlams 40.
2.i.i.1 Aer od_namic
Three-dimension_i effects dominate the aerodynamic considerations when
deslgnina d circulation control aerofoil model. They arise from three
eou_ue$:
i) high lift testing of large models in closed tunnels.
li) effects of low, undefined aspect ratio (of the order of i) and
endplate boundary layer interactions due to the large adverse 1
pressure gradients at th_ aerofoil trailing edge.
ill) $panwi_e irregularities in the slot flow.
The recommendations of Englar and Williams 40 cover many of the_e
points and suggest that the chcrd to tunnel height ratio should be
less than 0.3 and that some form of secondary blowing should be
incorporated to re-energise the spanwise extremities of the flow.
The secondary blowing could take the forms (shown in Figure 14) of
either
i) blowing on the end plates aft of the halt chord point
ll) blowing between the leading edge and th_ half chord tangentially
over the aerofoil surface.
00000001-TSD01
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ill) blowing with excess momentum compared to the main Jet at the i
' spanwlss sxtremltiel of the main trailing edge slot. The, c are I
I
called 'tip Jets' (see Figure 14) !
' " I
I
I
For reasons of blowing air economy and manufacturing simplicity, the i
tip Jet option was chosen.
To reduce the boundary layer growth on the end plates, they were
positioned with less than a half chord projecting in front of the
leading edge of the aerofoil. The position and dimensions of the end
plates is discussed further in Section 2.1.1.2.
The reason for the low aspect ratio is primarily an attempt to
increase the chord and hence the size of the trailing edge wall Jet.
The bigger the wall Jet, the fewer the problems encountered when
velocity profiles and turbulence surveys are required. A compromise
I must be drawn between this and the overall tunnel constraints.
Jones 33 outllnes qualitatively the problems involved in obtaining a
reasonable solution.
The thickness of the boundary layer Just upstream of the blowing slot
and hence the chord, also indicates the range of slot widths which
may be used. For example, if the boundary layer is too thin, then
manufacture of narrow, accurate slots (h < 0.25 mm (O.O10 inch))
becomes extremely difficult, while if the boundary layer is too thick,
there is e chance of causing shear layer separation in the wall Jet,
as found by McGahan 41. It was proposed in this work to vary the slot
height : chord ratio (h/c) around the optimum value of 0.002 proposed
by Englar et el 40. The slot itself should be free from obstruction
for at least 2.5 cm (I inch) from the slot exit (this limit allowed
I the majority of the contraction to be 'clean') anO _'_ slot flow' s ould exhaust aS near t ngentially to th outer surface as
physically possible, with the minimum cross section occurring at the
exit itself.
d
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The slot chordwiee position wee chosen to be between 96 and 96.5% x/c
An order that the slot exit wee close to the point at which the
unblown boundary lamer would normally separate_ this was expected to
be the most efficient location. The final position was calculated as
a function of the geometry of the trailing edge and the optimum slot
height, and was located at 96.45_ x/c, as shown in Figure 15.
As a further aerodynamic consideration the model geometric incidence,
aG, was made adjustable by -+i0° relative to the tunnel centreline.
2.1.1.2 Mechanical
The two main problem areas concerned the blowing air and the model
mounting in the tunnel.
Following the experiences of Kind 32, it was noted that the aerofoil
should not be allowed to deform under blowing pressure. Thle placed
limitations on the model construction and in particular, on the choice
of materials. Other researchers have found that if the plenum air
pressure is allowed to act on retaining screws in the outer skin, the
screws tend to loosen and leakage and loss of structural integrity
may occur.
The vertical mounting of the model in the wind tunnel working sectiOn
(to reduce chord : height ratio) and the 81ze and position of the
access panels (lee Section 2.2) imposed restrictions on the end plate
design. In Particular, in allowing the end plates to extend leas
than a half chord in front of the leading edge, the axis of the model
and the end plate size were fixed by their positions relative to the
roof and floor access panels. It was also a requirement that the
model should be easily removable from the working section to allow
the tunnel to be available for other teetlng and to permit easy mo(_l
maintenance. For thlo reason the _l wee mounted on AtJ own
'floor' and could be lifted into place as a complete unit incl,_ing
control instrumentation, on a ,tinple hoist eyetem.
00000001-TSD03
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2.1.1.3 Constructlonal
The model overall dimensions wlre restricted by the capacity of the
available workshop machinery. This was a major factor in arriving at
the final design scheme.
Care was alsu taken over the choice of materials, with particular
reference to corrosion. Wherever possible aluminiom or brass were
used, but where steel could not be avoided, the cOmponents were
cadmium plated.
To further simplify production it was decided that the leading and
trailing edges should be constructed from d_ n steel tube of a
suitable diameter.
2.1.i.4 Operational
Consideration was given to shortening the actual tunnel running time,
by optimising the model operation at the design stage. It was
assumed that, since the investigation was concerned with detail_d
trailing edge surveys, variations of geometric incidence were of
secondary importance compared with the accurate positioning of a
probe (wire, film or pressure) around the traillng edge, without
stopping the tunnel or the blowing air supply. For this reason, any
probe traversing system had to be operable externally from the
working section and should not change its effect upon the flow field.
Further dlcuseion of these points is included in Sections 2.1.4, 3.2,
3.3.
Following consideration of the above requirements, certain aspects of
the aerofoil were finalised Irrespectlve of span,
, i) An elliptic 20% section with 24 inch chord was chosen to match
previous work, provide a relatively thick Jection for ease of
manufacture and to reduce the curvature at the leading and
trailing edges.
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li) The leading and trailing edges should be mads from 2 inch
(50.8 am) O.D., i0 G wall, drawn steal tube.
ill) The positioning of the tubes should be such that all external
surfaces should Join tangentially.
iv) The leading and trailing edge slots should be symmetrically
placed at 3.55% and 96.45% chord. These figures were defined
from the assumed geometry, an optimum slot height and slot lip
thickness and the condition of surface tangency.
v) The slot width h, should be variable by ±O.O15 inch (0.375 nln)
about h = 0.035 inch (0.875 ms) giving h/c m O.OO15 and
Ro/h - 28.5, where RO is the radius of the trailing edge.
vi) The radial traversing gear should be housed within the trailing
edge tube, rotatable from outside the tunnel and have a
resolution of better than ±O.001 inch (±0.025 mm).
vii) Blowing air supply to the model plenum should be from both ends
of the model.
viii) No pressurised surface should deflect more than 0.005 inch
(0.±25 m).
ix) The slot contraction should be free from obstruction for at
least i inch (25.4 am) ahead of the slot exit.
The first model design was of 54 inch (1.37 m) span, aspect ratio-'2.2,
mo_mted veztically in the working section. Three inches (7.5 ca) were
I
allo_md on both sides for removal of the working eectlon wall boundary
layer and the model was to be of rib and skin aluminium construction,
This design was abandoned minly due to production difficulties (for
oonatructlon was adopted. This consisted of an inner steel box
t
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iplenum with wooden contour blocks to add the outer profil6 Among its
many advantages, the plenum could be built and sealed, sp ,olflcally
tO eliminate leakage, without the constraint of having a desired
aerodynamic profile. Also the load upon the blocks was minimised
since there were only aerodynamic forces upon them. This model had to
be modified because of warping difficulties in manufacturing the
wooden contour blocks. The final production model was a compromise
between these two designs and is the latter plenum design with a rib
and skin outer profile (Section 2.1.2).
2.1.2 Final scheme
The final production model (see Figures 15, 16) consisted of a simple
box plenum constructed from % inch (6.54 n_) aluminium alloy plate
with a rib and skin outer profile. The plenum geometry was main-
' tained by 16 small internal ribs, which also locate d the leading and
trailing edge cylinders. Aluminium spacers, % inch (12.7 NN) O.D.
were also used to add rigidity to the plenum surfaces. The plenum
was divided in two by a spanwise main spar, separating the leading and
trailing edge blowing plenums. Six _ inch (9.53 mm) aluminium ribs on
the top and bottom plates _rovided the contour for the % inch (3.18 mm)
aluminium alloy outer skin which was held in place by 6BA countersunk
head bolts, at % inch (19 nun)pitch, in the ribs. The inner surfaces
of the plenum were coated with non setting adhesive (Lion liquid
Jointing) before assembly to provide sealing against air leaks. The
plenum stagnation pressure and temperature were measuzmd vla a pleat
tube and a thermocouple mounted in the middle of each plenum.
The slots were made by two numerically machined slot llps (see
Section 2.1.3) which located directly onto the plenum chamber plates.
i The slot gap was adjustable and could be locked by 24 locating bolts
i in each llp. The lo_r surface was eea_ed uaing two 8trlp8 elmilar
I' 'to the slot lips, machined to fit flush against the cylinders
Sealing between the llp8, sealing strips and the plenum walla was
i '
achieved by 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) thick, soft rubber stripe secured
t between then Sealaatik we. also used between the .sling .trLl_
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and the edge cylinders to provide additlonel sealing. The slot llpe,
seellng strips and leadlng end tralllng edge cyllnders were cadmium
plated to protect the sZot contraction against corrosion.
The aerofoil was supported by two spigots attached to the end ribs
r end rotating in thrust bearings housed in the support assemblloe. '
The support assemblies and leading and traillng edge cylinders which
extended to the tunnel wells, were left unfaired. This ensured that
the unfaired cylinders would not produce any llftand therefore could
not produce the asymmetric interference encountered by Kind 32.
End plates were fitted and they located into the end outer ribs and J
rotated with the model. The end plates measured 34 in x 54 in
i (0.86 m x 1.37 m), the longest side parallel to the aerofoil chord,
and projected approximately half a chord in front of the model
leading edge. The end plates were wire braced to each other and the
tunnel walls to provide additional stiffness.
The final overall model chord was 23.425 in (0.595 m).
There were 44 static pressure tappings located around the model
centreline (see Figure 17). One of the tappings proved uneervlce-
able due to being drilled Incorrectly. Tubes from the static
tappinge were routed through the outer ribs to avoid contact with the
high pressure plenum air.
Details of the blowing air supplies are given in Section 2.3 and of
the pressure data reduction systa in Chapter 3.
The aerofoil incidence wee set by rigidly mo_mted incidence iooki_g
arm located near the tunnel walls.
2,1.3 Slot design
The importance of good slot design was highlighted by the variable
perfo_nce obtained by other researchers. While the lain aodel wee
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being designed a small slot geometry mo_el wan built, and this i|I
* shown in Figure 18. %t consisted of a 2 in (50.8 _a) square section
tube, with optical glass sides and contained adjustable llners. The
t_be was constricted by an offset 2 in (50.8 mt_)diameter cylinder,
creatinq a variable height slot. The liners could be interchanged
to represent various slot geometries. A vertical splitter plate was
inserted to check that slot flow interference was minimal and that no
significant wake was present over the cylinder. Liquid film, smoke
flow visualisation and schliersn were used to check on the flow within
the slot. This simple model was used to establish the production
slot geometry.
The production slot geometry is shown in Figure 19_ details of the
location and sealing are also shown. The geometry was initially
drawn by eye and dlmenslon_d later.
Both the slot lips and the lower surface sealing strips were
produced on a numerically controlled milling machine, this being the
only complex machining involved in the final model design scheme.
The slot llps were designed to have an optimum geometric position at
h = 0.035 in (0.875 mm) and contraction ratios in excess of 50 were
typical. The actual slot llp thickness was O.OiOin [0.25 mm), this
being a precaution against lip deflection under aerodynamic or
blowing load.
2.1.3.1 Two-dimenslonality of slot flow
Many researchers, notably Gartshore and Newman 18 have indicated
severe problems arising from slot flow which is not two-dimenslonal.
Figures 20, 21 show the slot flow for this model with a slot gap of
0.021 in (U.52 mm) measured with a flattened pltot tube and • multi-
tube rake. Apart from the various surface and plenum irregularities,
the uniformity of the flow is excellent. The slot gap was constaat
to within ±O.001 in (0.025 mm) across the span and the slot llp had
been machined to a sharp 900 edge to ensure a atrong fixed j
4separation from the slot lip. The excess tip Jet blowing is clearlyseen (in Figure 20) at the edge of the RaAn Jet flow. The
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inflectlons in the total pressure distribution at the boundary of the
main and t_p _ets may also indicate the presence of a secondary
longitudinal voTtex caused by excessive tip Jot blowin_ as disc_seed
in Section 2.2.3.1. Apart from the Inflectlons, the tip Jet blowlng
is shown to have little harmful affac_ upon the main Jet blowing
distribution.
2.1.4 Trave_slng 9ear
It was required to be able to position a probe at any position within
1 inch (25,4 mm) of the surface of the trailing edge cylinder,
mainly on the centreline, altho_h sc_e spanwiae movement was
desirable. The accuracy was required to be within O.OO1 in (0.025 mm)
radially and ±%0 on 6 (angular position from slot). The e position
was to be adjustable from outside the working section and the probe
supports should offer a minimum of flow dieturbance_
There were three possible arrangements for the traversing gear:
i) housed externally frca the model with the probe brought to the
trailing edge, (Kind32).
ll) housed internally within the plenum or trailing edge cylinder
and projecting the probe radlally through the eurface_ (Jonas33).
ill) houa_ within _ha trailing edge cylindez with the probe ret_ni_
to the surface some distance away from the traversing gear.
The third option was chosen, in view of the problems encountere_ on the
first two cyst.s by pr_iou| reaeercharst and also hac&_la of its
impro_d rigidity s_d interference proptrtles. The ant pEob1_ with
this option was that the gear system was to be housed within a tube of
1% in (94 _m) Internal diameter.
1
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2, 1,4, i _chanlcal system
A detail of the final layout of the traversing gear system is shown in
Figure 22. The drive unit chosen was an ampex 48 pole stepper motor
type 9904 112 0400 with a step angle of 7030 ' and a maximum working
torque of 12 mbin. The drive shaft from the motor was positioned
inside the trailing edge cyllnder end its rotation was then translated
into radial movement within the traversing gear. Many systems were
investigated including, rack and pinion, bevel gears, worm gears and
i cams. Eventually a worm gear system was chosen as this offered
several advantages; including:- small size for large built in gear
reduction; the teeth are in constant mesh; cheap; less susceptlble to
wear.
To eliminate backlash in the system two features were incorporated.
Firstly, the mesh of the gears was adjustable to keep the worm in firm
contact with the wheel. Secondly, a sprung collar was fitted to the
drive shaft inside the worm wheel to keep the threads in permanent one
way contact irrespective of the direction of motion.
The two probe supports were _equired to give adequate rigidity to the
probe and so the worm system was duplicated at a 4 inch (i0 cm) pitch,
spanwiee.
The rotation of the traversing gear as a unit was achieved via a flxed
shaft on the axis of the trailing edge cylinder, extending between the
traversing gear body and the stepper motor mounting block. Since the
stepper motor was at a fixed relative angular position, rotation of the
unit did not affect the zero setting of the traversing gear. The
stepper motor mot_ting plata was held in position by gr_b screws,
which clamped onto the trailing edge cylinder.
i, The resolution of the systems was as followe_-
" 1 pulse of motor = 7030 '
50_I worm gear _ductlon - 9'
32.6 t.p.i, on shaft _ 0.0307 inches per revolution
.'. I pulse n 1,279 X lO "s lnohee
! ,', appzoxlmstsly 75 stel_ - 0.001 in (0.025 m)
[-.--- 00000001-TSD1(
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The motor could be driven either remotely by the PDP-11 computer or vie
a manuel control. The position of the probe was recorded on • counter
as a number of steps fr_ a zero datum and was also available as a mCD
output from the stepper drive,
TO obtain maximum advantage of the accuracy of the traversing gear a
reliable zero setting procedure was required. Thls is described in the
next section.
2.1.5 Position control s_stem
Previouz researchers have used either a mechanical or optical, wind off,
zero setting device for the positioning of hot wire probes. These
systems have many disadvantages, the main one being the deflection of
the probe under airflow, and hence can only be considered accurate to
within ±O.OO1 in (0.025 mm] at best.
To obtain improved accuracy, the capacitance position control system,
shown in Figure 23, was developed.
Simp_.¥, the probe was used to detect the capacitance between itself and
the surface of the model. The model as a whole was energised with a
5 volt r.m.s., 5 KI_ s.c. signal; the charge detected was amplified and
passed through a phase sensitive detector set at the same frequency.
The final output voltage was compared with a preset reference voltage
which enabled inhibition of the stepper drive system. A typical OUtpUt
for measured voltage against distance from the surface Is shown in
Figure 24. The voltage produced was a function of probe orientation
relative to the local surface, but for any run the orientation wee
conztan_. Using thiz system, the probe could be positioned optically
wind off and the zero _turned to, reliably, wind on, even if the
drive 8yetem miecnunted the nuJnber of step puleee or the probe wa8
moved to a new angular location e_und the trailing edge. There were
four main advantages _ith this systemt-
1) the electric field le unaffected by airflow and th_ the pro_
could be positions4 whilst the tunnel wee r_ning.
!
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i_) when close to the surface, the repeatable resolution wee better
than 0,0001 in (0.0025 mm),
lii) any wire or film probe can use this system. Ray insulated
metallic pressure probe could also use the system, although this
was not investigated in the current work.
iv) a probe can be positioned over any metallic pert of the model.
Using this system and a travelling microscope, a single sensor probe
can easily and repeatably be po_itloned at its mlnimum distance from
the surface dictated by the prong tip diameter.
The potential of this system for probe positioning over the entire
surface area of the model was not realised at the initial design stage.
Hence a thin brass strip was inserted around the trailing edge, on
the centreline, to enable probe positioning on the model centreline.
During the experimental work however, the anemometry probes were
positioned over the steel cylinder away from the pressure tapplnge to
avoid the majority of interference effects from the s,2rface
discontlt*ultles.
! It should also be made clear that the anemometer probes were electrically
isolated fro_ the model. This was achieved by supporting the probe
holders in non-conductlng nylon bushes and isolating the model from a
common earth. The probe connecting cable was also isolated from the
fluctuating field by the addition of a further braided wire sheath
around the cable. The field was automatically inhibited when the
probes were activated.
The system has been shown to be accurate enough to be used to test for
vibration of the probe mounting and probe supports. The probe was
• driven into and out from the surface and the output monitored on a
storage oscilloscope, (see Figure 25). The results show little
detectable vibration, wind on or off.
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2,].5,1 _/lpAcal operation of traversing gear/position control system
fO_ a bo_dlry layer traverse
The following section illustrates the use of the position control/
traversing gear/anemometer systems to perform a simple boundary layer
travaraa.
l) switch stepper control to 'Manual' and 'aef. pt'.
li) mount probe and align with surface.
ill) move probe towards the surface, monitoring the gap with a
travelling microscope.
iv) when the probe is at the desired zero position, adjust the
reference voltage to match the probe output voltage. Note, all
metallic equipment other than the model and p_obe should be
removed from the working section as they affect the field
around the probe and hence the reference voltage would be
incorrect.
v) set step counter to zero.
vi) move probe away from the surface and switch to 'DISA'. This
enables the probe to be heated and the zero flow voltage
measured. It should be noted that the proximity of the modal
may significantly affect the measured zero flow voltage. It
was found necessary to determine the variation of zero flow
voltage against distance from the surface so that a true saro
flow voltage could be determined at any known position from the
surface.
vii) switch back to 'Rel, pt,' having switched off the probe l start
up the tunnel.
I
vial) whilst monitoring the probe output voltage, drive the probe [_
r,
towards the surface. If the probe stops due to reference point
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i
voltage, then the probe has deflected towards the murfacol sere
the counter. Xf the probe stope due to mere on the counter, the
probe hem deflected away from the aurfacel alZow the counter to
go through zero until the reference point voltaqe is encountered
and then zero the counter. Typical deflections due to alrflow
were of the order of O.O01 in (0.025 mm).
ix) the probe is now positioned at the original set point. Switch
to 'DISA' and activate the probe. The probe can now be driven
away from the surface and the anemometer output voltages
recorded.
x} having completed a traverse, switch off the anemometer (note:
tunnel still running) and switch the stepper control to 'Ref.
pt.'. The traversing gear can now be moved to its new angular
position and locked in place.
xi) repeat viii), Ix;, x)
Using this procedure the probe could be accurately reset close to the
surface, taking account of small surface irregularities and deflection
of the probe due to airflow.
2.2 The 7 ftx 5 ft Wind Tunne____11
The wind tunnel used was the Bath University large dual pqrpose tunnel,
shown in Figure 15. The model was mounted vertically in the 7 ftx
5 ft high speed working section as shown in Figure 26. The tunnel le
po_mred by a 170 h.p. motor which drives a 4 bladed fan, IO ft (3.o_ m)
in diameter. The high speed workin_ eectinn ha, a 4:1 contraction
upstream, fitted with a qeuzo, and downetream there iea multlcell
dlffueer. The maximum continuoue centreline velocity in the high
speed section ie 160 f.p.e. (49 me'l). The return duct of the tunnel
Is a 12 ftx I0 ft industrial working |ectlon with a meximu_ centre-
llne velocity of 40 f.p.a. (12.3 ms']). A three component belw1ce A8
mounted above the high speed working section but thle wee not used as
the model was nounted vertically to obtain the maxim_ tunnel helghtJ
chord ratio. I
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2,2.1 Calibration of the ? ft x 5 ft workin_ secti,)n
Prior to testing the Hrofoilt the working section was recallbrabld
take into account the effect of the aerofoil upon the reference static
pressure difference tapping located on the side wall at the entrance
to the working section. A series of new tapplngs was positioned in
the ceiling at the end of tee contraction and the static pressure
dlfferonce across the contraction was recorded with and without the
model in place. The static pressure difference was measured on a Betz
micromanometer and referenced to the dynamic pressure at the gauze
measured by a pitot static tube and an alcohol micr_anometer. The
static pressure tapping which suffered least model interference for
maximum contraction static pressure difference was chosen and a
calibration of Betz manometer readings against working section dynamic
pressure obtained (Figure 27). The third tapping from the start of
the working section was found to best satisfy these conditions.
The tunnel was operated with the low speed working section vented to
atmosphere to avoid air inflow through the alternative vents in the
high speed test section.
During initial commissioning runs of the aerofoil it was apparent that
the flow in the working section was severely disturbed and sn initial
rake survey showed the flow field to be asymmetric as shown in
Figure 28. On examination of the tunnel, the contraction gauze was
found to be partially blocked with dirt causing a reclrculating
separation bubble in the contraction. The gauze was cleaned and the
calibration and rake survey repeated. The flow was shown to be
greatly improved (Figure 29).
2.2.2 Investi_atlon of free stream turbulence
During the calibration of the high speed working section, the free
stream turbulence levels were investigated using a dual sensor DIS&
hot wire probe. The results (Figures 30, 31) clearly show the
disturbed nature of the lower flow prior to the cleaning of the gauze.
The free stream turbulence in the undisturbed region is less than It
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and oan be consl_rsd lsotropic. The snemomster was ol_rSt_ aS
deloribed in slction 3°2.4.
2.2,3 _roposed tsstln_ conditions
All experiments were carried out st s constant free stream velocity of
31.9 ms-! given by • reference pzeosure difference of 60_ of water
on the Bets mlcromsnometer. The velocity was kept at chls modest
value to enable s better comparison with the work of Kind 32, and also
to ease the noise problem for the operator during the anticipated long
run times. These conditions gave a test Reynolds number of
approximately 1.3 x 106 based on the aerofoil chord.
I
i The slot blowing rate was seen to have e slight effect upon the
reference pressure difference but it was small compared with its
effect upon the downwash correctiOns. At each test point, the tunnel
r.p.m, was adjusted to give a constant reference pressure difference.
The low speed return section of the wind tunnel was vented to atmos-
phere, providing a free stream stagnation pressure slightly less than
atmospheric.
(Parsee - Po_ ) < 1 cm of water
This proved to be of advantage in the determination of the radial
static pressure dletributione (sea section 3.4).
2.2.3.1 Effect of tip Jets
rollowlng the recoMmendatlons of Englar and Willlams 40 discussed in
Section 2.1.1.1, small tip Jets were installed at the extreme spanwise
positions of the trailing edge blowing slot. The basic idea was to
blow the tip Jets two or three times harder than the maln jet and
!m_..._ effectively disrupt anyvorticity whichmivht be shodat the Ju.ctlo. II
of the aerofoil end the end plates. The vortlcity present can Me
reduced by careful fillettlng between the end plate and the model skin.
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In addition, the large adverse pressure grndlants which exist at the
trailing edge of the aerofoil have a very pronounced affect upon the
and plate inner surface boundary layer.
An attempt was made to ascertain the effectiveness of the tip Jets by
measuring the flatness of the spanwise, upper surface, half chord
pressure distribution. Eight static pressure tappings were incorporated
at the 50% chord station, equispaced to within i% in (76 l) o_ either
end plate. It was found however that little non-linearlty could be
detected with or without tip Jet blowing.
The overall effect of the tip Jets, as shown in Figure 32, was to
increase the value of CL by an amount which increased in proportion to
the amount of tip jet blowing. Since no plateau or peak was indicated
i in the production of extra CL, it was decided to attempt an
optimisation using flow visualisation. It was found that a single
I wool tuft positioned over the splitter between the tip and main Jets, •
i extending over the trailing edge, proved most successful.
When no tip Jet blow was used, the main Jet caused the tuft to deflect
towards the centreline of the model. The amount of tip Jet blow could
then be adjusted until the tuft was parallel to the endplatea,
indicating no croebZlow in the stream. This is suggested as one of
the best methods of ensuring two-dlmeneionallty in circulation control
testing, particularly at low free stream velocities. Zt should be
noted that the tip Jet blowing system became lass effective at
increased slot heights due primarily to the nature of the non-
adjustable sealing strlpa between the main and tip plenum chambers in
the slot cOntraction. Also, if the tip jets were blown too hard, a
secondary vortex was created between the tip and main Jet flows,
":e-introducing three-dimnsional effects.
The optimum amount of tip Jet blowing was not obvious but is thought
tO be a function of the mln _et molwntum, the overall clrculaticll and
i the geometry of the and plates. 4
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2.2.4 B1ooka_e corrections i
A simple solid blockage correction was applied to the free stream
dynamic pressure since the effects of the high lift coefficients,
model mounting_ air supply pipes and the impingement of the strong
wake on the multlcell diffuser were difficult to determlne individually. !
The correction applied was from Pankhurst and Holder 42 and it was
assumed that the model spanned the tunnel, to take account of the end
plates and mounting tubes.
_m
The correction is given by
U - UT(1 + Cs) (2.1)
where Cs - _XI_)2
T - 0.822 for a closed tunnel
Q
. L_u_imu_ aerofoil thickness
h tunnel height
A = %(1 + _) for an ellipse
c aerofoil chord
-- i
t aerofoil thickness
This gave a blockage factor of 1.0275 for the free stream dynamic
pressure. The test conditions were then
¼PU_ " 613 Nm -2
thl"oughout the experin_nts.
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2.3 The Blowing Air Supply
2.3.1 Description of sXstm
A schematic diagram of the blowing system £s sho_l £n Figure 33. The
blowing supply system was based on a 8ellie and Morcom, oil-lees,
3 cylinder compressor delivering 13OO c._.m.F.A.D, up to 80 p.s.i.g.
±i0%. The compressor delivered the air direct to a settling tank. k
self regulating Arcs valve installed at the outlet from the settling
ta_k, provided initial regulation of the air supply. A galvanised
pipe was installed, external to the buildings, between the settling
tank and the wind tunnel, and a Hattersly stop valve was provided at
the entry to the wind tunnel building. To improve hot wlre/film llfe
and reliability a Dcmnick Hunter O.i _m filter was fitted immediately
downstream of the stop valve.
The flow then passed through a manifold into three separate channels,
each controlled by its own Hale Hamilton RL6D dome valve. Each RL6D
was operated by an LI5 controller, powered from a tapping Just down-
stream of the filter. This provided a system with independent cOntrol
for the leading and trailing edge slots and for the tip Jets. Each
flow, regulated by an RL6_was then split into two to supply each side
of the model. Shortly after splittlng, the flow for the main slots
was transferred to 2 in (50.8 mm) I.D. braid reinforced nylc_ tube of
40 p.s.l.g, maximum working pressure connected to the model manifolds.
Orifice plates (see Section 2.3.2) were positioned in the flexible
hose for the main leading and trailing edge flows only. The tip Jet
flow passed to the model through % in (9.5 nun)bore nylon tube.
The maximum pipe flow Math number was kept below 0.45 to reduce lossesl
the worst possible conditions were evaluated thus:
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Worst Maximum
flow ca_(c.f.:) Math nun_oer
6" pipe settling tank to stop valve 13oo O.I
4" pipe stop valve to 3-way manifold 13OO 0.22
]" pipe 3-way manifold to 2-way manifold 13OO 0.395
2" plpe final supply to model 650 0.44
The final case was equivalent to nsarly three times the flow required
to choke the main trailing edge slot.
It was not considered necessary to accurately monitor the tip Jet flow
and the dome regulation pressure was found to be sufficient for control.
2.3.2 Calibration of orifice plates
<
The orifice plates fitted in the upper and lower, leading and trailing
edge main Jet supply lines were designed to BSIO4243. Since the !_W
required operating flow range was large and the connecting t_bing was i
unable to comply with the recommendations of BS104243, in terms of
minimum straight lengths either side of the orifice plates, a
calibration was made.
A series of nozzles was manufactured to the general design shown in
Figure 34. These could be fitted in turn to the upper leading edge air
supply pipeline, the lower leading edge hose being blanked off. By
ensurtng that the flow through the nozzle was choked, the fo] lowing
relationship could be assumed:
mnozzle /_o kg s"l 12.21 t
Where A - area of exit (m2)
= stagnation temperature (°K) measured /To by tho_la upstramof the noaels
4- sta_matlon pressure in Bare, mees_edPo by a sta_ presx=e transducer upstreamof the orifioa plate
_,R a_a the _av_l g&s m_t|tsm%ap foz &lz
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Three nozzles were made with different exit areaep enablinq wide
coverage of the flow range.
With the mass flow, Po and To obtained as above and the pressure
difference across the plates measured on a specially constructed water
manometer, the calibration was obtained as:-
. •F -j
oj . o.1. i
wher_ _h is the pressure difference across the orifice plate measured !]
in cm of water.
It was later found that there was _ difference between the flows of the
upper and lower supplies, but since the calibration applies to all flow
rates, it applied equally well to all four individual supplies.
2.3.3 Blowlng supply control and instrumentation
With the blowing system coupled to the moc_l, it was found possible, in
the mass flow calibration, to replace the stagnatlc_ pressure upstream
of the orifice plate by the model plenum stagnation pressure, with
negligible error. The system was thus controlled primarily by
monitoring the plenu_ pressure on a Statham O - 25 p.s.l.d, pressure
transducer. Although small variations in dh and TO occurred from day
to day, in using constant Po settles, the overall repeatability of the
values of CM was found to be better than 2%, the transducer sensitivity
being adjusted accordingly. Full details of the calculation of C_ are
given in Section 2.3.4.
Alternatively, the upper leading edge blowing supply could also be use_
ae the supply for the anemometer calibration rag (see Section 3.2 and
Figure 36). Dependent upon the nozzle else, • similar accuracy for
nozzle exit velocity as for C_ could be attained.
Aa Nentloned in Sactlon 2.3.2 a difference existed between the uPPer
and l_r u_Sel plenun euppliae, due to the differenQe An length of i
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pipe runs. This was also the case on the tip Jet supply. Where the
main supplies exhausted into a near stagnant plenum, the tip Jots
maintained the asymmetry through the blowing |lot. For this reason, a
mall restrictor valve was placed in the shorter tap _et supply line
enabling equalisation of the blowing rates, This valve had to be
adjusted according to the slot height and unfortunately slightly
reduced the capability of the tip jets to control three-dlmenslonal
effects.
Serious instabilities were encountered on the RL6D dome valves in the
form of a resonance between the valve llp and seat Just as the valve
opened. AS the valve 'cracked' , a region of high suction was formed
between the alp and seat causing the valve to close and then open,
once more, under the dome pressure. The resultant 'trumpeting* was so
severe as to prevent testing of the aerofoil. After extended test_
' the only satisfactory solution was to increase the votive spindle
damping by filling the spindle support cavity with Tare and Lyle
'Golden Syrup'. All oils tested lacked sufficient viscosity and all
greases failed to flow back to the closed poeltion. The application
of syrup not only stopped the resonance but also reduced the low
frequency variations in blowing supply f_'om sundry causes such as
interactions with the Arca valve.
2.3.4 Ev__aluationof the blowing momentum coefficientf C_
The blowing momentum coefficient is given by
& Vj
now for two-dimenslonal tests
o •
m2D vj
12.5)
where m2D " ms|a flOW pe_ _it span
Vj - let veloclty __
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The value of the Jet wloclty wee obtained from a small itaratlvs
procedure based on an isentroplc expansion in the nos$1e,
Binoe the stagnation temperature and pressure in the plenu_ ere known,
s value for 0° can be found.
% - _ (2.6)RTo
Assuming that the flow is incompressible, an initial value of the slot
Mach number can be found.
Mj _ r------ (2.7)
Po × /TRTo × area of slot
i
Due allowance was made for the reduction in slot span due to the
presence of the tip Jets, when relating the orifice plate calibrated
flowrate to the aerofoil slot flow.
This now allows a first estimate for p, since
2.5
: I, (a.8)
The procedure can be repeated and the value found for Mj which solves
the loop. Thls takes no acoount of any losses or boundary layer
growth within the slot.
The value of the plenum atagnati_l pressure Is found relative to the
unblown slot exit static pressure. The error caused by not referrlng
to the actual slot oxlt static pressure in _he presence of the _et was
il small since low blowi_ rates were uee_ an_ the free stream dy.lmlc
pressure was emall co_paz_d with the plenum stagnation pressure.
Bill M..... - . m .........................
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as a check on the calculation procedure, the trailing edge Jet
velocity was determined by three independent methods.
i) Ass_umlng Isentroplc conditions at the nossle gives,
, v,= \Po/ (2.9)
_'lean-'*,,Po(_,-l)_o\\.o/ -v_ (2.1o)
where To - duct t_mperature (=K)
PD " duct pressure (Nm"2)
P_ - free stream static pressure (Nm"2)
The duct variables were assumed to be the plenum stagnation quantities.
The slot contraction ratio for this test wan 70 : i.
iS) A single sensor hot wire probe was placed in the middle of the
Jet and the velocities calculated from its calibration. The
probe was moved O.OOl in (0.025 m) either side of the centre-
line of the slot and no velocity change was apparent. The heat
t loss to the model had a large effect on the performance of the
probe.
4
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ill) The CU calculation program could be uHd _.o deCemine the slot
vel,ocity,
The ze|ults of the three methods are shown In Figure 37. The eqreoment
is surprisingly good, The deviation of the C_ calculation could be due
to lossel in the slot, while the apparent increase measured by the hot
wire could be due to boundary layer build-up in the slot and probe
blockage at high speeds, and to model interference effects at low
speeds.
The slot height for this test was 0.O21 in (0.52 ram)and the agreement
for Jet velocity over the test range (up to Vj/Y u 4) was considered
satisfactory and not to warrant further inveetlgatlons.
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3. INBTRUMENT&TION
A block de•gram of th• systam is shown in Figur• 28. Two 48 port 'J'
s•ri•s Sc•nlvalv•s wars us•d, •llowlng air•mate tspplngo on •It•mate
Sc•nlv•iv•s to provide the sequence for the st•tlc t•pplngs. This
enabled each transducer to return to ambient pr•eeure before the
experimental pressure was applied, thus •voiding pressure lag problems.
The Scanivalves were controlled by an online ?DP-8 computer which
stepped them in sequence and analysed the data, At each measuring
point the transducer was allowed • eettllng time of 250 m_ and then
the pressure at the transducer face was found as the average of
50 samples over a 50 ms period.
e
• The transducers were a Stath0,m _2.5 p.e.l.d, and a Setra _5 p.s.i.d.;
- they were identically c•llbrated over the same range using the low
I
pressure transducer c•llbr•tlon system (see Section 3.1.1). The range
of the calibration was determined to give the maximum signal
permiseable for the tests envisaged within the iO volt A/D converter
'_ range of the PDP-8 computer. The derived transducer sensitivity was
, i then input as a program constant. The maximum pressure coefficients
allowed were ±5.5 based on a free stream dynamic pressure of 613 Nm_ .
This range was only possible because of the low blowing rates being
used! previous researchers had encountered pressure coefficients in
excess of -20 in the trailing edge suction peak.
The analysis of the data was performed, •s shown in Figure 39, by a
Scanlvalve control program on th• PDP-8, discussed further in Appendix
Z. Briefly, points wtr• interpolated midway between adjacent d•t•
points using • Langrangi•n interpolation technique. At the leading
and traillng edges, where high curvature of the distributions was
• presentt certain restrictions were placed on the interpolation routine
to reduce instabilities. These had • small effect upon the overall
performance results. The lift coefficients end pressure drag
ooefgicisnts wtre evaluated using a liffiple nmneric•l int_ration
teohniqul.
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Zt lm usual to evaluate the normal _orce coefficient! lncludcng
allowances for the reaction thruet of the Jet.
- c.m+%.i,,.
(3.1)
CD - C_ooe_
" CDm
where _ is the angle of the Jet exit to the horizontal and the sub-
script m indicates the initial measured qu_ntlty. Since this work was
mainly concerned with the detailed trailing edge investigation, these
cozrectlons were not included in the computer program. The effect on
the lift coefficient would be small since C_ was generally lees than
0,03 and _ was small. The effect oJ_ the drag force is much larger!
however the initial accurmcy of the drag integration was questionable
due to the lack of static pressure tappinge around the trailing edge.
The results, including the interpolated values, were displayed on a
CRT display at the tunnel console, enabling an immediate visual check
on the flow.
The aerofoil pressure distributions were used to evaluate the effective
incidence of the aerofoil and this will. be described in detail in the
next section.
3.1.i Evaluation of the aerofoil effective incidence
Since an aerofoil with a rounded trailing edge does not exhibit the
well known 'Kutta' condition of conventional sharp ,Jcaillng edged aero-
foil eactlonm, the determination of the affectlva incidence le complex
and subject to error. Kind 32 used a method of comparing pre-drl_m
potential flow pressure di|trlbutione with the experimental results.
- Tni| enabled the downweeh correction to be calculated end the effective
incidence deduced. This method ham been adopted and improved in this
I
study, by matching the experimental and theoretical pressure di|trl- _ 4
fIbutione over the leading half chord. Th. leading half chord wee chosen
O000UUUl-/  l
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in rJrdsr to avotd the maJo_ direct effects of the blowing _st which
occur round the tsalling edge.
¢ho theoretical pressure dtstrtbutlon around an sllipsop gtven by
Jane| 33 _or sxMIpla, is
- + I - ssn2(_ + e) (3,2)
2(1+_1 (.InO+ ,in(_+y))
u 2 . I - cos(2_ + 2e)
/°,
i !
(1 - effective incidence, aef f
0 < 0 < 2_ such that _ = ¼(I + Co|e)
C
Thus, if _ is defined at the static tapping posltlona the theoretical
pressure coefficients at these points could be d_termined for a given
CL _n4 aef f. The expsrimel;tal leedir_ edge half chord CL wal
'" calculated as a first step. The value of the eltlstated uef f was input
to the Scanlvalve control program by the operator. The program then
evaluated a let of theoretical points and adjusted the vallle Of the
_w
thtoretlcal CL until the integrated areas of the thsoEetlcal and
experimental leading half chord dlstributlonl were equal.
-- O0000001-TSE14
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A o_nperieon of the mesmured pressure distribution with the potential
flow solution was shown on a CRT display in the wind tunnel, The
operator then 'visually' iterated to obtain the best fit to the
pressure d_tributlon over the leading half chord by successive
estimates of the e£fectlve incidence.
The three major problems with this technique were:
i) the model geometry differed slightly from that of the true
ellipse, due to the circular arc leading edge and the forward
facing blowing slot.
ll) the effective incidence could only determined to _+%oat any
single data point.
--: iii) the technique could not be used when the leading edge was blown
since the forward Jet flow caused too great a disparity between
the theoretical and experimental distributions.
Examples of the displays produced by this technique are shown in
I
Figure 40. Further disc-ssion of the accuracy of this simple
theoretical calculation is given in Section 5.1.1.
3.1.2 Low pressure transducer calibration
This system was for use where the required pressures were less than
±30 in (0.76 m) of water. It consisted of a small pneumatic actuator
which was coupled to the transducer and a wster manometer. Thi_
simple system proved to be very reliable and accurate over its small
range. Also it was slmply adopted to enable both Scenlvalve trans-
ducers to be calibrated at the same tlme, thus avoiding 8_1y sensitivity
erzurs between them.
- i
: [it"L
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3.1.3 High _raaeura transducer calibration
e
This system wam originally produced for use on the supersonic wind
t_nnel facility at Eath University. _t consisted of a needle re[re
controller which allowed simultaneous pressure supply to t_
'calibration standard _ Wallace and Tiernan gauges, giving differential
and absolute pressures, and to the required pressure transducer. The
supply was vented to atmosphere via u short section of fine glass
capillary tubing whloh allowed the system pressure to stabilise
quickly.
The whole system was fed from the main blowing supply via the tip Jet
valve controller. This enabled the maximum calibration pressure to be
set, avoiding any possible over pressures being applied to the trans-
ducer face.
The maximum range of this system was 80 p.s.i.g.
All transducers were calibrated using either of these two systems and
showed negligible hysterieis. An example of the calibration of the two
Scanivalve transducers using the low pressure system is shown in
Figure 41.
It is important to note that the Sc_.Ivalve transducers were calibrated
in sltu as it was apparent that the operating temperature within the
Scanlvalve housing had a definite effect upon the calibration. The
zero of these transducers was also found to be affected by the securing
-eneion of the transducer retaining caps in the Scanlvalves.
3.2 Hot Wire Anemometr_
3.2.1 Calibration rig
All investigations a_d ualibratione of the anemometer equipment were
perfo_ un the noszla rlg shown in Figure 36. This is a eq_ilar
P
arrangement to that described in Section 2.3.2. for calibratlno the
orifice plates. _ usa of dlffszent else noSalee, velocities from
!
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25 ms *l to 3OO me "t could be produced, The nozzles were all produced
_o the same gaometrlc form shown in Figure 34.
The calibration rig used filtered air, as mentioned in Section 2.3ol,
to improve probe life and reliability and was fitted with a rotating
table which supported the various probe configurations.
An experimental investigation of the calibration Jet was performed
using a DISA dual sensor wire probe, the operation of which is
discussed in Section 3.2.4. The results obtained showed the extent
and development of the constant velocity core and the turbulence
!: levels within the Jet. These tests indicated that a probe could be
centrally positioned up to 1 inch (25.4 mm) from the nozzle face
I without loss of Jet velocity, The results are shown in Figures 42, 43.
I The orifice plate calibration discussed in Section 2.3.2 was used to! determine the Jet velocity at the nozzle.
The ability to position a probe away from the face of the nozzle
increased the rotational limit of the rotary table by some 400 . This
was of particular importance in the calibration of the split film probe
since it enabled the flow angle to become negative for the chosen
probe geometry (see Section 3.3).
3.2.2 General c0mments on hot wire anemometr_
In general the hot wires and the associated instrumentation were
operated in accordance with the relevant operation manual.
The wire anemometer bridges were adjusted to operate at their maxim_
bandwidth at a typical expected flow _locity and an upper limit
fregusncy response of 40 KHz was attainable (see Figure 44).
It was assumed that the wire probes followed a Kings Law type relation-
ship given by:-
_n2 = Zo2+ BLm 13.31
where B and n are the calibration conatlnte.
...... w
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The conltant n was to be maaourad a_ it was fast the:t the v=lue o!
0,5. usually assumed, was unr_liable over such a wide _elo_lty ranqe.
It can be shown that the affects of ambient temperature drift aro
confined to a variation of B, the intercept of the log plot, rather
than the slope n. V_rlstensen44 proposed a solution to this problem,
which has been extended by Starsmore 45 end as a final exact solution
(see Appendix II for details) can be shown to be
EB2 2 + B (IIu n (3.4)
" E° ._I + _/
i where
= overbe_t ratio I
(Tfluid -Tca 1)
Tfluld
• l
T measured in "K
This relationship not only allowed correction to calibraLions for
ambient temperature drift but also allowed the calibration temperature
to be corrected to a single value if the run temperature varied. The
effect of varying the required calibration temperature at a fixed
overheat ratio is shown in Figure 45.
The standard equation can be reduced to:-
Eo 2 " o
and by plott_ng the log of both sides, the values of B/Eo2 and n can
be found.
The following corrsctlon to the maasurad zero flow voltage was aoaummd,
to take account of the influence of convective cooling. With the wire
00000001-TSF04
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_ aligned Jn the vertical plans:
., EO = 0.92 x Eo me_ured (3.6)
_, An extensive investigation was perfornmd into the effects of flow
_ temperature upon the overheat ratio and callbration of wire probes,
The usually adopted probe setting procedure is outlined below:
i) zero probe cab_ resistance on anemometer bridge.
m
ll) measure probe resistance r
P
•. iii) set operating resistance on anemometer decades.
r - (i + c) r (3.7)
o p
- iv) operate probe in flow field.
Throughout this work, the DISA anem_eters were unable to zero the
cable resistances and consequently the resistance used to calculate
the operating resistance was assumed to be
rp = rprob e + cable - rcable (5.8)
The value of rcabl e could be found frcx_ the resistance decade8 as that
value necessary to gave zero cable resistance.
Xt was also apparent that if allowance wam made for varlationm in
amblent fluid temperature while operating, then allowance should also
be made for the value of the probe oold resistance varying with the
movi_ fluid t_perature. An extenai_ series of tests indi_&t_ that
the value of n siqnlflcantly decreased with increasing overheat ratio.
Since the overheat ratio is a function of the dlffarencebetWeen the
probe operating temperature and the ambient |luid thmperature, it
lm_d edvis_le to evel_te the operating resletlmce from a l_obe
resi0tsnce aeasured in the presence of the moving fluid. This waJ
...... 00000001-TSFO
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thought to be the only way of maintaining constant overheat ratio and
hence conatant calibration, over a period of time,
Equation (3.8) now becomes
rp - rprob e + cable (at moving fluid temp) - rcabl e (3.9)
In the experimental arrangement already described, variations of f_uid
temperature from +20°C to -5°C were common, dependent upon the outside
weather conditions and the air mass flow rate, whilst the aL,_ient
tunnel air varied from +lO°C to +35°C depending on how long the wind
tunnel had been running. The importance of the revised technigue is
apparent and tests indicated an improvement in the repeatability of I
the calibration constants for a given wire from ±5% to ±1%.
A typical wire resistance temperature coefficient, _, given by
rI = ro(l + _(T 1 - TO)) (3.10)
was found to be
= 3.695 x 10-3 _ per °C
Hence a iO°C variation in ambient temperature would change the
operating resistance by nearly 0.07 n at an overheat ratio of C.8.
This would have a significan_ effect upon the zero flow voltage and
the probe calibration in general.
The reason for the variation of calibration with overheat ratio i8 not
clearly understood but may be a function of the change in thermal
stress of the wire between the prongs caused by the change of operating
! temperature. The easiest solution was to adopt the above procedure
• '. and run at a constant overheat ratio of 0.8. This overheat ratio was
i chosen am a compromise between frequency response m,d probe llfe.
i A further series of experiments indicated llttl_ variation in the 3
i calibration constants over exten_gd perieda of time. The reaaon _oI
O0000001-TSFO8
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this is thought to be the 'clean' air supplied by the O.i pm filter.
The calibration equation (3.5) was initially umed in theme testml
however, tho mmall variations in n that have prevlouely been discussed
caused large varlatlonm in B because of the remoteness of the data
points from the vertical scale. It was found more reliable to use the
following equationz
E° 2 - i _ = --_-_o (10pM)n (3.11)
Examples of the two techniques are given in Figure 46. The values of
n obtained from both techniques were consistently close to 0.4 and
the improved confidence in the intercept from the second method is
obvious.
The calibrations were all obtained by a linear regression method
programmed on a PDFII/34. Typically, greater than 99.9% correlation
was achieved and it was found sufficient to take only 5 or 6
experimental points to determine the calibration constants.
Boundary layer wire probes (5 _m diameter) and DISA D series bridges
were used throughout the single sensor experiments.
Two data reduction techniques are available for hot wire anemometry.
The unllnearlsed signals can be analysed by either an analogue or
digital technique. The analogue technique is particularly suited to
slngle wire operation and will be discussed in Section 3.2.3, while
the digital technique offers many advantages where more then one
meneor 18 umed (see Section 3.2.4). _t wmm decided not to use
linemrlmorm in this work since the controlling parameters were
susceptible to ambient temperature variations evident am changes inthe wire oalibratlon constants.
II ....
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3.2.3 O.Derst£on of lln_is sensor wire probes
All lingle lenlo_ prance Wits operated on the li_pll analogue lylteln
shown in Figure 47. The reduction of the tuEbulsnco data and deter-
mination of the mean velocity, including the effects Of ambient
temperature drift, were performed on a pocket programmable calculator
using the inverse calibration equation and the raco_ndatlone of
MoJola 46 .
• . I/n
- a o -i
U m
lO---_" ' ! ms (3.12)
2
EO
where a - speed of sound - _ ms "I _!
2-
where {e- is the r.m.s, of the fluctuating portion of the bridge
signal and the bar signifies a time averaged quantity.
Extension of the simple analogue technique to dual and trlp[s sensor
probes is possible but requires the use of sur_ling and multiplying
circuits. Full details of the necessary relatlonehlps are given by
Mo_ola 46 .
_- An example of the effect of yaw angles in the plane of the prongs and
. normal to the wire is g_ven in Figure 48. It fs clear from this
figure that the contraction effect of the prongs when the flow is
normal to the prongs and wire produces approximately a 10% increase
in the effective cooling velr_.ity of the flow. Whereas when the flow 4
qis angled in the plane of the prongs, the effective cooling velocity
" O000000i-TSF08
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is a function of the sine of the yaw angle, representing the effective
length of the wire in yaw.
3.2.4 Operation of 8u^l censor wire probes
Whilst it was not expected to use theme probes for investigations
around the trailing edge of the aerofoil due to thai= lack of spatlal
zesolution, their operation was investigated to gain experience in
the use of dual sensor probes. Each sensor of an X-array wire probe
was calibrated normal to the airflow in exactly the same manner as a
!
single serlsor probe.
45
The digital analysis technique used by Starsmore was adopted for
this work since it was simpler and more adaptable than the equivalent
analogue dual sensor technique. It consists of sampling the output
of both wires at discrete time intervals and calculating the
instantaneous velocity vectors for each time step. It has been
shown that the instantaneous velocity vectors for an X-array dual
sensor probe in the XY plane (see Figure 49 for co-ordlnate system)
are_
, q +q2'lU = _ a21 J (1 + a21 (a2 - l)
(3.14)
(ql2- q22 )V=
2(a2 - 1)U
where ql " effective cooling velocity wire #1
q2 " effeotlve cooling valocity wire #2
a - direction sensitivity coefficient
00000001-TSFO9
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A 2ull derivetion of theme equations Is given in Appendix I1.
If a total of n samples Is teken at a frequency f, then the time
averaged mean quantities are given by
n
_'_ n
n-Z
n (3.15)
7 - _ vn
n,,1
At each sample point, the fluctuating velocities are then given by:
UI i U - U
n n
(3.16)
v' " V -
n n
54
Thus the time averaged mean and fluctuating qu_nCitima are simply
deduced, rull details of _ha program developed for this method are
given in Appendix Iz. The procedure can b_e repeated by roorientating
the probe in the XZ plane to produce W, w'2 and utw-'_.
The value of a, _here
measured velocity
a - actual velocity , for flow parallel to the wire
p is generally accepted to be 0,2. This was shown to be a resonable
assumption compared with the results meaBured in this work (see
Figure 50).
The sampling frequency f, is desired to be as hlgh as possible, or 1
the sample size should be increased in order to 'capture _ the
maximum turbulence contribution. The sampling rate of the PDPII/34
A/D converter has a no_linal maxlmmn value of 3.4 KHZ using the supplied
system library routines. In practice this figure can only he
approached depen0ent on the type of storage file management employed.
A maximum rate of 2.6 KHz was attained for this Study.
A total sample size of 2560 samples per wire was finally used as a
compromise between accuracy and analysis time. This sample size
showed negligible error in turbulence mess, ament compared to one of
32000, and gave an order of magnitude decrease £n analysla time.
Block diagrams of the dual sensor analysis system and the related
c_puter programs are given in Figures 51, 52 (and lee also Appendix
II). The filtered fluctuating cowpo_ents of each bridge elgnel are
amplified to the _axlmum ±2.5 volts permlsmable by the PDPII/34 A/D
converter. The amplified fluctuating inputs were monltore_ on an
oecillo|cope to avoid saturating the &/D converter. The base elgnsl .
r.m.e, and time averaged mean voltages, input to the computer, were
then used to recreate the actual voltage, and hence the velocity,
tlwm hlatory, In this m_nner the maximum fluctuating signal
_flnltlon was obtaln_.
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ThAm data reduction technique was used to investigate the tunnel
tree stream turbulence levels and the calibration Jot development
(ice Sections 2.2.2, 3.2.1),
3.2,5 Sources of error in the hot ware ennomtr¥ peaeuremnta
3.205.1 The temperature _redient across the wall jet
As has already been stated in Section 2.3.1, the blowing sir supply
temperature was very dependent upon the outside weather conditions.
It was usual for the Jet air temperature to be of the order of iO°C
cooler than the surrounding tunnel alr. Having indicated the
dependence of a hot wire probe calibration on ambient temperature,
the importance of the techniques previously described (see Section
3.2.2) to account for these variations becomes apparent. However
since the wall Jet produces a strong entrainment effect between the
jet _nd the external flow, the exlstance of a temperature difference
between the flows produces a temperature gradient across the flow
which varies with downstream poslition, the cold blowing Jet air
gradually being heated to the ambient conditions.
Since the temperature gradients were indeterminate for this study,
the effects wele allowed for by using the Jet temperature at slot
exit to adjust the wire calibration. In this way the error was
reduced for the high velocity meas_trements, but some discrepancies
were apparent in the wall Jet edge velocities cempared with the split
film meaaure_nts (see Figure 98, 99). Had the tunnel air tsmperatnre
been used, the edge velocities would be more realistic but an equal
percentage error to the previous low velocity measurements would have
produced increased velocity errors in the Jet velocity measurements.
I Short of attaching a smell temperature sensor to the wire probe and
meamEing the actual temperature at each measurement pointp the
adopted method seems to be an acceptable o_premiee.
An attempt was made to measure the temperature gradient across the
flow by detecting variations of the reeist_ce of an tlnhasted wire
probe. However, lac_ of time for the necessary adJuetnent of the d
qanemometer bridges prohibited precise measureS-nts. Xt was also
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considered unnecessary since the bulk of the trailing e_e Jorvey was
Co be pertormd using a lplit film probe which apparently was lees
susceptible to Imbient tl_plrature variations (see Section 3.3,1),
3,2,5,_ N,en-radia_ travereing path
Due to _he finite 01$e end positioning of the traversing gear probe
_upportI end the dllire _o place the hot w_re pFobl el near to _he
slot e| poe|ible, it wee necessary to offeet the wire from the radlel
traversing plane (|ee Figure 53_. When the probe was traversed in
the conflguratlon shown, an angular offset at the extent of travel of
I approximately 20 was typical. In the preeence of longitudinal
i velocity gradients, errors in the measurement of the wall _et outer
! layer veAocitiee were apparent.
I
The angular error was given by
¢
• " (seefigure. notation) (3.1e)
was typically less than IO° which gives an error of less than 2°
for R/y < 5.
It was poselble to position the probe8 such that the offset angle was
zero_ ho_ver it wee felt that the advantages in being able to approach
the slot exit with the prob_,e outweighed the errors produced.
3.2.5.3 Well and probe ipt_rfe_ence effects
The meet usual con|ideratlon when using wire probes in close proximity
to • solid wall el heat lose to the surface. It el ueually assumed
that the heat lose to the surface doQe not become slgnlflc_t u_tll
the p_obe is lees then O.OO4 in (O.i mm) from the surface. Howe_r,
in this |tudy, velocity measurements el close as phyllcelly allowed
by the probe prong redlul (0.003 in, 0,075 _) were apparently
unaffected. Thll wee thought to be due to the unusuelly high lheer
gradient close to the wall reducing the relative increase in _eaeured
qwlocity,
.....O0000()'01-TSF13
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The probe support geometry (see Figure _]) was dealgnad I:o minimise
interference a_ the nmasuring point, The introduction of _ normal
Obltrl]ctlon in the curved wall Jet tendl to 'split' the flow and
generate three-dlmenslonal Inatabilitles. It was assumed that the
small pro_ected area o! the prong tlps would cause minimal distu_bance
of the flow, The _ffect of probe Interference upon th_ measured llft
coefficient is d_scussed in Sectlo*_ 4.1.2, 5.4.1,2.
The results obtained in Section 3,2,3 for the effects of yaw in the
plane normal to the wire indicate that negligible error would arise
from small changes in orientation relative to the curved surface.
This conclusion also implies that the normal velocity meastu:ed on a
L
single hot wire will also include the V contribution.
U 2 , U2 + b2V 2 (3.19)
n
• where b is the direction sensitivity coefficient in the plane normal
to the prongs, usually equal to i.i. Hence in regions of high flow
angle relative to the surface (due to entrainment and Jet growth),
the hot wire will tend to overestimate the velocity. The wire probes
were, in general, orientated slightly angled to the surface ('2 or 3°)
to improve the definition of the reference point for the position
control system.
To summarise, the maximum error in the wall Jet velocity profiles
occurred at the outer edge of the wall Jet boundary layer and could
be as high as f5 ms"l dependent upon flow conditions and probe
position.
3.3 split Film Anemometr_
Split film probes are a relatively new type cf probe marketed by
i. Thermo Systems Inc.47, and consist of two semicylindricel separate
platinum films, sputtered onto a 0.006 in (o.15 mm) quarts rod, They
offer a much improved spatial resolution (of the order of 8 times)
compared with a conventional cross wire sensor and are approximately j
Ihalf the focussed volume of a laser anemometer system. & boundary
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layer type probe is sketched An riqura 54,
The probe operates cw_ the principle that,-
i) The total heat _ronefer on both films gives a measure of the
velocity vector perpendicular to the sensor.
IS) The difference of heat tzansfer for the two films gives a
measure of the velocity vector perpendicular to the plane of
the splits on the sensor.
Hence, from i) assuming a Kings Law type relationship,
El2 k2E22 n (3.20)+ _ A+ B Un
This assumption is valid, since if the splits are coneidered small
compared with the total film surface area, then the total heat
i transfer would follow a law similar to that of a single wire.
From iS)
El 2 - K2E22 = f(UnlslnB 13.211
where 8 is the angle betWeen the plane of the spllts and the normal
velocity vector.
Therefore
U - U comb
n
V - U can8 13.221
n
and U - /Un 2 ° V2
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The constant K is described by the manufacturers an a correctio_ for
4
non perfect matching of sensors, In the ]imltf K must be equal to
the ratio of the zero flow voltages and T.S.I. s_Lggeets that adjust-
ment of the overheat ratios should be used to set K to _;nlty. in the
light of the experiments with hot wires, it was felt to be more
reasonable to adjust the probe cold resistances on the bridge
resistance decades to obtain K = i: this enables a finer Control c£
the value o_ K. It should also be noted that in order to mlr_lmlse
the offset from the actual resistances, as one film is increased in
resistance so the other should be reduced, or vice versa. This means
that the total resistance is unchanged and the total heat loss due to
normal velocity Un is also unchanged. In this manner, K is assumed
equal to unity from here on.
• Originally, it was hoped to operate these probes from two 55D01DISA 1_1• anemometers: however, one of these anemometers was f0un¢ to be
, insufflcJently stable to run the films concurrently. The films were
therefore driven by a Presser 6100 twin channel anemometer system.
This _ystem has a high/low bandwidth switch which simplifies the
rurming of these probes. The low setting limits the bandwidth to
I0 kHs while the high setting allows adgustment slmllar to that on a
DISA anemometer. It was found that instabillty of these probes, due
to thermal couplings across the quartz rod, was their major drawback.
Three different modes of behaviour were experienced:-
i) When using the DISA anemometers, since one channel was less
stable, only 1 film could be run at a time. The large thermal
couplings caused one film to drive the other and the situation
i was reversible but always of a 'hard over' nature. The
phenomenon occurred even when the anemometers were run at the
• lowest gains and bandwidth with an overheat ratio of lees than
i 0. i, independently of which film was started first and the
duration of the probe cut-in time.
ll) Uelng the Presser system wlth the low bandwidth selectS, a
!stable situation occurred and the probe operated normally.
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£11) Wlth the Pros|or sy|ted_ set to high bandwidth, a situation
occurred where both films were running end film+2 wee found to
be slaved to _ilm+l i.e. for an increase in E1 due to a change
in flow angle, E2 increased by the |ame amount.
The results of the above observations wee that the probe had to be
run at a reduced bandwidth. ."_lisshowed however, only a 2% drop in
detected r.m.e, readings compared with the high setting at the chosen
overheat ratio of 0.5 and this was considered satisfactory.
!
3.3.1 Callbratlon
The calibration of these probes requires that the probes be set at a
series of angles (in this case -5 to +30°)relative to the plane of
the splits and the bridge voltages recorded for a series of speeds.
This provides the data necessary for all the constants to be derived.
From equation (3.20)
2 + 02 +El2 + E22 - _O1 E 2 BUn:i
where
EO1,2 - EOI,2 measured x 0.92
to account for the effects of convective cooling upon the zero flow
voltage.
The conetante B, n can be derived in a similar manner to those for a
single sensor hot wire, ueJng only the zero angle data.
I + E22 1
El 2
log [ZOl 2 Z 2 - 1 - log +02 (ZoI2 +B 2) nlogU n (3.23)+ Be2
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No allowance for the varla_ion of the _lent temperature was
included in the calibration. If a similar co_rectlon to the wire
probe was used, the induced effects were found to be far more
significant on results. This is thought to be due to running at a
lower overheat ratio, o • 0.5, compared with _hat used for the wire
probe, and to the large theLT_al capacity of the probes. Time did
not allow a full investigation of this effect and good repeatability
was achieved without the inclusion of e temperature correction. This
will be shown in Section 3.3.3.
It should be noted that, without further investigation, it is not
recommended to run these probes up to the same wind speeds as wire
probes for two reasons:-
i) structural integrity
ii) the frequency of vortex shedding fro_ the probe becomes
significant relative to the effects of turbulence.
The author is aware of experiments at up to sonic speeds (Boeing Corp n
! private communication) but ks unable to comment on the results
achieved.
The angular calibration constants ere somewhat more difficult to
obtain. From equetlon (3.21)
El 2 - E22 - _(U n) sinB
F At B m O o, E1 should equal E2_ this ie arre_ged by setting K to _ity
and is also dependent upon the actual split geometry relative to the
datum probe axis. The manufacturers suggest that,
• f (Un) = C Unto
,_EI 2 - E22 - C Unm mine (3,241
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The system Eor derivation of _hes_ constants C, m is suggested as
follows.
i) Plot E1 and E2 versus 8 for each speed.
These are straigh_ lines for a fixed Un end the crossover pointt
8erro r, £s the deviation of the probe setting from the plane of
the splits, e should be a constant for a given probeerror
unless the probe deflects under wind load.
ii) Amend the yaw angles, using the deduced 8 , and ploterror
(El2 - E22) versus sin(% - eerror), This results in a series
of straight lines for each given speed. The lines should all
pass through the origin if K has been correctly measured. They
also show the equation (3.24) to be of the right form, since
t_e gradient of each line, C U m is a constant for any given
n a
t apeed.
[t
iii) Plot the log of the gradients in ii) against the log of the
fixed speeds. The slope of this line represents m.
i
: iv) The value of C can be found to give the best fit to the
experimental data. It should be noted that extrapolation to
the axis to give C is not possible as the response of the probe
changes considerably at lower speeds, as will be indicated.
Figure 55 - 59 show a typical set of calibration data for these
probes. The normal and angular calibration for the probe usad in the
experimental work were found to be,
- E 2 E 2 0.386 (3.25)
El2 + E22 Ol + 02 + 41.77 Un
and
E12 - E22 - 9.856 UnO'566 sine (3.26)
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It JrS interesting to note that the value of the normal index, n, was
very similar to that typical of a single wire probe. _la would
seem reasonable since, if the splits are assumed small in area
compared with the total sensor surface area, then the split film
probe would lose heat to the air in a similar manner to that of a
fine wire.
It should also be stated that the validity of this type of angular
calibration has not been demonstrated at high angles to the plane of
the splits. Obviously, as 8 approaches 900 to the plane of the
splits, the calibration loses its sensitivity to angular variation.
Since this area was not of interest in the current work it was not
pursued further.
Also, at very low speeds, the split film sensor ceases to respond to
angular variations altogether. This is due to the flow at low
Reynolds numbers approaching the simple invlscld flow case. It is
suggested that the use of this type of probe in either, flows of
high angular variation or, flows giving low probe Reynolds numbers
should be regarded with caution.
The calibration of the split film probe was not found to vary with
time by any significant amount indicating a resistance to contam- 1!
ination and oxidation, problems associated with wire probes. It is i
however advised that the probes are 'burnt-in' for a short period
(15 - 30 minutes) prior to establishing a calibration. This technique
appears to stabilise the films end their quartz coatings to provide
a more repeatable operation.
3.3.2 Data reduction
In terms of data reduction, split film probes can be treated exactly
• liko a dual sensor wire probe. The discussion given in Sections 3.2.2,
3.2.3, 3.2.4. regetdlng the use of analogue or digital analyeie
techniques applies equally well.
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The digital technique is ver_ similiar to that described in Section
3.2.4 except that the instantaneous velocltlee of each sample are
derived directly from the calibration equations. Equation (3.25)
can be used to give the value of Un and 8 can be obtained from (3.26),
This gives the magnitude and direction of the instantaneous velocity
vector, allowing the normal components to be derived from (3.22).
The time averaged ,_a_,s of the normal components are found and used
to deduce the normal fluctuations of each sample point. The normal
and shear stresses are then simply obtained, similarly to the dual
wire sensor system. Appendix II gives full details and a listing of
the analysis program. The digital method was used throughout this
work. The major advantage of the simplicity of the data reduction
equations was that the computer anal['_is time was an order of
magnitude less than the comparable cross wire system. This enabled
a real time analysis to be performed.
The analogue method is inherently more complicated electronically
since it involves the use of a number of summing and multiplication
circuits. Since little has been published regarding the use of split
film probes, a full derivation of the analogue turbulence equations,
and the assumptions made, is given here for the benefit of other
researchers. These equations have previously been published in
T.S.I. TB2047 but unfortunately the equation for _ was incorrect.
The equation was given as
El el E2e2U'V' = _ ( - ) (3.27)I (m-l) C_"m
where eI and •2 are the fluctuating portions of E1 and E2. This is
obviously wrong, since
_lel - _2e2 • 0
i
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--_ v-_ --The correct derivation for u' and u'v' is as followsJ-
From equations (3.20), assuming X - i and
El, 2 g El, 2 + el, 2
U g U+ u _
V _V + v'
then i
el)2 e2)2 n(El + + (E2 + = A + BUn
n< u °- A+ BU i+_ +U 2U 2 /
Multiplying out the L.H.S. and expanding the R.H.S. gives, ignoring
third order terms
(El 2 + _22) + 2(Ele I + E202) + (el2 + e22)
--n (_--_' a2v'2 (n-l)u'2 1
= A + BU + BE n n + -- + --
2_2 2__ /
now, if the mean flow is aligned with the plane of the splits
El 2 + E2 2 - A + BU"n
then (_-- 2v,2 (n_l) u,2- +,U 2_22(Elel + E2a2) + (el 2 + e22) . nB_n u' a_.__ +
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squaring both sides end _gnoring triple products
52
therefore, time averaging and taking the square root
L 1_' " _ (E'.lel + E2e2 ) (3.28)nB_n
To obtain the shear stress equation, consider (3.24). If the mean
flow is aligned in the plane of the splits, such that i
_I2 _22 i
i ,
V t J
and sin 0 = --
U
n
then
e22) m-i v'2(Elel - E2e2 ) * (el2 - . = CUn
as beforeTherefore, by expanding Un
R.H.S. Cv'U m-I 1 + (m-l) U' 2U 2
--in
.... + (m-l)u'v' _2 (3.29)2(_lel _2e2 ) + (el2 e22) c_m v' CU__q__
time av,_raglng
el 2 - e22 - (m-l)C_ m
U
2 2)
•'. U'V' = (el2 - •2' 13.30)1=-i)c5m
J
I
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This is an interesting comparison with the usual analogue cross wire
equation which is also a _unction of the difference of the two wire
If equation (3.29) is squared, then, ignoring triple products
2 v,2
4{Ele I - E2e2) 2 - (C_ m ) q-_-
U
Time averaging and taking the square root yields
- _ - (3.31)
c5m
These equations are not particularly difficult to solve but they do
require t_t the mean flow vector is aligned in the plane of the ,_
' ( 12 2)8plit8, Any deviation from this i$ significant since
'!_I has been ignored and this could be orders of magnitude greater than
the other terms left _n the equation. The digital method is far
simpler in assumptions and does not require the mean flow to be
ii aligned in the plane of the splits, providing obvious advantages in
i a highly curved flow.
3.3.3
', The split film probes were powered from a Presser 6100 twin channel
anemometer as discussed in Section 3.3. The probes were mounted with
the plane of the 8plius tangential to the local surface and traversed
radially using the traversing gear previously described in Section
2.1.4. The position control system (see Sectlon'2.1.5) was used to
eat the dat_ EaEo position of the probes relative to the local
surface and the sensor axis could be brought to within 0.009 inches
(0.23 me) of the surface. This was the minimum distance possible
dlot&t_ by the _eraale support tubes at the ends of the unJor. It
was assumed that the measurement l_eition coincided with the sensor
,.-- 00000001-TSG10
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axis, Traverses of the well Jet could then be _erformed as for a
wire probe described An Section 2.1,5.1.
Cxcellent repeatabillty was obtained for velocity profiles around
the trailing edge of the aerofoil (sea Figure 60) _ustifying th_
assumptions regarding 4u_bAant temperature variations. The date from
the probes was analysed at each measuremntpoint and took approx-
. - - ,2 --r'2imately SO seconds to give values of U, _, u , v , l,v
3.3.4 Sources ?fe__zrors in the split.film anemometr¥ measurements
Unlike the single wire probes, the split film probes did not suffer
from being offset from the traverelng gear radial axis nor did the
flow temperature gradient across the flow appear to affect the
results. However a nu_r of other possible sources of error mu_t •
be mentioned.
3.3.4.1 Wa_11 effects
Because of the l_ge thermal capacity of the apllt film probe compared
with a wire probe (the diameter of a split film probe is approximately
30 times that of a wire probe) and the orientation of the plane of
the splits, the apllt film prO_e is more subject to errors caused by
heat loss to the surface Since it was necessary to bring the probe
as close to the wall as physically possible, a technfq_e of equalising
the bridge voltages, in the presence of the airflow, at some small
diata2_ce fro_the wall was adopted The technique was similar to
that for reducing K to unity, (see Section 3 3) and involved small
changes in the film cold resistances on the anemometer resistance
decades. These adjustments seemed valid since at some small distance
from the surface, the local flow angle should still be nearly
i
. tangential t_ the local surface Also, it was attempted to m_e !
I m o
I,_.L th....d,u._.nt..t or n.ar thQ _locity m_i _ t .voidprobe.re . ! _
i [ o shear flow on the finite probe di_ter (see Section 3346)
; This technique obviously is open to criticism but appearod to provide
i_ good representative results for the tlme average mean velocities
iJ down to the minimum distance _rom the wall.
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iHowever a distinct effect upon the turbulence measurements close to
the wall was el|o apparent. The heat loeb to the surface appeared
increase the measured turbulence withi_ a given diotancs £rom the wall
(see Section 5.4.3.1). This would seem reasonable einc_ the presence
of the well would oause an asymmetry in the response of the films and
hence an increase in the measured turbulence. From the data recorded
it was decided that all split file turbulence data within 0.036 in
(0.9 mm) should be regarded as _nrellable.
3.3.4.2 Probe geometry
P
From Figure 52 it is clear that the plane of the splits is offset from
the probe support axis by approximately 1°. The offset whilst appearing
positive from Figure 52 would be of the sQnse to produce a negative
offset in measured flow angle.
3.3.4.3 Flow curvature
' Due to the finite size of the sensor cylinder, the high curvature of
the flow produces a movement of the front stagnation point towards the
surface. The effect can be shown to be small compared with the
geometrical considerations of the previous sections, being of the order
of only 10 seconds of arc.
3.3.4.4 Frequency response
AS has already bean stated, (see Section 3.3), the split film probes
had to be operated at a reduced bandwidth in order to maintain probe
stability. Thls caused a severe reduction in the detected turbulence
levels, in soma cases by a factor of 4 compared with hot wire results.
Also it is reachable to suggest that the large relative ease of the
split film prwbe will cause it to be unaffected by ad_ie8 of smaller
else tha_1 the probe diameter. Thls would also appear ae a reduction
Of the detected turbulence lewlz. Examples Of tha|e affects will be
' shown and dilcu|sed in more detail in Seotlon 5.4.3.
i
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3,3,4,5, Probe lflterfmrenoe
_ne flow effects pr_5_ced by lntrod_lng s split film pro_De into a
highly curved wall _*t with severe positive and negative Fresuure
gradients were _£fficuLt to dateline, In general any l_L_arfarence
with the flow causes the Jet to shear =n_ roll-up behind the
obstruction. The extcnL to which the film probe affected the flow
was not investigated but all possible precautions were taken in the
probe support geometry to minimise the effects. A similar but
slightly smaller reduction in llft coefficient to that noted in
Section 3.2.5.3 for wire pro_ee was observed suggesting that the
film probes disturbed the flow to a leeee_ extent than the wire probes
and their supports.
3.3.4.6 Shear flov effects
Thl8 was effectively an error cf spatial resolution. Zf the probe is
in the presence of positive shear an effect opposite to haas lose to
the surface would result: vice versa for negative shear. No corrections
were applied to the results to account for the effects of shear
gradient! however it is suggested that the correction would be of
similar form to that for • pltot tube in shear flow (see Section 3.4.1.2).
Little notlcable error was produced between the mean velocity profiles
from the split film probes compared with the wire probes as discussed
in Section 5.4.2.
3.4 _adial, Sea%It pressure Measurement
In the ma_orlty of boundary layer research the determination of normal
static prRlSUre distributions is not necessary and the assumption of
_p/_y - 0 IS sufficient. However_ in the case of a highly c_v_flow
a static preseum gradient must exist due to the streamllne curvature.
Zn particular, wher_ _at flow eXiStS and the velocitims end shear
gradlente are high, the _p/%y te_ in the radial angular m_ntum
equations become dominant. In general, past researchers bawl made
two basic assumptions regarding the £1ow:-
- " ..... O0000001-TSG13
l) that the _tro_._naa are all locally parallel and ¢onosntri¢
. about the oentro of ourvature o! the looal aur_ace, _ul:-
R - Ro (1 + _ ) (3.32)O
This aaaumption will be ahown to be invalid in Section 5.4,2.
li) that the radial static preJsura distribution can be given by a
simple force balance
:  u-J-2 (3.331
ay R)
i Provided that U could be defined as a function of y and that the strew-
llnea were concentric about some known centre sum that R could be
However nelthez U nor R iea simple function of y. Many r_s_arche_| _
have recorded the overall static pressure difference across curved wall
! Jets and have shown 8omL_ agreement between ex) 9rim_nt and the _imple
force balance if a mean value for U is a_d co apply a :roe, the
flow. However, a detailed knowledge of the radial _tafIc pressure
distribution is of great importance !_ a satisfactory claques of the
governing equatlons of highly curved wall Jets is co be achl_v_d.
Englar 28 attempted to meas%_e the distribution within the Jet by
using a vertic_l shaxp edged plate mottnted on the trailing edge, with
series of static tappings normal to the trailing adga cylinder.
These results indicated a _parture from th_ expected pressure
dietributlon_ (_ee Figure 61) and will be f_thar discussed L_
Section 5.3.1. Englar'a techniq_ was uhought unsatisfactory due to
I the Interference affects at the _unctlon of the plate and the _raillng
i edge cylinder. The affect uf having a ve_tlcal plate within the wall
'iJ " _et flOW was also iuapected to be causing large t',_ee dimensional
dleturban_a.
i
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t Conventional static pressure probes cannot be used because of the •
highly curved nature of the wall Jet flow, the large induced flow
angles end the r 1all scale of the flow to be examined.
' Pache 48 deacribld a metJ_od using a hot wire probe positioned alongsidet
a total head tube, the static pressure being deduced from Bernoull£'8
incompressible equation. The method was shown to work for flat plate
boundary layers and was adopted in this work for a survey of the
trailing edge wall Jet. This method was also used by Dvorak and
BI woodward 49 to determine the radial static pressure distribution over
a slotted flap arrangement. The major problem with this method was
the relative magnitudes of the terms in Bernoulli's equation.
(P " Parses ) " (Pc - Parses ) - _P + _ + + (3.34)
Ueually_ the working section static pressure Is set to atmospheric
pressure by ventl g the high speed working section. This implies that,
Pc (relative to atmosphere) and the dynamic head are of equal
magnitude. Hence the dlf_arencing of two equal large quantltie_ to
obtain a small quantity is subject to large errors. AS mentioned in
Section 2.2.1. the tunnel used for this research was run with the
high speed working section vents closed to avoid air inflow problems.
Consequently, the total head of the airflow was approximately atmos-
pheric. This implies a much greater confidence in the values of the
static pressure deduced from (3.34) since (p - Patmos) was of the same
magnitude as the d_'_Ic head and the total pressure relative to
atmomphere was comparatlvely small.
A sketch of the Jyetam used i! eho_ in Fi_re 62. The total head
_ tube was a flattened stainless steel tube (O.O19 in, O.4B ,am thick)and the pressur was measured on an alcohol manometer. This t_pe of
probe Is far less sensitive to flow angle compared with a conventional ."
static pressu-_ probe. A oorrectlc_, suggested by Young and Hess SO
sot- 4
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Z . 0.13 + O. OS dD D (3.35)
,. Z " offset
d - internal bore of tube
D - outside diameter of tube
was applied to take account of the effect of the sheared flow field on
the pitot tube.
The plier tube and the hot wire were mounted approximately 0.25 in
(6.35 mm) apart to avoid lateral interference effects and were
positioned an a common axis using a travelling microscope. The
position control system described in Section 2.1.5. was used to
control the datum zero position of the probe combination. The hot
wire was used as the position detector and the rigidity of the system
could be estimated since the reference point cut off could be set to
i allow tale pltot tube to Just contact the surface. As the pitot probe
contacted the surface, so it became energised with the 5 kHz signal. _!_
! This gave a step in the field intensity around the wire sensor and
increased its positional sensitivity. Relative movement of the two
probes could then simply be Ju_ged by the difference in the datum
positions as shown on the step counter. The deflection using this
probe arrangement was shown to be negligible.
3.4.1 Sources of error in the radial static pressure meamusrement
A summary of the effects of possible errors in the measurements on a
typical wall Jet Static pressure distribution is shown in Figures 63,
64.
3.4.1.1 Ef._,ec,t of turbulence
Equation (3.34) contaln_ an allowance for the turbulent energy in the
flow. If it is assummd theft-
". P " Po " }P U2
and that
U " U + U' + V' + w° j
!
i
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then
e
(l,2tu ´ T B ’/
Time averaging gives
-- ( U,2 œ ¨ ,')u2 . 1 + g2
assuming the shear terms to be small.
Then since the measured pressures are automatically time averageC,
quantities, equation (3.34) can be deduced.
If the longitudinal turbulence intensity _uu_/U was._of the order of
10% at a velocity of 50 ms -I, then the correction u'2 was approximately
1% of the dynamic pressurel__Variations of this c,rder can be ignored.
Similarly even if v '2 and w '2 were assumed of the same magnitude, the
overall effect could still be ignored.
Turbulence levels of 10% were assumed not to affect the total head
tube readings.
The effects of the highly sheared flow are significant only for the
plier tub aesl,ming the hot wire to be negligibly small. The existing
data on the effects of sheared flow on pitot tube measurements are
very scant and most researchers use the standard corrections proposed
by Young and Mass 50 (see Section 3.4). The effect of this correctio_
was to provide a constant effective tube centreline offset in the
direction opposite to the shear gradient and takes no account of the
actual magnitude of the shear. This is not considered satisfactory
but must suffice in the absence of an alternative. For the pitot tube
used the offset was only approximately 0.002 in,(O.05 "_). Results
for two different ISled plier tubes showed little difference in the
moas_xed total praas_e. It was therefore assumed that while a
correction should be applied, it had no pronounced effect _ the
trel_d8 of the re|_te.
-- !
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& third even •:tiler probe was ales teated, this bein9 round, square
faced end 0,011 in (0,27 era) OUtllide diameter, but two probleml
|
pray•need its uu:
i) th• •xc•••Av• lag tim• r•quir•d to •chi•v• a st••dy pressur•
reading.
il) the probe was insufflcientI¥ rigid and the highly curved flow
•cc•ntuated thi• problem.
3.4.1.3 Errors An hot .wire anamc:etr_
All the relevant precautions discu••ed in Section 3.2.5 were used and
the anemc_letry results were considered s•tlsf•ctory.
3.4.1.4 Probe geometry
Th• two prob•• were mount•d approxlm•t•ly 0.25 in (6.35 mm) apart
l•terally and th• cross interf•r•nce was •ssumed to be negligible.
b
Th• probes were assumed not to have deflected under aerodynamic load.
Thi• seemed reasonable considering the accuracy of the position
control •y•tem for the hot wire and the rigidity of the pltot pr_e
support. No d•flectlon w•• •ppar•nt when checked after each run.
Th• flOW angle d•ta provided by the split film probes showed angle•
not great•r than _10 °. Henc•, if it could b• ••sumed that both the
hot wire and tot•l head tube• would provide acceptabl• data for flow
angle• up to ±IO ° from the probe axe•, th•n the angular •ff•cts on
the r•di•l •tatlc pr••sur• distribution •hould be negligible.
3.4.1.5 Air den•it_
The problem we• not •Amp!y of compre••ibllity, although den•lty
gradients nu•t exi•t within • high velocity wall :Jet, but of defining
the datuu density value in the flow which had • tem,_eraturs gradient.
• _pronlN, the density of the air at the Set exit was uoed, as
oel©ulemd by tbe C_ calculation lx_r_ (see 8eetlon 2.3.4), _ls
qvslm was ba_d on the flow rate end _bient c_ditlon8.
l
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4, Fq|ENTATZON OF HBULTB
ThLe section summarises the results obtlinodp dotallod dlscuosi_ of
the rosulte is reserved for Chapter 5.
4.1 Overall Performance
4,1.1 No blowing performance
Figure 65 shows the lifting performance of the unblown aerofoil
measured using the pressure data acquisition system (see Section 3.1)
at a test Reynolds number of 1.3 x i06 based on the aerofoil chord.
The free stream velocity was 31.9 me "1 including a solid blockage
correctly1 (see Section 2.2.4). An eetJmatlon of the performance
obtained fr_ the method of Dvorak 38 Is also shown and is in good
agreement.
The measured three-dlmenslonal llft curve elope wee found to be 3.25
per radlan. The value for a two-dimenslonal ellipse at a similar
Reynolds number from Hoerner 51 was found to be 4.0 per radish. The
experimental results contain no allowance for the low aspect ratio of
the model or wall/end plate interference effects. The tip Jet blowing
system was not used for these tests.
ir
"_ Examples of the measured pressure distributions for the unblown ellipse
are given in Figures 66, 67. Theoretical pressure dletrlbutlone
obtained frca equation (3.2) aes,-,Ing the measured llft coefflciente
and incidences are shown together with dietrlbutlo_e obtained from the
vlscous/potentlal flow calculation of Dvorak and Kil,_38.
4.1.2 TFalling edge blowing only
Figures 68, 69 show the overall performance of the aerofoil as a
function of trailing edge blowing nomntun coefficient for a range of
gastric incidences. The effects of |lot height, hot wire pr_t_e
interference and tip Jet blowing are indicated for a r_ of blowing ."
taws It aG • 0°, The _ncreased slot height shows an lnl_O_d
pwfornanee, whllot it Is _viouo that the probe Lnterforenee my
aoaomt for a z_4uction of as s_h so 20t in the lift eaeffla£ent by
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disrupting the trailing edge auction peek. The hot wire probe wee
• positioned approximately i in (25 mm) to one side of the static
teppAnge.
Figures ?O, 71 show examples of the CRT display from the effective
incidence calculation (see Section 3,1,1) and •leo sons examples of
the measured pressure distributions in the presence of trailing edge
blowi_ig. The effective incidence calculation was used to produce the
downwash corrections for a range of aG and C_ shown in Figure 72.
The corrections deduced by Kind 32 are indicated and show good agree-ii
i ment with the positive aG results. Using t_ss corrections, curves of 1i
CL •gainst CM for constant effective incidence are obtained (see
i Figure 73). Results from Kind32 and the prOgram CIRCON 35 are alsok
i Indlcated in Figure 73, the agreement with the experimental work
"I[ being satlsf•ctory. Some further typical results for different
i ellipses and aerofoil section are shown in Figure 74 and indlc•te the I
high 1Aft augmentation capability of olrcul•tlon controlled aerofoils
c_pared with Jet flap arrangements.
_ne measured pressure drag coefficients are shown in Figure 75 for a
range of oG and blowlng momentum coefflclsnts. The increase in the
pressure drag due to the high suction around the trailing edge is
clearly evident. The effect of including the _et reaction coaponant,
equatlon (3.1) is indicated.
4.1.3 Leading ed_s blowin; only
Figure 76 shows the effect of leading edge blowing alone upon the
aerofoil performance at aG - 5°. Initially the CL reduces quickly,
then a more linear reduction at CM's grecise than 0.003 - O.004 scours.
The reason for this change An slope is not fully understood since the
changeover in flow pattern (see Section 1.2) occurs at a much higher
Cp. Figure 77 shows examples of the measured pressure distributions
". for • ran_ of leading edge blowing s_menttm conffAciants.
i
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4.1.4 Leading and areA.lies edge blowing
The effect of leading edge blowing st sere geometrlu incAdenoe tar 8
range of trailing edge bloving momentum coefficients Is shown In
Figure 70. The expected reduction in perfomnce As apparent.
Figure 79 shows examples of the measured pressure distributions
around the aerofoil for various amounts of blowing and the two possible
flow cases are clearly indicated. The first flow case, at low C_LE
and high incidence indicates that the flow 'folds-back' and flows
along the upper surface causing a more positive value of Cp at the
=: leading edge. The second case, at high C_LE and low incidence
indicates the continuation of the leading edge :let flow onto the
lower surface of the aerofoil as shown by an increased leading edge
suction.
The inability of the effective incidence calculation to match the
measured pressure distributions in the presence of leading edge
blowing is shown on the CRT displays. Figure 80 shows the effect of
dual blowing for a variety of geometric incldencea and trailing edge
blowing rates at a fixed C_LE of 0.0125.
4.2 Trailing Edge Investigation
The numarlcal results of the trailing edge investigation are given in
Tables 1 - 17. Tip :le. owing was used at Its estimated optimum
throughout these experiments (see Section 2.2.3.7).
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present sttxly and the usual power law assumption
. !
,' 14.11
Um
is also shown in Figure 83. The results indicate s
deviation from the power law in the presence of the blowing Jet.
The leading ( .ge flow is also shown to increase the turbulence
intensity within the boundary layer, as might be expected.
4.2.2 Wall Jet vmlocity profiles
Figures 84 - 91 show, for 0 ° geometric incidence, the mean velocity
(U) profiles through the trailing edge wall Jet for the four
tabulated blowing cases (sea Table 19) and measured by a split film
sensor. The resultr, are given for values of 8 at 100 intervals up
to separation, starting at 150 from the slot. Zn some cases inter-
mediate traverses have also been performed.
o
The mean normal velocity is shown as the local flow angle V/U in
Figures 92 - 95. Inflow angles as high as 100 towards the surface
are indicated near the slot. The entrainment process and Jet growth
rata are also clearly visible. Figure 96 shows the actual variation
of V across the wall Jet for two blowing rates. Figure 97 ie an
indication of the compatability of the results with the continuity
: ecp1atlon
i _U _V
i
98, 99 show comparison oE U/Urn against Y/Ym/2 with the workFig._ras
oE X,tnd32 and also direct comparisons of the various methodJ used An
the c_=rent stay, hot ware, split film and the velocity data used
toderlve the radial static pressure. The hot wire _e_ults are sub_ect
to the _ctorm discussed in 8attics 3,2, S., most c_vioul of which is
the teng_trature gradient across the wall Jet.
80
r_uros 200 - lOS show the stre_ine patterns, _lnol of oMl;_nt
(y.U/Uo) f seduced from the split film results fat the four blowlng
rates, The inflow and _et growth qumltities show reasonable agree-
N4nt w_l those indicatld by the local flow anglo NelSUrlintl, _11
curvature of the steemlines, deduced by a nu_e=lcel curve fitting
technique end the use of the standard equation
3
(4,31
P&diua Of curvature m .2
dx2
are shown for three blowing rates and compared with
,o(R - 1 + (4.4)
usually assumed in theories and computations. The results clearly
show that the streamlines are not concentric with the local surface
cantze of curvature. It is Intereatlng to note that at higher
blowing rates, the distributions tend to be parallel to the results
from (4.4). At positions closer to the slot, the outer layer
curvature is less than expected indicating entrainment effac_m.
The effects of different slot heights and slot lip thicknesses ere
shown in Figures i06, 107. The results were o_talnad using a single
sensor hot wire probe.
The increased slot height allowed a consist velocity core to exlet
in the _et and enabled estimation o_ the boundary layer t_Leknes|
within the slot contraction.
The increased slot lip thicknesses Were obtained by euncessive t
surfece of the slot ILp. Interestingly the wake of the lip apJ?_rs
to altar little in downetrmm extent.
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complzison of angular position of separation measured from the slot
for the present study compared with the results of )_lnd 12 and
' Englar 28 is show. in Figure 108. It would appear that the current
rssulU show good agreement with Englsr 28 while Kind 32 was not
operating at ths optimum blowing rats for the test conditions. Two
sots of reaL, lie are shown from znglsr 28, the first being the published
I rseulta dedu.'ed from a surface moontod shear stress probe, the second
i being taken from the pressure distributions pu_lishsd in the somereference. The separation point was assumed to be the point where the
static pressure reached a constant value, as in the ecparatio_ bubble.
t A marked difference exists between the two eats of datt_ this will be
I further discussed in Section 5.1.2.
J
Figures 109 - 112 show the variation of the Jot par qmeter_ Ym/2' Us'
I Um, Umi n against angular position from the slot for a vari,_ty of
trailing edge blowing rates° T_ese results are taken malnl., from the
I , split film velocity profiles.
4.2.3 Turbulence results
All the wall Jet turbulence measurements were taken at zero geo_etrlc
- incidence. Figure8 113 - 116 show the lcngltudlnal turbulence In%ensityp
_uI--_/U, distribution across the wall Jet for four blowing cases. The
measuzements were taken at iO° intervals of % starting at 15° from the
slot exit. Radial positioning closer than 150 from the slot was not
possible with the 8pllt film probes and although the hot wires could
be posltior_d almost anywhere, the error duo to radial mloallgnmont
(discussed in 3.2.5.2) become increasingly notlce_is. The results
shown eLre from both the split film probe and a single sensor hot wire1
they clearly indicate the effect of probe 81ze and oparatlonml
bend-
32
width. The results of Kind are compared in Pigure 117 with the split
ii film results at the one data point at which the n_Jority of the flow
l parameters [e.g. angle from slot, c_) are similar, figure I18 shows
i_ j . the effects of varying _he slc_c height and slot lip thickness up_
:_ the longitudinal turbulence intensity a| roGor6od by a hot wirt probe.
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Figures 11g, 130 show the relative poJ/tiQns oE Us, Uu_n, (_ue3/U)lmXfur"
and _2/U)mi n tar two ha.owing ©see•. The .,.,xim_ tmrbulenae
g
intensity As shown to remain _ust ou_ard of the centre o_ the _ree
_;ear layer while the minimum intensity closely follows the velocity
maximum in the Jet flow. The origin of the turbulence intensity
maximum is shown to be the slot 149.
Figures 121 - 124 show the normal st:ass _/0 m for the four blowing
Caleb as recorded by t_l split fil_ InvaltlgatIQ_. _a results agaLn
are shown for 100 ante:vale of _ through the well Jet, Itartlng at
15o fr_ the s|.otexit .
Figure 125 shows a direct comparison between the longitudinal and
normal r.m.|, fluctuatlon. The normal r.m.s, is shown to be roughly
60t cf the longitudinal intensity. The relatlvt radial poaltlona of
the longitudinal and ,)areal turbulence intensities maxima foe a
variety of C_'s is shown in Figure 126.
The results _tained for the Reynolds's shear stroll, U-T_, from the
split film probe are shown in Figures 127 - 130. An example of the
correlation coefficient, given by
correlation ¢ot_,*Icient- (4.5)
is shown in Figure 131. The usually accepted value A• O.4 although
this As 8_Ject to error at points near areas of high b2U/Dy 2 (i.e.
the velocity maxima and minima).
It As sugared that _he coErelation cotgficlant aS Na•ured by •
split film probe can be used to produce results repremant_t_Lve of a
higher ban_Adth device, l! it is aoeumod th_ the relative
ma_It_s of the tulbulenaa InteneltLae are 0ansi.ant a_md vith .'
each sensor bandwidth, then let
I = _ (4,6)
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Then
re re
Also sll_lng a consistent correlation coefficient, thane-
m
u,v,----Lrs . /_x U'2w_rs x fll: correlation coeffic_ent (4.?)
In t his manner it 18 possible to produce more realistic values for
v 12utv ' and and to lndicats the bandwidth ILmitstions. The rllUltl 1
of these adjustments are shown in Figures 132, 133 for one blowing
case. This technique is only approximate since the relative siue
t
of the sensors will affect the ability of a given eddy else to cause
a fluctuation of the bridge voltage.
d
* The shear stress results are compared with the assumed distributi_
in the program of Dvorak st a138 and with the measurements of Wilson
and Goldstein 21 and Jones 33 in Figures 134, 135.
4.2.4 Radial static pressure distributions
As a check on the validity Of the tacL.,tqueof Pache48 (sos Section
3.4), the 8tatlc pressure distribution acz,""s the boundary layer,
Just upstream of the trailing edge blowing slot was deter®Shed. The
results, with and without trailing edge hlowlr_, are g_ve_ in Figures
136, 137. The results show excellent agreement with the usual
aesunptic_ within the boundary layer that, for low curvature
- 0 (4.8)
The indicated pmssure coefficient for the _blown can Is also in
good agreeNnt with a value obtsinod from the sur_eee pt_Jmluzo
". meuoring equi_nt.
tigers 138 shows the nusured well statlo pruswrn around the d
staling edge foe tNee b]._l, hg Oelel. 551080 Eelultl WOESuled i
i
Iu
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to provide the wall datum pressure for the red,s1 etet_o pressure
diotr_butions g4ven 4n Figures 139 .. 242. 5LYricoonvez'gqmae of the
flow quantities with the well detun points is exae21ent, r4guree 6J,
64 show exAmp].e8 of the r&w meuuromont8 Uled t_ dOd_l_e Pe the ltit_(:
pressure. The offsets ¢)f tote1 heed tube slit and shape, shelf flc_
correction and errors £n velocity I_SllurelNnts ere lndicetodw and
(_IIOUSIId _A _JOtiO_l 3.4.1. The free ltrSsln t_:)_ll prelltlLre for fillet
experiments was approximately 0.5 cm of Alcohol below atmospherLo.
The results of Dvorak and Woodward49 using • s4milar twin probe
technique to evaluate the rad£&', static pressure d/.str£butiml over a
slotted flap ere shown in 11gure 143. The 8£m_laritv in shade of tl_e
distr£butiot;s _s remark_le, and perhaps the flow fiel_ could be
taken to be similar _n nature. 1
e
,
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5. n$_._' _ION OF RESULT8
• 5.1 Overall Parfo_nanca
5.1.1 Unblown aerofoil
The three dimensional lifting performance of the unblown aarofollt
Figure 65, was shown to be less than the two dimensional value
predicted by Hoerner 51 for a similar Reynolds number, as might be
expected due to the low effective aspect ratio,
_-/exp 3.25 par radlan I
Hoerner " 4.0 per radish
• i
e
The low, indeterminate, aspect ratio of the modal clearly affected the
unblown performance. Due to the end plates the downwash at the treilin_
edge was increased compared to the two-dlmenslonal case, affecting the
estimation of the lift curve slope. It is interesting to note that the
effects of the end plates are usually confined to reducing the effective
incidence of a sharp trailing edged aerofoil where the rear stagnation
point is fixed. This has the result of reducing the measured lift
curve slope. The ro'_dad traillng edge of the current model however
allows the rear stagnation point to move to produce an opposite, but
apparently, smaller affect upon the llft curve slope. In general, the
measured unblown performance and pressure distributions were
satisfactory.
Exemlnatlon of Figure 66 i_dloataa one f,rthar contribution to
the llft curve slope discrepancy. The theoratical pressure distribution
shown was calculated for a true ellipse of identical thioknam|:chord
ratio to the modal. However the modal is not a true ellipse,-
1) the loading and trallin_ edges are circular cylinders
1
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£i) blowing slots cause surface irregularities at the loading and
trslllng edges.
It should he noted that the calculation does not take account of
viscous effects, i.e. boundary layer growth over the surface, &_d
therefore cannot be totally representative of the flow over the latter
half of the model. However it does indicate that the increase in the
leading edge suction peak observed experimentally was produced bythe
• circular leading edge compared with a true ellipse. The effect of the
leading edge slot was not obvious from the measured pressure distri-
bution although oil film flow vlsuallsatlon indicated a small (< O.I in,
2.5 mm) separation bubble followed by a turbulent reattachment. The
lack of asyHnetry in the lift generation at positive or negative
incidences suggests the effect of the sl_ lip o_ CL to be small.
Figure 67 shows comparisons of the experimental th_ee-dimensionel no
blowing pressure distributions and those obtained from the two-
dimensional viscous/potential flow analysis of Dvorak et a138. These
results clearly show the presence of the non-elliptic leading edge.
the suction surface a high suction peak is indicated in a region
short of pressure tapping8, and on the high pressure surface a similar
effect is produced. The discrepancies in the pressure distributions
over the trailing half chord ere not fully understood although this
may be • surface roughness effect.
No boundary layer tripe were included on the model due to the presen_
of the leading edge slot lip and the relatively large teat _eynold8
number of 1.3 x 106. If the model surface had been smooth, natural
trensition would be expected at approximately 35% chord.
_: No signs of approaching stall ware lndic_Ated over the limited incidence
range (t7.5 °) ex_ained.
o $
The measured pressure coefficient at the loedAng edge stagnation point,
(see Figure G?) wee shown to be within l_ of unity, indicating a d
qreasonable evaluation of the b_kage correction.
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5.1.2 Tz'ailinq edae blowing only
' The pro:fan,ante of the aerofoil |hown in F_gures 68 - 69 was very much
as oxpect_, The effect of the tap Jots wee significant and As
indicated in Figure 68,
The advantages of operating at lower values of C_ are obvious and lift
au_sntations ()CL/_C_) of the order of 60 were attained. Figure 69
indicates the effects of increasing the slot height:chord ratio and
the effect of the presence of a hot wire probe in the wall Jet. The
J_proved performance obtained at the higher slot height was expected
from the information given in reference 40, which suggests that an
optiNum value for the slot helght:chord ratio exists (typically 0.002)
and would appear to be a function of the slot design, exit angle
Irelative to the local surface and of the relative mass flows between
the Jet and upstream boundary layer flow.
The presence of the hot wire probe causes a premature local separation
of the flow and since the probe was located approxlmately i in (25 me)
to the side of the static pressuzs tapplngs, the full effect was not
measured. Zn some cases the measured lift was reduced by 20% with the
ii
probe in place at the trailing edge. It could also be shown that the
proximity of the probe to the surface affected the measured performance,
the maximum reduction of CL being when the probe was closet to the
surface (sea Figure 144). All the overall performance measurements
(static pressures) were taken with the probe and probe support arrange-
mlnt well removed from the :static pressure tappingl. The question of
i probe interference with regard _ the anemometer EIIUltl iS not eo
serlou| since the hot wire As a Ealatlvely long distance in front of
i the probe holder, and tho splat film probe, whilst bulkier cumpered
with a hot wire, does not require the same physics1 support (see
Figure 53 and bctionl 3.2.5.3w 3.3.4.5.).
typical 'saddle-_ck' form asimciated with circulatl_ control
aerofoils.
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Figure 72 shows the estimated downwash corrections from the effective
incidence calculation (Section 3.1.I). at positive geometric
incidence the agreement with the results of Kind 32 was exoellent.
The change in slope for negative ge_._etric incidence is suggested to
be due to the reduced effect of the _all Jet wake upon the upstream
flow. The more negative the incidence "_e closer the wake trajectory
approaches the tunnel cen_eline, reducing the under surface wake
blockage effect.
Figures 72 and 68 were used to produce Figure 73, the lifting perform-
ance of the aerofoil for constant effective incidence. The results
are shown compared with Kind _2 and those predicted by CIRCON 38 for the
current aerofoil. Whilst the agreement with Kind 32 is excellent, some
doubts do exist since the current results were obtained at a higher
Reynolds number. It is also apparent from Figure 108 that there is a
large discrepancy in the angle to separation for the various comparable
flows. In general, the currant model exhibited much lower angles to
separation f_r similar C_ 's than those of Kind 32 or CIRCON 38 while
still producing similar lift coefficients. However, the current
results appeared to fit well with those of Englar 28, certainly for
angle to separation. There are several factors which may account for
these inconsistencies:-
i) the theoretical calculation procedure was incorrect.
il) variations of slot design, slot height:chord ratio between
experimental aerofoils.
ill) test Reynolds number variations.
iv) definition of seporatlon point from experlamntel results
i i e.g. onset of constant surface static pressure, nero shear i
stroll or _U/gy - 0 at wall from velocity profiles.
v) surface roughness.
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It appears thet of these, the two ,_min reesons for these
inconsistencies ares-
£) Firstly the experimental results were obtained for a relatively
low slot height:chord ratio (0.000897) compared with Kind 32
(O.OO12) and as shown in Figure 69, increased slot height
produced a significant improvement in the lifting performance
of the aerofoil.
el) Secondly, the trailing edge cylinder was not quite smooth and
this reduced the angle to separatic_ of the Coanda Jet and
hence the circulation for a given C_. These two effects have
opposite results on the generation of CL and hence the dominant
factor is difficult to determine. Further work to investigate
the effects of the surface finish of the trailing edge cylinder
on the current aerofoil may be performed at Bath _tlverslty.
I
- Figure 74 shows a family of typical performance curves for various
aerofoil shapes and indicates the advantages of circulation control
over the simple Jet flap.
Figure 75 shows the expected increase in CDp with C_ caused by the
reduction of surface pressure around the trailing edge and the expected
influence of the Jet thrust. Since the drag of the aerofoil was not
the main area of interest in the current st_y, it w_e not fully
investigated.
5.I.3 Leading end treil£n_ edge bl:,wi_n_
The effect_l of leading edge blowing indicated in Figures 76 - 80 show
8 seller lift decrmnt than might be expected. The two distinct
leading edge flow fieldl ere indicated by the prellU_ diltrlbuticol
with and without trailing edge blowing. The boundary bergen the two
. flow oases wu not easily defined ainoe sJ.ny paza,bqters are involved.
No hyltOrilil effect was apperent. It t8 suggested that the |
4peralmterl Involved Ire those whloh detezlLtne the pOlltlon of theloading edge lamination point relative to the leading edge blowing
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slot, nmly,-
e
i) C_LB. This obviouely As the major paramter involved ai_e it
dictates the ability of the Jet to remain attached to the
c_rvod surface,
ll) C_TE. Since the trailing edge blowing mc=ent_ coefficient
controls the trailing edge separation point and hence the
circulation, it must also have great influence up_1 the position
of the leading edge stagnation point. Thus, as was found
experimentally, the higher the value of C_TE, the longer the
flow 'folded-back' for increasing C_LE at constant effective
incidence.
iii) Effective incidence. The evaluation of the boundary condition . i
for the two flow fields was not simple when attempted in e
closed t_mnel since the effective incidence was a function of
C_TE. Hence, controlled experiments at conetant effective
incidence were impractical. However, the variation of
incidence must have a direct effect since it requires a move-
ment of the leading edge stagnation point. This implies that
at more positive incidence the leading edge flow would 'fold-
back' until a higher C_LE was reached.
The technique used to determine the effective incidence of the aero-
foil (see Section 3.1.1) was unsuitable when leading edge blowing was
used. The theoretical pressure distribution used in the technique
was not able to account for the Jet flow around the leading edge end
hence no practical cc®parieon with the experimental reeulte woo
possible, There ia as yet no theoretical method capable of solving
the leading edge Jet flow cases.
The lack of a lawe n,-W"er of static tappings in the leading edge
e"
cylinder and in the very thin slot lip precluded any detailed
estlamtions of either the extent or nature of the separation b_ble
under the fold beck flow or whether the stagnatinn paint was detached J
from the euzfeee when the Jet nontinued on to the lower surface.
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5.2 vel_._,Lty and Turbulence Profiles in the Upstrel no.n_-:y
• Fig_u_os 81, 82, 83 show the velocity and longitudinal turbulance
profiles measured upstro_ of the blowing slot. The trailing edge
blowing Jot was expected to influence the velocity profiles in two
ways.
i) The increased circulation and associated static pressure !
distribution was expected to change the boundary layer growth
along the upper surface. Thin is clearly town by the profiles,
the boundary layer thickness being reduced in the presence of
the blowing Jet. l
ii) Close to the slot, the strong entrainment of the boundary layer
!by the blowing Jet was expected to change the form of the
boundary layer velocity profile from the usually assumed
• power law _
1
(5.11
This is shown in Figure 83 and the effect of biowing is to increase
the velocity gradient close to the wall. The difficulty in
accurately defining the edge of the boundary layer makes qualitative
comperlsun of the velocity profiles unreliable.
The effect of the leading edge blowing (FigUres 01, 02) upon the
velocity profiles was to produce a nett deficit in the circulation of
the aerofoil and hence a nett decrease in the velocity at the edge of
the boundary layer. When the leading edge Jet flow folded back on
the upper at_facep no wake of the _et was obee_ in the velocity
lxrofile )_mt _1_atze -=, of the blowing slot.
The shape factor8 shown In Figure 82 are in good agreement onnelder/ng j
4the indete_Anate nature of the boun_-ry layer e_kle and _are veilwith those of Klnd 32 .
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The longitudinal turbulence intensities, _/U (Figuxe 82) across
the boundary layer were very much as expected, showing an inare&|e
as the well wee approached due to the suppression of the no_ul
turbulence end the velocity tending to zern. At the edge of
boundary layer the values approached those measured for the wind
tunnel free stream turbulence levels (see Section 2,2.2).
The introduction of the trailing edge blowing Jet greatly reduced
the measured turbulence intensltites, primarily due to the removal
of the onset of separation, the change in the boundary layer growth
and pressure distribution over the upper surface and the strong
entrainment of the blowing Jet. The introduction of ]eadlng edge
blowing increased the turbulence intensities co,pared with the
trailing edge blowing only case. At the flow conditions indicated
in Figure 82, the leading edge Jet flow was found to be folded back
along the upper surface and the increase in the turbulence Is taken
to be a residue of the disturbed upstream flow.
5.3 Trailing Edge Wall Jet
Of all the detailed traillng edge wall Jet measurements, the radial
static pressure results indicated the most unexpected trends. Prior
to thls work, the radial static pressure dletribution had always been
represented by a simple radial force balance based on a streamline
curvature, assumed concentric with the local surface. This wee mhc_dn
to be invalid and was then the area in which the interpretation of the
results was concentrated.
5.3.1 Radial static pressure measurements
The results, dhown in Figures 139 - 142, were at first viewed with
some |ceptiolam, end • thorough examination of the possible 8ourcee of
error (Section 3.4.1) was undertaken. However it wu shown that the
measured distributions indicated valid trends end _n 8_me oases the
removal of possible errors merely e¢oent_ted thole trend8. ."
q
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FAgure 136 s_,s the rodAal static presmurs distribution Just upstream
o! the blowing ,_lot with and without the blowing Jot. The agreement
_ith the usually amassed sere pressure gradient for the no blowing
else provides an _xcsllent check on the vslidAty of the experimental
technique. The measured static pressure values srs in good agreement
with the measured s,_rface pressure coefficient value| from Figure 67.
5.3.1.1 Physical significance of results
Whilst the msasured radial static pressure distributions were not as
expectad, they were not _ithout some physical Justification.
i) Close to the wall, the pressure gradients became negative as is
predict_ if the ra_lal momentum equation Is allowed to tend to
y n O, givingi,
1 _ _ _(v '2) _
- (5.2)
p _y _y
m
since v '2 must tend to zero at the wall due to the suppression
of v' fluctuetlons by the wall, then _v'2/_y ks positive.
Hence, %p/_y is negative.
ll) the large positive gradient, in excess of that required for a
radlal force balance, suggesW a reason for strong flow attach-
mona on a highly cu_d surface - the Co.de effect.
ili) the two inner pressure gradients tend to equalise as separation
Is apl_Oach_5. This c_id_auggnt_5 as • nl_Zation
criterion, singe a large inner negative gradient would tend to
•everee the flow curvature.
". iv) the outer negative pressure gradient, which extends approxLnately
fram Yl/2 to Yn_Lnwal In generel lees steep than the positive
inner gradient. This prnesure gradient wne thought to influence _d
!the growth of the shear lel_tr and _ nixing rate of the two|traal8.
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v) at the edge of the flows the pressure gradient again becanos
positive with i |lope canal|tent with an overall radlll fores
balanoo.
Per temporises, pressure distributions calrulet4d using a sinple
force balance applied over two layers, the jot and the boundary layer,
are shown on Figures 139 - 142. The slopes were calculats_ easumibg
a constant average velocity across each layer frcu the measured
velocity profiles (Figures 84 - 91) and a mean radius of curvature
for each layer from the deduced radii of curvature (Figures IO1, IO3,
105). Good agreement between the gradients in the outer layer is
indicated.
Stati_ pressure distributions of this form have previously been shown
by other researchers, but little discussed in their reports. As
mntioned in Section 4.2.4, Figure 143, Dvorak and Woodward 49 used a
similar expezlmental technique to investlgate the static pressure
distribution over a trailing edge slotted flap. The results are very
similar to the present study but arc not discussed in their report in
any detail. The flow through a flap slot could he slmply represented
as a low speed wall Jet and consequently the similarity in thw
results should not he unexpected. The large physical scale of the
flap results would also indicate fewer measurement errors due to flow
angle, wall interference and shear flow, providing further juetlflcet-
ion for the present results.
l_ruke end Eskineai 11 also indicated radial static pressure measure-
ments of e4mllar form for a plane wall Set, but failed to coumont on
their results.
Miller and Comings 52 showed slnllar pressure distributions in a
round free Set Zlow. Their work used a flat plate probe which was
optically aligned in the mean flow direction. The results indicated
a positive/negative pressure varlatLon tn the vicinLty of the shear
k.
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Englar 20 used a radially mounted trailing edge flange plate with
, radial static tapping• end gave the first results for a highly
curved trailing _dge well Jet. Interestingly, the results showed i
more l_Vlrl _sitl_J prISS_L_I gradient much closer to _J4J will _ln
would norlally be expected. At some radial poJitionJ and blowing
conditions there was a tendency for a negative gradient to appear
[see Figure 61). However these results must be questioned and
perhaps considered unreliable due to plats interference and corner
flow interaction in the region of hi_jhpositive and negative
longitudinal pressure gradients. Unfortunately _nglar28 published
no velocity profiles for thl8 study.
The present experimental results for the normal stress (p + pv '2)
were c_pared with those predicted by Kind53. Kind used a simple i
• nunerlcal method to predict the normal stress based on satisfying a
radial force balance with two equations to represent the velocity
' profiles. The normal stress was given as
co C_
_s , suffix s denotes surface (5.3)
Co6 " Cas suffix _ denotes edge
where
=E + pv'2
Ca l U2
_P ref
The results are shown as Figure 145 and indicate reasonable agreement
until the experimental results change elope in the outer part of the
shear layer. This Is associated with the negative static pressure
gradients obtained in this region.
5.3.1.2 Comparison of experimental results with the radial
u_mentum e_uatlon
While the measured pressure changes were sill, the sill distances
cNer which they occurred gave rise to very laz_e pressure gradients.
Zt was hoped to deternine values of 0p/0y My di:_mctsubstitution of _
the Naeured velocities, radii of curvature and flurtuating
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components into the radial momentum equmtio_.
All of the terms of this equation could be directly obtained from
the experimental results and used to provide values for _p/ay at
various radial positions. It was assumed that
(U,2 . v,2) << 2
and that values for v '2 and u'v t should be corrected as discussed in
Section 4.2.3, Piqurms 132, 133 to take account of the low operatlonal
l bandwidth of the split film probes. The results obtained are given
I in Table 18 and Figure 146 and indicate that the equati_ _ider-
estimates the measured gradients in some cases by more than an order
of magnitude. The errors appear to be largest at the limits of the
y values examine_ i.e. the edges of the free shear layer, It is
of interest also to note the magnitude of the normal stress
gradient _v--_'/_yin relation to the other terms in the radial equation.
Clearly if • solution to the wall Jet problem uses thls equation then
extr_ care must be taken in eliminating or modelling these
fluctuating terms.
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5.3.1,3 An observation of the anemometer 01Shale
J
During the hot wire anemometer survey of the trailing edge flow field,
it was observed that the high pass filtered signal consistently
exhibited a 'bias t dependent upon the position of the probe in the
flow. Flgu=e 147 is an iZLustration of the observed signals. Near
Um' the signal showed a distinct positive bias which reversed near
Umln" This effect wee malnly confined to measuz.'ants within the
first 300 of the flow from the Jet. Away from these points the
algnal was seen to fluctuate around the zero voltage point am would
normally be expected. This observation coupled with the unsatisfactory
solution of the radial momentu_ equation led to a suggestion that the
flow field was not of the simple nature u|uaily assumed.
5.3.2 Proposed flow field
It is now proposed that the actual Coanda Jet flow is of the general
nature shown in Figure 148. The flow consists of a stream of coherent
vortices emanating from the slot llp region. The vortices are formed
from the excess vorticity produced by the difference in velocities of
the two flows and the instability of the ensuing vortex sheet. An
instantaneous flow pattern between the vortices i8 suggested and
indicates the mechanism for the strong entrainment associated with
Coanda flow. The attachment of the wall Jet to the surface, Coanda
effect, may be explained in two ways.
i) Smith et a139 have shown that in Invlecld potential flow, the
flow remains attached and spreads due to the mutually induced
velocities of the vortices. This phenomenon also produces
separation of the flow at some distance from the slot, dependent
upon the initial vortex strength aee_w-od. Tt Is interesting to
also note the similarity bet_en the proposed flow field and the
calculation method of Smith at &l 3g.
•. el) the onncentratlon of the otreamllne8 between each vortex and the
surface must pr_uce a local reduction of static pressure hence,
each vortex attache| itself. The entrainment produced by such a
!vortex etzm 18 juffieie_tly strong, dependent upon the Jet
strength, to delay _paratlcm of the maternal flow. i
..
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It in nugge•tMd that At As the grc._th oE the dieorote vet•lass due to
cart•inmost, the lose of •ngular momentum due to e_fe©e riotous
• ff•oto and th• Loss of total angular momentum to negotiate the ourved
surface which dicta•• the •xt•nt of th• err•aM•at of th• well Jet.
The fr•qu•ncy of the vort•x err•am, th• d•c•y of th• vort•x strength,
th• ••tim•ties o_ th• initial vort•x str•ngth and th• •ff•ctn of
g•om•try, •xt•rn•l flow and blowing rat• will be further discussed in
relation to th• production of •n improved th•or•tic•l wall _•t model
in Chapter 6.
It wall be shown in the following nctlons how the tim• averaged
r•sults can be d•duc•d from the •ugguted instantan•ou• flow field,
and its relation to th• m•••ured turbulence and pr•ssur• distributions
wall •leo be •ho_n. The passing frequency of th• propo••d flow field
vortices was ind•tezlninate but must have bean •boy• th• upper limit of
th• hot wire •nemom•ter to explain th• observations of Section 5.3.1.3.
If At is assumed that th• vortices •r• convected at •pproxim•t•ly the
half velocity, Um/2 and are inlti•lly • slot width in diem•tar, than a
typical frequency of I00 KH• is ••ally •tt•Inabl•. It As •u_••t•d
that th• vortex centres follow the locus of the half v•locity point.
5.3.2.1 supporting evidence for the pz:posed flow field
Evid•nce of the suggested flow structur• ha• been not•d by a variety of
tea•arch•re although the influence of th•s• vet•ice• upon • Co•rid• flow
fi•Id has been neglect•d.
Horns and Karamchet154 obtained sam• detailed sahlieren photographs of
thi• type of flow in a plane laminar Jet in the pr•amnc• of • variable
length wall. The photographs .ere coupled with hot ware probe outputs
which clearly indicated the Periodic nature of the flow. The vortices
were shown to exist even in the presence of • curved wall, although
the growth rate of the vortices was far greater than that for • plane ."
wall.
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_vies and Baxter SS discuss the development of ring vortiaam in a
free air Jet from the Kelvin-Helmholts lnst_J_A_ity of the vort_
sheet and the impotence of the vortices upon the tranJition of the
free shear flow. Their results indicated a strong Reynolds number
dependence and the flow appeared to be well ordered below a Reynolds
number of 15000 based on the Jet diameter. At Reynolds numbers above
20000, the onset of chaotic motion is increased. A hydrogen bubble
technique was used to visualise the flow field.
_s
Damms and Kuchemann 56 proposed a similar flow field to predict the
mixing region between two parallel streams of different velocities in
the wake of a splitter plate. Their vortices were allowed to have
cores and the effects of either equidistant or exponential spacings of
the cores were investigated. The growth rates of the cores were
inveetlgated, and time averaged velocities across a shear layer
produced. The work was based upon the experimental results of Brown
and Roshko 57. They used a shadowgraph technique to trace the vortex
• cores formed b_hind a eplltter plate between two streams of different
density (nitrogen and air) in a pressurised working section (_ 6 atmoe).
A vortex streaming frequency of approximately IO KHz was found at a
streaming speed of approximately ii me -I The vortex cores were
apperentAy formed as the vortex sheet between the fluids rolled up at
regular intervals. The experiments were run at relatively high
Reynolds numbers. Other experimental evidence is given in reference
56, in particular, Clark and Markland 58 found evidence of a core type
structure in the free shear layer of a plane wall Jet.
Further evidence and discussion of the cause, structure end persietanca
of large vortical structures is given in references 59 - 62. In
particular, Wygnanskl et a159 show photographic evidence of the
structure and Chandrsuda st a162 show the process of helical pairing
which will be further discussed in Section 6.2.3.
z_
The proposed flow field is therefore well supported by previous
research.
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5.4 Discussion o_ the E4cperimantal Results in the Light of the
Proposed Flow Field
The spatial correlation of the proposed vortex stream and the
experimantal velocity profiles, turbulence quantities and radial
static pressure distributions for a single angular position and
blowing rats is given in Figure 149. & full interpretation of sash
of the experimental parameters with respect to the vortex stream i8
given in Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5.4.4. It is ir_msdlately obvious
from Figure 149 how the vortex stream relates to the time averaged
velocity profiles and also in particular how the stream allows the
radial static pressure to depart from the normally smooth distri-
butions within the bounds of the free shear layer.
5.4.1 Overall performance
The proposed flow field now provides a simple physics.I explanation of
the Coanda attachment, its dependance upon the Jet blowlng rate a_ a
number of the variations of overall performance previously indicated
(Section 5.1).
5.4.1.1 Effect of increasing slot height
For identical C_ values an increased slot height produces a lower Jet
velocity; this would tend to suggest e weaker vortex strength at the
initiation of the vortex stream. Also, uhe streaming speed will be
reduced. In general, it would be expected that an increase in slot
height wo1,1d reduce the l_ftlng performance of a given aerofoil. Thle
is shown to be true in reference 40 for slot height_chord ratios of
greater then O.O166. The current tests were conducted at ratios lower
than this figure (generally 0.0_O897) and hence It would appear that
an optimum ratio would exist dependent upon the relative width of the
Jet, the boundary layer within the jet and th* upet_rea- boundary layer,
below which the trend was reversed. Section 5.4.2.1 contains a further
discussion on this point.
..
5.4.1.2 Bffeot of probe interference
d
#hAler it As not suggeetod that the individual v_rtices are of full d
apanwise extent, the 8heddinq frequency should be high eno_lh to avoid
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discontinuities An attachment. The effect however _f introducing an
I obstruction into the Coanda flow (an anemometer probe for example)
wnuld be to rupture the vortex sheet and cause a 'roll-up' of the
vortices either 81de of the obstruction. The resulting longitudinal
vortices are a well known phenomenom, as 18 the tendency of the Jet
sheet to split in the wake of an obstruction.
5.4.2 Velocity profiles
The tame averaged velocity p_ofilea U, as measured by a split film
probe, (Figures 84 - 91) were much as expected. It is obvious irum
Figure 148, how the proposed flow field could be used to produce
these time averaged results. Further discussion of thls point will
be given in Section 6.2.1 in relation to determining the true vortex j
!strength from s given time averaged velocity profile.
The U results show excellent agreement with the one comparable profile
of Kind 32, (Figure 98) and the other two hot wire technique8 used in
this study, (Figure 99). A discussion of the profile errors of the
anemometer equipment is given in Section 3.2.5.
5.4.2.1 Effect of 81ot height variations
The effect of increasing the slot height upon the measured velocity
profiles (Figure 106) i8 seen to be primarily a change in Jet velocity
profile. The existence of an approximately constant velocity core is
apparent although outside the velocity minim,-,, little difference
exists in the profile. Unfortunately time did not permit further
downstream investigation of the wall Jet at the increased slot height.
With reference to the effects of increasing slot height upon overall
performance discussed in Section 5.4.1.1, it is suggested that the
optimum performance is influenced by the boundary layers in theist.
The presence of the boundary layers in the Jet produces • concentration
of vorticity within these boundary layers proportional to the velocity
"" gradlent. The presence of a constant velocity core provides the
4optim,-, conditions for this vorticity concentration, i.e. uxJJnUm_U/_y. Therefore since the magnitude of the vorticity defines _hedistance to separation of the wall Jet, it is proposed that it ie the
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size and gradient of the Jet boundary layer (dependent upon the
existence of a oars, or not), =ouPlad with the effeots of the
proximity of the vortex stream to the wall which produoea the
variation of performance of circulation control aerofoils.
5.4.2.2 Effects of slot lip thickness
The effect of increasing the thickness of the slot lip, (Figure 107)
Is very interesting. It was expected that the effect would be to
lengthen the starting region of the flow in the wake of the lip and
reduce the lift coefficient. However, this was not apparent from the
results, which implied that the entrainment process was strong enough
to produce inflow angles of up to _5 °. This also suggests that the
formation of the proposed vortex stream does not require a starting
length dependent upon geometry, but rather on velocity ratio.
5.4.2.3 Variations of the parameters which describe the velocity
profiles
Figure 109 shows the variation of the position of the half velocity
point, Ym/2 with 8 for a variety of blowing rates. The half velocity
point may be defined two ways:
where U -
---T---
2 (5.5)
- _+_6or U_ m
2
2
Figure 109 gives both variations. However it is lhown (Figurl IO9)
that at higher blowing rates where a fully developed wall _et Profile
is attaln_, the two half valocitypoln_ ooinoida (Umln + U_)"
Figure 110 shows the variation of the wall _et l_ofila edge vlloeity
with e and C_ . In m cases, determination of 0 Wee difficult due ..
to the variety of wall Jet velocity profiles obtained.
1
....... . .v.
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Figure iii shows the variation of Umln with 0 and CU. Omi n is
assumed to tend _ zero at the east. Figure 122 shows the variation
of _ with 6 and C_. Theae two figures give some indication of the
m
variation of vortex strength in the wall Jet. It could be assumed,
allowing for the fact that the velocity profiles are time averaged,
that the vortex strength is given by
where G is a factor to allow for the effects of time averaging upon
the individual vortex strengths. (Ym - Ymln ) represents a typical
length scale for the vortices, assumed to be their diameter, and is
equal to the width of the free shear layer. The velocity difference
across the shear layer (Um - Umln )' coupled with Gp indicatee the
velocity increment ac_osa the voztlcea. Figure 150 shown the
-variation of ( - Um£ n) with e and C_ which can be seen to be an
exponential type decay. The method of Smith et a139 uses a similar
type decay to model the vortex strength distribution along the wall
! Jet. S_,e connaents upon the relative slze of G will be made in
Chapter 6.
5.4.2.4 Streamline _attern8 and thelr radii of curvature
The tlme averaged results, Ut shown in Figures 84 - 91 were used to
produce the atrealline patterns and their radii of curvature
{Figures IS0 * IO5). The effects of the strong entrainment close to
the slot and the growth rate oE the Jet era obvious from the stream-
line patterns. The radii of curvature were produced, as described in
Section 4.2.2 and show • distinct departure from the usually assumed
concentricity with the local centre of surface curvature,
It = R + y (5.?)
o
I
Equation (5.7) is shown on the figures for ¢ompariamn and it can be
seen that at higher blowing rates and angles frvgl the slot, the j
q
d werietic_ of the _du¢_ radiur of curvature _¢omi8 parallel to 00000002-TSC05
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equation 1S.71. This would appear to indicate the occurenca of a
fully developed wall Jet profile once clear of the slot and the
associated strong entrainment. The d_uced radius of curvature can
be as m_h as twice that usually aest_ed by equation (5.7). This
would produce significant errors in many theories particularly where
the radial static pressure gradient is given by a simple force
balance (equation 3.33).
The measured local flow angles V/U, (Figures 92 - 95) seemed to
indicate the expected trends of entrainment and jet growth. HoWever
the results when compared with the requirements of continuity,
(Figure 97)
o (5.8)
were shown to be too negative. It was suspected that the errors i
discussed in Section 3.3.4. produced this apparent negative offset
and allowing for this, the results provide a reasonable representation
of the streamline patterns shown in Figures i00, 102, 104.
The derivation of the normal velocity profiles from equation (5.8) is
8uggested a8 real£etic elnce the vortices in the propo_d flow field,J
although markedly different from the time averaged streamline patterns,
i- would produce no nett effect upon V_ as each vortex passes, then
equal and oppoelte V influences are experienced producing a natt aero
effect for a constant radial position above the surface.
5.4.3 Turbulence _meult8
The first consideration regarding _ha _maau_d turbulence perm_mters
in the light of the proposed flow fleld Is, exactly whet hal the
equipment measured? The Inatantmnaous velocity vector Inatead of ."
being limply represented thus
U nU+ u t
-- _ A & _ & h m ml ...... _ • ,,
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could no_ be
t
U - U + _ + u' (5.9)
where _ now represents a periodic function the value of which is
dependent upon the measuring position relative to the vortex stream.
Since the passing frequency of the stream has been shown to be above
the anemometer frequency response, it can only be assumed that the
measured turbulence represents 0. Apart from the regions close to
the wall and in the outer boundary layer the turbulence levels should
be explained by their relative positions to the vortex stream.
i 5.4.3.1 The longitudinal turbulence intensity
There is a great lack of tellable turbulence data in highly ctEved
I wall jet flows. As is couon with all turbulence remultm, nom-
alieatlon an_ comparison is difficult and subject to many errors.
Differences in equipment, technique end datum flow quantlt-ies can
provide order of magnitude errors in the measurements even if the
flow situations are well reproduced. Comparable data for this flow
field is limited to the work of Kind 32 as the only reliable and well
documented set of results.
! Two tachniques (single wire and eplit film probe) were used in the
pre_nt study to detemine the longitudinal turbulence intensity
I /u_-_2/0 and rheas are described in Sections 3.2, 3.3. The caparisonbetween the split film and single wire results, shown in Figures
113 - 116, indicates the effects of probe size and operational band-
width. The edge of the wall Jet ( y > 0.3 IJ1, 7.5 me) indicates that
the free stream turbulence levels tended to be lees than %%, in good
agretaent with those originally mees_ured in Section 2.2.2. using a
crossed wire probe. In the outer part of tbe wall Jet _he intensity
gradually decreases to the free stream levels am would be expected.
b o
Close to the wall, a mini1 'm intensity exiet_ in the region of the
velocity maximum and increase as the wall is approached. This is
,F ........ O0000002-TSCO
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conmlstsnt wlth the supprenio_ of the normal turbulence it the wail,
i,
V'2 - 0 as y _ 0
The affects of heat loss to the surface frca the hot wire probe did
not seem to be a problem, although the closest points ware within
the region (y < 0.004 in, 0.i mm) generally regarded with suspicion
for wire probes of 5 wm diameter. The effects of the wall upon the
split film probe results are however more noticeable. Whilst heat
loss to the surface may have affected the mean velocity measurements,
the effects of probe interference are more evident in the turbulence
measurements. This is because the turbulence parameters are
calculated as the fluctuations upon the mean, which i8 calculated at
each stapl hence the turbulence levels are relatively insensitive tor
i changes in mean flow angle or heat loss to the surface. All split
film probe turbulence measurements within 6 probe diameters
+ (- 0.035 in, 0.88 _) of the surface have been ignored. It should be
i remembered that the film probes were run at a much lower overheat
ratio (O.5) compared with the wire probes (0.8). The effect of the
wall interference on the split film probe is clearly shown in
Figure 117 as an increase in /_/_beyond that expected as the wall
is approached. Figure 117 also shows a comparison between the
present split film results and the hot wire results of Kind 32. The
agreement is remarkable and not only provides Justification for the
aesump_Lons regarding the extent of probe interference but also
indicat,_s that the results of Kind 32 were taken at a similarly low
operational bandwidth.
In tha region of the shear layer, Figures 113 - 116, the turbulence
results must now be reinterpreted for the presence of the vortex
s#xaam. The time averaged longitudinal intensity (_"//U} i_dlcata|
a peak value in the outer half of t_ shear layer. Thlo is explained
simply as the r_Ion in which the longitudinal velxlty vector o"
eml?eri_cee t_ greatest variations. Du_ent upon _o relative
position of a vortex, the velocity vNtor can be rotated thro_h a
fmli 1800 u and/crated in tits 151.
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Flgu:-es 119, 120 more clearly illustrate the relative posltlons of
• the maxim -m and minimum longitudinal turbulence intensities to the
velocity _xt_ and minimum.
v!
The effects of the excessive surface roughness mentioned in Soctlon
5.1.2, upon the turbulence results Is not obvloue mince no sultable
data exists to provide a comparison.
The longitudinal turbulence intensities, (Figures 213 - I16] exhibit
a minimu_ time averaged profile a short distance downstream of the
slot, in common with the other tuibulsnce parameters. This is
thought to be an indication of the change in sign of the longitudinal
pressure gradient. The negative pressure gradient suppresses the
turbulence while the positive gradient has the opposite effect. The
% position of thls minimum in the turbulence profiles appears to be
nearly constant for varying C_ and was consistent with the position
of the measured suction peak. A similar effect w&8 noticed by Englar 28
• on measurements of surface shear stress, an example of which is given
as Figure 151.
As separation is approached, Figures 113 - 116 indicate that the
intensity of the turbulence increases rapidly with distance from the
slot, as woul_ be expected.
Figure 118 8hews the lo_gltudlnal turbulence intensity as measured by
a hot wire probl at similar CU values but for variations of slot
blight and lip thicknees. Increasing the slot height reduces the
minimum intensity due to the presence of a near constant velocity
cozY. However, the maximum intonelty near the slot lip has been
nearly dotlblQd, The doubled slot height effectlvely _du¢o8 the Jot
_loclty fOr a gi_n CU by nearly 3St, thus reducing the initial
mixing process and the formation of the vortex stream. This results
in a higher nett turbulence intensity in the wake of the lip.
e I
Thloksnlng the lip shows an Increase in the value of the pae._ intensity
in the shear layer and a corraelxmding expansion of the woke of the
lip. The affects up(m the velocity profiles, (goatish 5.4.2.2, j
qrigm 1o7) were shove to be small and this indiaatao thet the
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starting length was little changed by the lip thickness. The
effects of thicheninq the lip upon the overall lift coefficients
were within the experimental accuracy of the measureuent system and
hence could not be used to indicate any trends.
In both doubling the slot heights and thickening the slot lip, the
typical eddy size of the flow in the wake of the lip has been
increased by reducing the velocity gradients and increasing the
typical lengths. This could also be a factor in the apparent increase
in the measured turbulence in the wake of the lip. i
I
5.4.3.2. The normal turbulence intensity !
The non_cl turbulence diztrlbutlocl8 are shown in Figures 121 - 124.
The measurements for this parameter were only obtained using the
split film probe and as such are subject to the operational lim/tatione
dlzcuezed in Sections 3.3.3, 3.3.4. The values close to the wall
have had to be ignored due to probe interference effects as discussed
in Section 5.4.3.1. It is interesting to note that as the wall wam
approached, the lower fLlm would cause a smell contraction between
the probe and the surface and therefore reduce the fluctuations
measured by the lower film. Now, since the normal fluctuations were
a functi_l of the difference of the two film signelz, this asymmetry
would cause an apparent increase in the measured fluctuations. Thle
can be zeen to be the came as shown at one blowinq rate in Figure 124.
In general the values for the normal turbulence were approximately
60% of the longitudinal values as shown in Figure 125.
The normal turbulence intensity maximum appeared to be located at the
centre of the sheer layer0 this being the proposed centreline of the
vortex stream. This result seems reasonable since, st the vortex
centreline, as each vortex passes, the velocity vector rotates
throwh 1800 to give the maxL_,m variation of V, (nee F_gure ISl).
.,
Flq_tre 126 shows that, at l_r blowing rates, the positlone of the
_a of the nonml and longitudinal tuzbulenee intensities 40 not.
coincide, the nonml t_rbulenee beimi eisner to the s_rfaee. This
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ro$etes well to the proposed vortex stream. ;lowove:, at higher
, blowing rates, the longitudirLel turbulence maximums ore| eisner to
the surface to coineido with the soma1 maximum. This phen_onon Is
not fully understood but may be due to the vortices not being
circular. Ae the Jet velocity is lncreeaed, eo the vortices ere
deformed allowing the turbulence intensity maxima to converge.
5.4.3.3 The Reynolds shear striae uev e
• Figures 127 - 130 show the sheer stress dlstrlbutions measured by a
split film probe for various angular positions and blowing rates.
The results, although subject to the errors discussed in Section
3.3.4, 5.4.3.2 indicated the expected trends. A negative value near
the wall was not measured but wee indicated by the results, In agree-
meet with a positive wall shear
-- iT i -- p _IV j
An example of the wall shear stress as measured by Engler 28 is given
in Figure 152.
Just inboard of the velocity maximum a zero sheer 8tre88 point was
indicated although it was apparently at a greater y/y value than was
m
suggested for a curved wall Jet by Wilson and Goldetein 21. Thls may
be an effect of the surface roughness of the trailing edge cylinder.
A maxlm_ value of the sheer stress occurr_l close to Ym/2and the
dietrlbutlone then quickly reduced to • second sere value at
approximately Ymin" Outboard of this sere point the sheer stress
beQeme negative; consistent with the _turn of I positive velocity
gradient.
Figures 134, 13S give • COUl_trieon between the neeeured distribution|,
". those produced by CIRCCH38 and those manured by Wilson and Ooldstein 21.
They indicate the large difference in the diJttl_tion ©SUlod by the
presenae of the external flov and also the inability of the eddy
visaosity nodal used in Cllta_ 30 to prodtot the shear stress in the
L
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outer region o2 the flow. Flqures 134, 135 use the results shown In
Figure 133 for the measured _ faotored to take account of the
IAmitad bandwidth of the splat fLAre probes, as dieauseed An IleotAon
4.2.3,
The Interpretation of these shear aires8 results with regard to the
proposed vortex stream is more complex than for the normal stresee0
u'2p v '2. Zt would seem reasonable however to expect the maxim--
shear to occur An the vicinity of the counter glowing stream between
each vortex (see Figure 151). Also, since the fluctuating velocity
at the inner edge of the vortex stream imparts a shear force on the
surrounding fluid of constant sign, then it is reasonable for the tame
averaged shear stress at that point to be finite and non-sere. Hence
the sere shear stress may well occur away from the velocity maxim--.
At the outer edge of the vortex stream however, the shear 8treea is of
fluctuating sign, This suggests that the time averaged shear stress
should ha zero_ as was shown to be the case (Figure 127 - 130).
Tt IS necessary to remember that the measured shear stresses (u'v')
are perhaps not a realistic representation of the actual shears
experienced by the fluid since the measurements were tame averaged with
respect to a fixed co-ordinate system.
5.4.3.4 .Theradia_ static pressure distribution
These results have already been discussed in Section 5.3.1. The
unusual shape of the static pressure distributions is however now saintly
explained by the proposed discrete vortex flow field. The high
pressure gradients that were measured represented the time avoreged
values of the pressure gradients appropriate to the high curvature of
fl _ the streamlines of the flow around their local centres of curvature for
i _ each passing vortex, combined with the spacing of the vortices.
g_f
! m The radii of the proposed streamlines around the vortA©el is z_ltghly
R
I J an order of megnit_e miler than the eurfao, radiu. (see figure 148). ]_1_
m J
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and those preduced by the radial momentum equation.
o
S.S General Conclusions Ro_ardinq the Experiuntal Results
O_oat care was taken in obtaining and avaluating the experimental
results, The unexpected trends of the radial static pressure
distributive led to a new understanding of a Coanda flow field which
not o_ly allowed a fullintarpretationof the turbulence measurements,
but also explained many of the unusual phenomena associated with the
performance of circulation control aerofoils.
It i8 hoped that the proposed flow field will lead to an improved
theoratlc_l prediction and the incorporation of such a discrete
vortex calculatio'1into an aerofoil prediction scheme will now be
discussed in soma detail in Chapter 6. m
m,
4
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6. THZ TI_ZCM, :I_LZCA?2OHli Or 'I'HZ PMII|h'T NBBUL?I /_11) "HE
PIOPOnD rZ/.M FZ|LD i i
6,1 The Di_lolencei of the Methcd of Dv,Orlltk)s
The dlso_eslo_ of the c_rrent resu1_ in Chap_e_ 5 Indlo&ted • nul_ber
of dsflclencles, other than the assumed flow field, in the tlme
averaged parameters used in the trailing edge wall 3st calculation of
Dvorak end Kind 38.
i) Radlel sheer stress dls_rlbutlon
Figure 134 gives a uomparlson between a typical sheer stress dlstri*
butlon predicted by Dvorak and Kind 38 and the current results. The
eddy viscosity model used by Dvorak and Kind 38 equation (1.4) is used
to calculate the ihear stress diItrlbution and it can clearly be seen
how the r_odel fails to predict the niKJatIv_ values in the outer region.
This negative shear stress region was also shown to exist by Jones 33
but only close to the slot emit.
7
i ll) Radial static _rexsure gradient
The measured Itatic pressure gradients (FigureI 139 - 142) i_ioate s
iignifioant departure from the usually assumed distribution given by an
overall radial forae balance. The values used in CIP£ON 38 are teken
from the potential flow calculation with a correction for excess Jet
momentum. Only the longitudinal pressure gradient Is calculated by
CZRCON 38 and an exlm.pla of the dletrlbutlon is eho_n in Figure 153,
ill) Local Itream]Ine radius of curvet_Lr,_,...le
The experimental resulte (Figures 101, I03, 105) indicated that the
local streamline radius of curvature was canslderebly larger than the
ueuelly assumed value of(Ro + y). This _uld have an effect throughout
the well Set calculation, most obviously in the continuity equation,
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and in the calculation of the following terms in the radial momentum
equation.
u _v u2 I _(_'_')
It should of course be noted that the use of such time averaged
relationships has produced a calculation method that is not based on
s true representation of the flow field. The above deficiencies exist
within the present calculation scheme; however there are sc_s other
aspects of the assumed flow field that C_RCON 38 Is unable to account
for, such as:
i) Jet exit angle re..ativs to the local surface
ii) suzfacs roughness
ill) vaziation of Jet contraction geometry
iv) variation of slot lip geometry
It is suggested that all of these may produce large changes in the
performance of a given aerofoil.
If a wall Jet calculation scheme is to be based upon the solution of
the momentum equation, closed by a suitable turbulence model, then the
finite dlfferenoe technique ie ooneldsred to be the most suitable.
However, if the proposed flow field is to be aocuzetely modelled then
an inordinately fine mesh grid would be n_eesery, creating problems
in terms of computer time and storage. It is proposed that • more
physically rspreeentatlvs approach would be tO Incorporate a dlecrete
vortex wall _st Nodel into the o_zall vlscous/potentlal flow inter-
actlon technique.
_e
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6,2 8ome Canments Upon the Incorporation of a Discrete Vortex Model
Into an Aerofoil Calculation Scheme
Viscous/potential flow interaction techniques exist which enable the
calculation of the boundary conditions around the trailing edge wall
Jet of a circulation control aerofoil. These boundary conditions are
very important in this type of calculation since the conditions at the
slot determine the initial vorticity and the lower surface bo_mdery
conditions usually define the wall Jet separation pressure. The
present results may he used to make some suggestions regarding the
improvement of the existing discrete vortex wall Jet calculation
scheme (Smith et a134' 39).
6.2.1 Determination of the inltiel vortex str___ength
Since it is known that apart from viscous effects the vorticity cannot
be destroyed in a flow, merely dissipated, the determination of the •
initial vortex strength becomes of prime importance. It is this
parameter that will control the extent of the Coanda attachment for a
given surface geometry.
It would seem reasonable that the Jet:free stream velocity difference
should be the major factor in determining the vorticity; the external
and slot flow are assumed steady. A realistic value should be obtained
by considering the velocity profiles and in particular the instantaneous
value of (Um - Umi n) close to the slot. It can be seen from Figure 149,
that the time averaged values of this velocity difference exhibit an
exponential type decay, suggesting some similarity between this
parameter and the proposed vortex decay of Smith et a139 in terms of
energy dissipation. Before considering the actual vortex strength
within a Coanda Jet, two other factors must be considered; the frequency
of the vortex shedding and the starting length of the flow. The
frequency is _onsldered in Section 6.2.2.
The question of starting length has long been a problem in all wall Jet
calculation methods, although problems are usually centred around the
_ootble exlstence of a potential core and the extent of the slot lip
wake. In the case of the leg spiral trailin9 edge it is _ual to asmuRe
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• false origin to the Coande surface in order to produoe the required
similarity. As shown in Figure 148 the proposed flow field is more
complex when considering starting length.
FrOm the experimental results (Figure 107) the extent of the slot llp
wake appeared to be small, of the order of 5 slot widths, and did noc
vary significantly with changes in slot lip thickness. This would
suggest that a value for the wake length as a function of the blowing
rate would be reasonable and not eignlflcantly in error. It is proposed
that the wake length would reduce with increasing blowing due to the
increased entrainment of the stronger Jet.
The more difflcult problem is that of the tra_sltlon from the assumed
vortex sheet at the end of the llp wake to the fully developed vortex
flow. More recently Jimemez 63 has considered this problem without the
presence of the wall. Considering an infinite uniform vortex sheet
with strength dU, then if the sheet is perturbed locally it will tend
to roll up into a tight spiral whot,e evolution and growth rate can be
determined.
A double armed spiral is formed with a tight almost circular, central
core. The streamlines form the familiar 'cats-eye' type pattern
(Figure 154) and indicate that the is-*gevortical structures are
elliptical in shape with a semi axis ratio of 1.76. The growth rate
of a free shear layer c¢_etructed of a number of such structures has
been shown by Jimenez 63 to be:
6 4_ _U (6.2)
; " (01+ U2)
This is in good egremnt with the experimental observations of Brown
and Roehko 57 .
The distance over which the vortex sheet rolls up to form such discrete
e1=_tures is not clxr. _vtr it would bQ logics1 to suggest that,
!lEovid.lng the perturbation was not • randolly o©cuzrirq event but
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t continuousj then the strarting length could be approximated to one
wavelength of the vorte_ stream, similar to the photoqraph£c evidence
of (3m._rJuSa at el 62.
'l
The requ£rmd par_urbatlca_ coulc_ ba _u# to air.bar three d£mensi_al
', effeotz within the turbulenae structure or, as is more Iikaly in the
i
case of the well Jet, to the strong entrainment of the outer flow at
the Jet exit.
It is clear that these suggestions are reasonable for free shear layers.
The effects of the presence of the wall and viscosity upon the formation
of the structures is as yet undetermined. The wall will presumably
have a more significant effect upon the growth ra_e than on the
formation of the structures and this will be discub _ in Section 6.2.3.
Having determined _c_e criteria for the starting length, the problem of
relating the time averaged velocity profiles to the instantaneous
vortex strengths is now considered. Assuming the simplified vortex
array and with the notation as shown in Figure 155 it can be shown
that, ass_Ir_ the vortices to exactly span the shear layer and that
locally_ the vortex strengths and size are constant, then
n
2KnrUx'r " (rid - x) 2 + r 2 + UT (6.3)
-n
If this Is integrated to produce the time averaged velocity then:
n
r  tan'l+"T 16.41
_n
Hence the ratio of instantaneous to time averaged velocity at the edge
of the simplified vortex stresIn is given by,
n
. -n ...... 16.5 )
II II a . ,, ...... _ .......
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This is taken at a point on the edge of the shear layer coincident
• with a vortex centreline. The per_meter d is the wavelength of the
stream. Figure 154 shows some results from thl8 calculation for
ratios of vortex strength for typical length scales and indicates the
magnitude Cf the corrections in order to allow for time averaged flow.
Using the simple model of Figure 155 it is obvious that the
instantaneous value of V, the normal velocity at any vortex centre,
providing it is not at the extremeties of the stream, will always be
zero, since the normal components of the vortices tend to cancel.
IThus it bec_nes clear that the dissipation of the vortex strength and
changes in vortex spacing dictate the locus of the vortex stream.
i
This will be further discussed in Section 6.2.3.
!
6.2.2 Determination of the vortex shedding frcquency _!
The determination of the vortex shedding frequency 18 of vital
importance to any discrete vortex theoretical method since it dictates !_the time step interval of the calculation. The current experimental
work suggested that the frequencies of the stream were above the j
Inormal operating bandwidth (20 - 40 KHz) of the hot wire anemometers.
This would tend to be supported by other experimental evidence, such
as Brown and Roshko 57, Horne et a154. It is also reasonable to i
suggest that, not including vortex pairing or dissipatlonp which will 1
be discussed in the next section, the time interval between vortices
remains constant for the wall jet. Now, since
l streamin_ speed (6.6)
frequency - tiw interval " separation distance
the distance between ed]acent vortices must vary with changes in
etr_lnq speed as well as with their mutual interaction. Figure 157
shows the verietl_ of Um/2' the proposed etre_lng s_ed, with angle
• . from the jet exit. Bince Um/2, is measured at the vortex centres, its
variation will be airiest independent of the sin, strength and
!froqutnoy of the vortex etrean.
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The shedding frequency is usually determined, such as in the csstl of
cylinders, blunt aerofoils and spoilers, frc_ the Btrouhal number
fd
ST --= U (6,7)
where d and U are ass,-,ed typical lengths and velocities (such as the
free stream velocity and the diameter in the case of the cylinder).
For a given situation, the Strouhal number remains constant and the
i_ frequency then becomes a linear variable with velocity.f
For the case of the |:_.qhlycurved wall Jet with an external stream, it
is proposed that,
d = f(elot lip thickness, Jet boundary layer displacement
thickness)
U = velocity difference at the slot
The effect of slot height upon the value of d, given as 6*JET,
the
displacement thickness of the Jet boundary layer, _s suggested in
order to account for the presence of the Jet boundary layers, as these
are the source of the majority of the vorticity flux (-%u/_y}, and the
possible existence of a constant velocity core. It is possible that a
similar effect for the upstream boundary layers should he included.
However the strong entrainment at the slot exit has been shown to altar
the shape of the upstream boundary Layer velocity profile and
inefficient data is avail_Is oftwhich to Mama any qualitative
mu_estiune. Certainly, since the vorticity of a fluid element is
defined as
_v _u
the larWest cont_Abutlon wall ccas from the Jet Moun_L'7 2ayer/sfot lip
wake interaction _.d the s_ested scali_ 2ength As representatfve.
thJ c_,rrent geometry vhere d : 0.25 x 10 "s s (0.010 Lnehes} and j
q
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ass_Ang a constant Btrouh_.l number of 0.2 (typAcal of vortex shedding
: flows), the frequency variation shown in FAgure 158 can be obtained.
_r The frequencies indicated are An the correct range compared with the
bandwidth of the anemometer equi_mnt and suggest a wavelength
(distance between a_jacent vortices) given by
U
s streaming sEeedm _ m
f frequency
of the order of 1  2mm (0.04 + 0.08 inches).
Since the formation of the vortices is suggested to be largely
dependent upon the interaction of the Jet boundary layer and the slot
lip wake, the effects of the proximity of the wall are expected to be
small.
6.2.3 On the growth and dissipation of the vortexjstream
The vortex stream which makes up the shear layer of the wall Jet grows
due to the individual growth of each vortex by entrain_ent. As the
vortices roll up, they continue to entrain the outer fluid at a rate
dependent upon the individual vortex strengths and the spacing between
adjacent vortices. In his analysis, Jimenez 63 considered the entrain-
ment process of each vortex. He showed that the vortices will continue
to grow in the familiar 'cats-eye' shape but that the expansion of the
individual vortex in the lateral direction saturates before the
longitudinal axis. The limiting condition then becomes the point at
which adjacent vortices touch, At that point it ie suggested that the
process of pairing occurs. Up to the present tSme this process has not
been allowed for in discrete vortex wall Set calculatlons.
The pairing process is a very complex one. There are two possibilities
to be considered. The first poeslbility As that, at t_ wlry point
that the vortices touch, the arrest of having ol_osJ te velocity vectors
s e
at the ames _Ant causes a severe disruption of the local JtreemlAne
pattern and instant alalgamation of the two vortices occurs. Upon I_
mlgmtAon_ the nett vortAclty wall be _meervod while the wavelength
O0000002-TSD07
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of the local vortex s_raam is doubled. Xf the croas sectional area
of the 'new' vortex is roughly double that of a previous vortex, then
separation between vortices again exists and entrainment continues.
The second possibility usually considered is that, upon touching, the
two vortices roll round each other for a fraction of a turn before
amalgamation; the so called 'helical pairing'. This process is
indicated by the results shown by Chandrsuda et a162. It is interest-
ing to note that Jimenez 63 also shows that the pairing and entrai_ent
process can approach a limit cycle at which point the vortices are no
longer generated downstream. This is interesting and could have i
significance in determining the extent of the wall Jet attachmsnt
for a given blowing momentum. !
The effect of the presence of the wall is obviously important in
determining the growth rate of the vortex stream. Compared with a
free shear layer, the growth of the vortices is restricted due to the
proximity of the solid surface and of course a certain amount of
e_lergy will be lost from the stream due to viscosity within the inner
layer. The growth of a free shear layer derived by Jimenez 63 is given
as equation (6.3) and indicated in Figure 159. The reduction due to
the presence of the wall and the effect of the conservation of
angular momentum in the cuz'_d wall case are clear.
The single vortex stream can be simply modelled in potential flow and
a wall can be Included by adding the usual mirror images. Introduction
of the additional boundary condition that U _0 as y * O is more complex
and is yet to be satisfactorily attempted.
It is generally assumed that the vorticlty will be diisipate_ by the
smaller scale eddies within a flow and that large vortical structuraa
will degrade to a smaller scale - the so called 'energy-cascade',
i although this is usually a strong three dimensional flow. In the
proposed flow field it is obvious that no significant degradation of ..
the flow occurs. It la therefore au_asted that the aner_ is
dissipated in thxam waym-
q
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l) by the small scale turbulence surrounding each individual
vortex
ll) by the catastrophic pairing phenc_enon
ill) via the well _hear stress, which exerts a moment on the
vortices.
It immediately becomes obvious that the modelling of such a flow field
is inherently extremely complicated, and the estimation of the
dissipation of the vortical energy is a key part of the technique.
63
The work of Jimenez would seem to indicate that the pairing process
is the dominant factor in the growth of the shear layer and that
i
inclusion of a limit on the size of adjacent vortices is necessary.
Once the limit is reached then pairing should be accounted for with a
i coincident loss in vorticity for the new single structure.
The assumption that the structures can be represented by simple point
vortices is valid since, although the deduced theoretical streamline
patterns tend to cylindrical cores, when viewed from a distance, a
vortex with a cylindrical core will appear to be a simple point vortex.
With this in mind it would suggest that the proposed pairing limit
should be checked by estimating when two adjacent 'cats-eye' stream-
lines touch.
The inviscld potential flow method of Smith at el 39, has already shown
that a discrete vortex stream will remain attached to • highly curved
surface. It was however necessary to include an exponential vortex
strength decay to obtain reasonable agreemont with experiment_l lift
coefficients. It is hoped that incorporation of some of the above
suggestions may allow removal of the somewhat arbitrary vortex decay
rate without reducing the accuracy.
• e
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6.2,4 80#_ fu:_he= consLdctatlons
e
The above c_n_s have been concerned primarily with producing more
reslist:c techniques for incorporating a discrete vortex calculation
in a curved well _et method. When conslderlng the true asroEoll,
some further considerations may need to be made.
6.2.4.1 Effect of longitudinal pressure _radient
As has been shown, the wall Jet exists in the presence of extremely
strong positive and negative longitudinal pregsure gradients. Zt
appeared from the turbulence results, (Section 5.4.3) that the
initial negative pressure gradient stabilised, or in some cases,
gradually reduced the measured turbulence levels. As soon as the
auction peak was passed and the pressure gradient becaJae positive,
the turbulence levels increased. This may well indicate that little •
vortical energy is dissipated within the flow until after the Jet has •
negotiated the suction peak, with the exception of that due to skin
friction.
6.2.4.2 Effect of the presence of shock wavgs
In seas flight cases it becomes necessary to choke the slot exit to
obtain sufficient Jet mass flow. In these cases the jet is under-
expanded and can become locally supersonic st the Jet exit. Little is
known of the detailed structure of this flow, or of compressibility
effects in general, except that an 'expansion fan' appears to emanate from
the slot lip and that eventually, at pressure ratios approaching 2.5,
the Jet will detach.
Since the veloclty difference as defined in Sectlcal 6.2.2 remains of
similar order, the shedding Erequsncy also tocsins of eimllar
msgnit,_e. Hoover, since the st_esming speed of the vortice8 is
greatly increased, the wavelength of the vortices becomes long. This
would tend to Su_jast that at sol4 point, the vortlcae _come
insufficiently close to each other to maintin the attecDmont, and
hence the flow separates. This say explain why the oh&nee In glow
situation occurs so suddenly and also, since the lonqer wevelenqth8
-- 00000002-TSD1C
reduoo ontreinnent, why the transonia performance dealinoe.
Many of thue point8 will ronAin unruolved until further experimental
dst8 becoms available.
4
t
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"/. CONCLIJII'rONB
A program of tee•arch has bean conducted on the aerodynamics of a
ne-in•l 2Oq thickn•mslchord ratio circulation controlled elliptic
ae=ofoil section equipped with leading and trailing edge blowing |lot|,
The overall lifting p•rformance results agreed well with the limited
amount of previous work •v•ll•ble. The det•iled Investlg•tion of th•
thin, highly curved trailing edge wall Jet demanded the development
of new test techniques and equipment as well as the capability to
obtain repeatable, steady, two-dimenslonal flow conditions around the
model section. The results obtained have led to a new insight into
the nature of Co•nda flow which offers the possibility of a simpler
theoretical solution to the complex wall Jet flow.
7.1 The Nature of the Co•nd• Flow
The results from the d•t•iled trailing edge wall Jet inv•etigation led
to the proposed discrete vortex flow field, fully discussed An
Chapter 5.
Each passing vortex produces a reduced static pressure between itself
and the adjacent surf•ca, drawing the vortex towards the surface. The
balance between the 'cent-ifugal' force of the stream and the attach-
ment of the vortices causes the typical wall Jet properties of attach-
ment and growth. The effect of the high frequency vortex stream is
also to strongly entrain the outer fluid, be it moving or etatlo_ary,
due to the influence of the velocity field of the vortices.
The •s•umptlon that th• initial vortex strength and •h•ddlng frequency
(and h•nce th• degre• of attech•unt of the wall Jet) ar• dQMen_nt
upon both C_ and the slot g•ometry has allowed • variety of observed
effects on overall lifting performance of circulation control aerofoils
(e.g. slot heightt probe interference) to be siJIply explained.
e,,
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7,2 _*oret_oal Z_lioetions
• The proposed flow fiiLd is believed to explain _e inability of the
OXllting **tile svereged" theorotlcel wethodI (either integral o:
finite difference approximations) to ntisfectorily predict
oir_ulation oontrol aerofoi], or even highly curved wall Jet flows.
The existing potential flow discrete vortex method of _ith et a139
provides an indication of the simplicity of replacing a wall Jet by a
stream of discrete vortices. The present results would tend to
suggest that s morn successful method would include the effects of 1
viIcoIity, VOrtlclty dIisiPatlon and pairing of adjacent vortlceI at
some critical point in their development. The potential for an
extremely quick calculation scheme still exlste however.
7,3 Conclusions Regarding the E_perimentll Techniques and
• Ir_tr_entation
7.3.1 _o-d_nelonalit_ of flow
The attaining of two-dimensional flow, both o_r the aerofoil and on
exit from the 81ot, was of vital importance to the validity of the
experimental results. The use of some form of secondary blowing was
shown to be necessary; however experience suggests that the fixed
nature of the tip Jet sealing strips became a problem when the slot
height was varied. It was also apparent t_hatst highur blowing rates
the small tip Jets were ineufficient to fully coupensate for the end
plate effete. It i8 euggeited that Icae form cf wall blowing oh the
end plate| would be a more universal solution providing sufficient air
supplies were available.
7.3.2 Anemouetr¥
The technique8 developed for the hot wire and file probes were ihown to
provide repeatable, accurate results. By using both types of probe,
.allowance could be made for the frequency respoRle Idld else limitations
e O
Of the lplit 2i_JRprobeS.
;
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_he d_gita2 analysis technique were shown to be very suit/hie to thistype o_ data aoquieitLon and exte_lod the applL_abLlLt¥ of the spilt
film prdbes by allowing the flow ',nDctor t=o be at so_e unknown angle
to _e sensors,
Hention should also be made of the capacitance position control system
_wD1o];md during this research, Zt had aFplicatione for positioning
any metal probe in close proximl_,, to any metallic portion of the
aerofoll and was unaffected by alrflow. Its accUracy and repsatabilit_
were excellent and similar systems may be of significant value in a
variety of other aerodynamic testing environments.
7.3.3 __te..r__.n_a_tia_._ofluRrofol], effectiv, incideDca
Tea use of on-llne minl-ccmputers and slmple approximate theories to
assess the effective incidence of the aerofoil proved to be the
quickest, most reliable technique developed thus far, The equipment
also provided instant verification of the validity of the experimental
prelsure distributions and monitored the stability of a given flow
cctldition over an extended period of time.
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This experimental research has lndioate_ a need for further invest-
igation of the vortex stream that has been shown to exist in the
trailing JKige wall Jet, It would be desirable to investigate a
number of different aspects.
- the vortex shedding frequency.
- the pairing processes of the vortices.
- the effects of the geometry of the slot on the vortex formation.
_i
- the effect of tne severe longitudinal pressure gradients upon
the vortex stream.
- the influence of free stream and Jet flow Mach number.
- Due to the inherently high shedding frequency of the vortices it is
suggeste_i that an optical technique, either a atEoboscoplc Bchlieren
or holography for example, would yield the most useful results.
It would also be of interest to invdstlgate the effects of non-
circular trailing edges to enable the influence of surface curvature
on Jet attachment to he determined.
From a full scale application v_ewpolnt, further information regarding
the drag of circulation control aerofoils is required. This is an
area still grossly deficient in exparL_ental and tellable theoretical
results.
Taking into account the suggestions of Chapter 6 regarding the inclusion
of a discrete vortex method into an aerofoil calculetion scheme, it
-- should be possible to replace the somewhat arbitrary vortex strength
decay rate from the method of 81_Lth et a139 by a _leoous approximation
t
of the dissipation of vorticity and the pairing of adjacent vortices.
This should provide an improved prediction method with more relevance
• . to the real flow.
w
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APPENDIX I I THE BCANIVALVE CONTROL PROGRAM
&I.l Maln P_o_ram
The arrays and control parameters are established and s blockage
correction applied to the input dynamic pressure.
COEII'IONTCONI, TCON_',DYNP, 5F'58(4), 5P(44), SPRV
COHHON X<44)_XNE|.|(44),SPNEN(44)
COHNON ZEROi, FILPHR, CP
bZMENSION IDRTE(3>
HRITE<4, 1500)1580 FORHRT<" INPUT RUN NUrlBER RND DRTE I FORMRT ")
RERD<4, 1800)IRUN, (IDRTE<I ), I=I, 3)
WRITE{4. 151L_>
15i0 FORHRT<" INPUT DYNP, TCONI, TCON2 ">
RERD(4, iOOi)DYNP, l'CONi, TCON2
iOOO FORHRT< I4. 313)
C BLOCKRGE CORRECTION
DYNP=DYNP'_:I. O275
t_01 FORHRT<3FiS. 4)
RUN_-FLORT (IRUN)
99 CONTINUE
The scanlvalves are checked to their home positions and the program
awaits an external event (+5 volts d.c. on A/D channel 4) tO begin
sampling. The subroutine STEP, steps the Scanlvalve 1 port; the
passed argument defines _ .ch scanlvalve is to be stepped. The
required D/A channel is held at +9.5 volts for 40 ms and then at
O volts for iOO ms. The subroutine TDWELL allows a 250 ms delay,
enabling the pressure at the transducer face to reach a steady state.
a •
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C ZERO D/R CHANNELS
<fiLL DRC<B_B.B)
CRLL DRC(t,B,B)
C HOHE SCRNIVRLVES
5 HMSIOI'RDCCB)
|F<HHSIGI. OE.B. 5) GOTO i0
CRLL STEP<B)
CRLL TDNELL
OOTO 5
10 CONTINUE
C S/Vi HOHED RT FIRST PORT
6 HMSIO2=RDC<2)
IF<HMSIO2. GE.B. 5) GOTO 11
CRLL STEP<l)
CRLL TDNELL
GOTO 6
,11 CONTINUE
C S/V2 HOMED RT FIRST PORT
EXTERNRL EVENT TO TRIGQER SRMPLINGC NRIT FOR
50 5TSIG=flDC(4)
IF (5TSIG. GE. 2. B) GOTO 12
60TO 50
12 CONTINUE
Upon the external event trigger, the program samples the four half
chord pressures. These were not used in this work. The 44 static
tappings around the centreline are then sampled; allowance iB made
for the fact that tapping=#_'4was unusable. The subroutine SCANCL
samples and storel the static pressures; an average of 50 Iamplee of
each pressure is used. The $canlvalves ere then checked to have
returned to the home poBitlon.
• i
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w
C STflRT BY 5CflNNZNO THE FOUR HflLF CHORD PRESSURES .
ZL-O
CflLL STEP<e)R (L)
CflLL STEP<G>
CRLL STEP(L)
CflLL TDNELL,
CflLL SCRNSB(1, IL)
CRLL TDNELL •
_" CflLL SCflN58<3, IL)
CRLL STEP<e)
CRLL STEP<e)
CRLL TDHELL
CRLL SCflN50<L, IL)
CflLL STEP(t)
CflLL STEP<L)
CflLL TDHELL
:_: CRLL SCRN59(3, II)
C NON 5CRN THE 44 TRPPXNG$ ON CENTRELINE CHORD
_ C L'B
DO 20 0=1,43L'L+L
LL=L/2
i L2-2*Lt
_ ]F(L2. E_.L) OOTO t3
H=O
N=I
_:_' GOTO t4
-- _3 14=t
E N"3
_4 CRLL TDNELL
:" CRLL ZERO<N)
CRLL STEP(H)
CRLL TDNELL
IF(L. HE. 4>OOTO ee
L=L+I
_ CRLL STEP(N)
N=e
E N't
QOTO 14
f 88 CONTINUE
P CRLL SCRNCL(N,J)
8t COHTINUE
CRLL STEP(H)
28 CONTINUE.
C BOTH SCRHIVRLVES SHOULD BE HONED CHECK
HNSZOI-flDC<B)
HNS]G2-RDC<2)
IF<HNSIOLOE. B. 5. RND. HNSIO2. GE.B. 5) OOTO 3B
MRITE(4,2eBe) •
2Bee FORHRT(" "_H,'SCRN|VRLVE$ OUT OF SVNC*,/)
OOTO 3t
]B HRITE(4,_eBt)
: 200t FORHRT(" o_SX,'SCRNIVRLVE$ HOMED |N $VNC*,/)
3t CONTINUE O0000002-TSE12
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The subroutine CAZ_Sl lntezlpolatet for extra poLnta between the
meaw_red pressures using a t.ingranglan lnterFolation teohnique and
then integrates the pressure coefficients to give CT.and CDp.
subroutin_ EFFECT a11ows for estimation of the effectlve incidence of
the aerofoil (tom the measured pressure distrtbutionm and is mhown
separately in Section AZ.2, The main progr_ then outputs the
result8.
C RUN COHPLETED - PRES._URE COEFFICIENTS NON EVRLURTED
CALL CRLC_I
CRLL EFFECT )
C OUTPUT RESULTS j
WRITE(4,400O> I4008 FORHRT(" DO VOU WRNT OUTPUT? I=YES")
RERD(4, 40iO)IDEC
4010 FORMNT(I2)HRITE(4_ 2002) ( IDRTE(I ), I=l, 3), RUN
2002 FORHRT(" **20X, I3_'/',I3,_/_*I3,10X,'RUN NUMBER" * FS. t,. //)
NRITE(4, 2003)
20(}3 FORHRT(" ",SX,,'+'_+*'+' INPUT PRRRMETERS ,k,4<++**"+,/)
HRI TE (4, 2004 ) DYt,IP,, RLPHR
2004 FORHRT(' _'_SX,"DYNRNIC PRESSURE ="+F_._/_
* 5X,"HODEL EFFECTIVE INCIDENCE = "F0.2,4,
+ 5X,.'C HU TRAILING EDGE = ",/,)
IF(IDEC. NE. l)OOTO 75
WRITE(4, 3010)
3010 FORHRT(" HODEL STRTIC PRESSURES" )
WRITE(4, 2006)<5P(I), I=i, 43)
2806 FORNRT(6F. 3)
WRITE(4, 3050)
3050 FORHRT(" INTERPOLRTED PRESSLIRES" )
WRITE(4, 3060><SPNEN(I ), l=i_ 43)
301_8 FORMRT(6F. 3)
?5 CONTINUE
NRITE<4, 2_iO)SPRV
2019 FORHRT(" ",SX_"+**** LIFT COEFFICIENT **_**_,/_
* 5X*'CL " *,Fie. 4,/)
NRITE(4, 2020)CO
202_ FORMRT(6X_"*'_*** DRRG COEFFICIENT *****",./*5_"CO=',FI_. 4,/)
RUN.,RUN+O. i "'
OOTO 99
". STOP
END
i
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'iAZ,2 Subroutine BrrlcT
!
Thin subroutine inltllll¥ taloulatel the leading edge lltt ooeftlo/ant
(am2at as x/o - O,S) from the exl_:lmental results.
SUBROUTINE EFFECT
C TO FIND EFFECTIVE INCIDENCE OF HODEL
COHHON TCONi, TCON2, DVNP, SPSO(4),SP(44),SPAV
COHHON H(44),XNEW(44),SPNEW(44)
COHMONZERO¢,ALPHR, CD
DIHEN$ION THETR(44),CP(44)
5UH=O.O
DO t00 1=33_43
XFRCT2"<XNEH(I)-X<I))
5UHwSUM+XFRCT2*(SPNEW(I)+SP(I))/2. B
100 .CONTINUE
CONTINUE I
PO 159 I=l, ii I
XFflCTm(XNEH(I)-X(1)) !
SUM_$UM+XFBCT*(SPNEW(I)+$P(I))/2. B t
159 CONTINUE tPO 20B I=33,43
11-I+I
IF(I. Ee. 43)GOTO 210
OOTO 220
2tB 11=¢
228 CONTINUE
XFOCTi=(X(Ii)-XNEW(I))
SUM=SUH+XFRCTi_(SP(II)+SPNEW(I))/2,0
200 CONTINLIE
DO 250 I=t, 10
It=I+t
RFRCTI=(X<II)-XNEW(I))
SUH=SUH C_(SP(II)+SPNEW(1))/2.B
250 CONTINUE
SPBVi=SUH/II. T12
CL=-SPAVI
CLI-CL
NRITE_4, t500)CL tt500 FORHRT(" CRLCULRTED LERDING EDOE CL m',F6.3)
The experimental data is than plottsd on a CRYdisplay at the tunnel
OOnlole, .,
d
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• * 312 CONTINUE
CRLL CLRPLT
CRLL SCRLE(B, $, 24, -2. 80)
CRLL PLINE(B* 0, 24, 8)
CRLL PLINE(8, t,B,-2)
C PLOT EXPERIMENTRL DRTR
DO 500 I'23,42
CRLL PLINE(X(I),SP¢I),XHEW(1),SPNEW(I)>
CALL PLINE(XNEN(1)_SPNEN(1)*X(I+I),SP(I+I))
5BO CONTINUE
DO 558 1:I, 22
CRLL PLINE(X(1), SP(I ),XNEW(I )_SPNEW(1))
CRLL PLINE(XNEt4(1)*SPNE_(1)sX(I+£)'SP(I+i))
558 CONTINUE
The operator inputs an estimated effectiveinoldenee and the program
iterates around the o_rall theoreticalllft coefficient (umlngthe
eq_tlons given in Section 3.1.1) until the theoretical and
experimentalleadingedge lift coefficients (0 < x/c < 0.5) are
tolerably close.
..... _6_ ..... WRITE(4,1888)
1888 FORHRT<" INPUT RLPHR EST')
RERD(4,2B88)RLPHR
2686 FORHRT<F6.3)
386 CONTINUE
DO 316 1:I, 43
THETR<I):RCOS((2,*X<I)/23.425)-I.)
IF(I. LT. 22)GOTO 318
THETR<I)=2._3. t4t59-THETR(I)
319 CONTINUE
' RLPHR:RLPHR/57.296
311 CONTINUE
DO 32@ I=t, 43
DUHNY=CL/(2._3.14t59*I. 2)
ORMHR=RSIN(DUNNY)-RLPHR
TOP,2.4_(SIN(THETR(I))+$1N(NLPHR+GRNHR))
BOT=l. 84-8.96*COS(2.8_RLPHR+2. B#THETR(I))
RUINF=TOP/BOT .'
BRRKET=_,84+(8.96#(SIN(RLPHR+THETR{I))_2))
CP(I)=I.-RUINF_RUINF_BRRKET
_2B CONTINUE
TSUM=8.8
PO 6BB I"33,42
XFBCT=X(I+I>-X(I)
TSUN-TSUM (CP(1)+CP(I2._
6_8 COtiTINUE
DO 65e 1=1, t _'
XFRCT=H<I+t)'._(1) ..TSUN-TSUN+XF1CT_<CP(I) ))/2.@
°, 658 CONTINUE
TCLm-TSUN/it.?i2
IF(RBS(TCL-CLI).LT.e. eOet)GOTO 6t8 iCL-CL-(TCL-CLt)/2.OOTO 311
6t8 CONTINUE 1
......... TSFO1
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'1'ha thaoretica], praasu-"a dlstrlbuti_ £8 _hen superimposed upm
experimental rest:Its and the operator avaluatms the match visually.
A satisfactory incidence 18 transferred to _ho main program upon
¢onc1_aion.
C PLOT THEORY
C
C
DO 340 I=1,43
338 CONTINUE
CI=CP(I)-.85
C2=CP(I)+.05
C3=X<1)+.25
C4=X<I)-.25
CRLL PLINE(C3, CP(I),C4, CPiI))
CRLL PLINE(X(1),Ci, X(1),C2)
34B CONTINUE
NRITE(4,11eB)
ii80 FORNRT(" O.K.=I')
RERDK4,1200)IDEC
_.2B_ FORMRT(I2)
IFKIDEC. NE. 1)GOTO 312
RLPHA=ALPHR_57.296
RETURN
END
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_PE_ _IX ZZ z HOT WI_ AM_O_TR¥
AII. 1 Derivation of a Hot Wi_ Ambient Temperature Correction
The temperature correction given in reference 44, equation 72 is,
E2 . E2 + B(PU)n(1
O - _ dTm)
m
,_ where
T - T
. --w m - overheat ratio
T
m
; ATm _ T - Tmc
T -T
and the subscripts are
w - wire
m - ambient fluid
mc - ambient fluid at calibration
z then, u can be given by
(Tw Tin) x 1
_" (Tw _ Tmc) T_
eontlnu_ .....
,------.... O0000002-TSFO:
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(Tw (T - T )
Tm¢) m w " Tm) m
(T - T _
L.H.S.. 1 - --m -mc"
(Tw - Tmc)
. (Tw - T ) - (Tm _ Tmc) !(Tw - Tmc)
_, (Tw - Tin) __ Tm
T
"_ O I11
% " _o) i
OT
m 111
Tw Tm) + (T
-- + 111 -me"
OT m (_Tm
. 1
(T - Tt
1 + m -me"
GT
m
1
U
I +-- !
° t
o*
d
III ii
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&Zl.2 I_r:Lvatio_ of ?,hi Equatic_e to Qlve U and V froa_ am X-array
HotWi.___, r_sP.._robe _,.
AlmUming the coordinate syltem and conventionm Ihown in figure 49w
and that qeff reprelentl the effective coollng veloclty on a wire,
thens
2
qperp " (Usine - Vcos®) 2 + W2
2 2
qalong " (UcosQ + Vsine)
assuming
2 g qeff " erp qalong
where a - wire direction sensitivity coefficient
- 0.2
Then,
2 W2
qeff " (Usin® - Vcose) 2 + + a2lUcos® + Viin®) 2
to calibrate, i.e G " 90°
2 . U2 W2 a2V 2
qeff + +
to determine a, i.e. e - 0 e
2 • W2 a2U 2qeff ('v)2 + +
continue_ .....
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Pot a oonventlonal o:osa wire pro_, wine I_ 0 - 4S"
2 . __. v 2 ´– Ú(/_
and for wire 2, 0 - 135°
_m
subtEecting (li) from (i)
2 2 = 2UV(a2 - 1)
qaffl " qaff2
(,'f,,-.:.,)
= "l (AII2.1)
2(a2 - I)
adding (ll) and (1)
2 2 = U2 V2 a2V2 a2U2
qeffl + qeff2 + + 2W2 + +
- (I + a2)(U2 + V2) + 2W2
aubs_Itutlng for V2 from (&X12.1)
qeffl + qeff2 - (1 + a21 U2 + + 2W24u2 (a2 - 1)2
e t
,,,,,, ,, . nnnnnnn9 T_Fu_,.,,.,,.,,.......-__(
Nit,- --
r --ni
_I 147
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2
Multiplying through by 4U2(a 2 - l) end collecting terms leaves,
c ')2 + qaff2 +%ffl0.u,.u, 1 12%-I%,,2\(l+a 2) (I + e2) 4(a 2 - 1)2
Therefore
2 2 . 2W2
U2 _ qeffl + qeff2
i 2(1 + e2)
{_2W 2 2 2 ) 2 i
[ - qeffl + qeff2 ( 2 q:ffj 2+ qsffl !
- (I + a2) (a"-_- I)"-T
Now, assuming there is only 1 real root end that
W << qeff
then the instantaneous value of U given by qeff I and qeff2, is
2 2 2 qeff2qeffl + qeff2 + qeffl - )__i + ) {q:ffl qeff2
U - _" _/ (1 + a2) J (1 + a2) 2 - (e 2 - 1) 2
Substitution of this result into (AII2.1) will yield a corresponding
value for V.
o o
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&:I.3 The Crees Wire lknalys;_n CCl.lpUte¢ Pr_lrw
Due to the =ocnplexity of the equations derived In the previous
maction, the lutsly-,ia of the d-el sensor hot wire niGmel-, was
performed in two parts. Program ](RUN stapled the signals, converted
them to floating point numbers and then wrote the results, including
run parameters, to files on a hard disc. k second proqram, XSUMS,
was then used at a later time, to recall the data and perform the
analysis and time averaging.
AII.3.1 Program XRUN
Initially the program defines the various file names to hold the run
data and samples, a_d gathers the required mean and r.m.s° voltages
and flow temperatures.
continued over ...
,@
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ORIGINAl-pAM tS_49
(:_ 'rl4IS Zg A DUAL C'HANNEI. _IAHPLZN_J I:'I_O_RAH
EXTERNAL XI_IJN[JB
i CBMHON /BLKl/XBI,IF(_i120) pXBLIFI(_;I:_) PIBUF2(512),. CIMMrJN/ 2/IDEF, ICMF
.. COMMON /BI.K3/ICIIANI, ICI.IAN2
COMMON /DLK4/EI(2L_6) pE2(25_)
CtJMMON /CAIN/IRUN_ Xl _XIC:L.AAPX:)CLAArXIDTAAoX2_ITAA_
_,Nro'rAI. _EOI ,A1 ,N1 _BII_MA1 _'r['ALt _E02 PA2 t N2 e_3]:_MA2 pTCAI.2,
r *IREC2, IREC4, IREC1 vZREC:_
e; P) S:)REAL_4 I'IT1 ( ,. ) , I"IT,_( ,. ) ePROE;NHC2 )
_; REAl. N1 pN2
DATA I'4TI/&RDI'_IXIA _6R DA'T/
DATA I,fr2/_RDK.I.X2A,6P, DAT/
.5. DATA F'I'_CIGNI'I/6RDI_'OXI_I.Ir 6RN _AV/
L CALL RCIIAIN(IFL.A[_,.TRUN,&O)
ml__ CAL.L. F'R.TNT( (:,l_CI;_ W]:RE ,t';AMF'I_ZNGPI;:OGRAtf'_'O)
__ ICI.IANI=ZGETI'C ( )
IF (ICHANt, L r,O) _roP
I F' ( I I:'ETC;I"I( H'r I ) oNE. 0 ) i;'rOF>! ]: ]:EN'FER ZCI.IANI, l.('r _., 20 ) • L.T • 0 ) -_;rOF'
_ I C:ItAN2:=II.;E'rc ( )
_: IF ( ICHAff2 • I.T o0 ) _;'I'(]F'
IF ( IF'ETCH ( l..l'r2 ) , HE, 0 ) t;'rOF:'
i IF."( I EN'rI:'R ( Icr.IAN2 H.IT2,20) , L.T• 0 )5'rOF' I--'- " ILOGICAl.:],1 XID'rAA(ll_;) _X:LCI...At.,(15; _X2D'rAA(15),X2CI.AA(15)
IF ( IF'I.AG, LT, 0 ) G(:ITO 10 '
IRUN_'-':O
11=0
-: DATA XIDTAA/'D','I('*'I','t*,'X'_'i','D','A*,'A','A',
_'. ' _ 'D', 'A' _"'r'_"o/
DATA XICLAA/'D'e'K'e'I'_':','X','I"e"C'e'A*,'A'_,'A'e
_: 'K' ' ' ' ','X', "D','A" "A','A"- DATA X2rFI'AA/'D', , 1 , : '2", , p
:_'," , 'D' , 'A' _'T' , '0/
- DATA X2_LAA/'D'_'K'_'I",'I','X','2",'C',*A'e'A'_'A'e
" _' .' _'It', 'A' , 'T' ,'0/
CALL PRINT(' HOT WIRE: ANAI.Y_IIS F'IIOGRAM','O)
CALL PRINT(' INF'U'r l'o'r,-% NLh'IrlIZR OF" RUNS','O)
READ(7,IO00)NTO'rAI_
1000 P Ol;_ll'IAT ( ,11;_ )
_T C',ALI_ F'RINT(' INPUT EOI_AI_NI_gIGHAI,TCALI"_'O)
RI'A[I(7_IOJ.O)EO1,AI_N1,S]:GHA1,TCAL1
I010 FCII'_ItA'|'(517_!l.3 )
• CALl,, PRINT( ' II_ll::'l.IT EO2,A2eN2,,r.;IGMA,2,TCAL2"_ "0)
RI:.AI"('7,I010 )E0...'_',A_,fl.'_"_,_,311_MA2_]CAI.2
i C CHAIN LO01" COMtlL.NI.,E,:,
I:
I0 LUNI_14
". LUN2=15
11=11_ 1' .......................................
I RUN::,I RLIN.I.I
GALl. PRINT(' INPUT RUN NUMDER'_'O)
READ(7,1000) TRLIN1 I
mlml i ii _ __1
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OFPOORQUAi.rrY
CALL PR:rNT( ' TNPUT EHI.':AH1o,RH!31 pTI' p '0)
READ ( 7 p1030 ) EHI_'.Ai_I pRHS:1i T 1
1030 I"ORH_ T ( 3F:8,4 )
CALL pRTNr(, Tl,IF'trr £HEAN2_RHrI2pT2'P,O)
READ ( 7 P1030 ) EHEt_N2 pRHea2p1'2
L.UN3,_.,12
LLIN4 :.,13
CALL, A,r:;SI('_N(LLJN1rX|,CL.AA)
CALL A£|_IZ('_N( L,UN2PXZD'rAt_ )
CALL ASS IGN ( L,UN3 r X2CI..AA )
CALL A£|S ]'.GN( L.LJN4I,X-',_._I'FAt%)
I REC '1._ :1.
IREC3=I
DEFINE FILE I..UNl(3,25_p'J,IREC1)
DEI"'rNE I"rI.E LUN2(2OJ, 5.1.2_,Lh,TRE'C2)
DEI"INI_ F:(L.,F':L.UN3(3_25_LI_IREC3)
DEFTNF I"IL.E LUN4(20_512pU_IREC4)
WRITE ( 7 _Z_O00) X1CI_AA, X2C.LAA
l, O00 FORMAT ( ' ' _,15AI, 5X _15A:L )
WRITE ( 7 __,.'1.(_0) E01 _hl, N1, £_IOHA1 e"rCAL 1, IRUN1, EHEAN1 n,
*RHS1 J.T1 eNTOTAL
6190 FORHA'i" (5F5.2 J I3 _3F'5,2 r .T.4 )
C
C WI_].'TE CAI..IBRAI'ION CON!!_'I'Ai',rI'S 'fO FII.E_ XICLI¢_, X2[:L._
C
WI:_];TE (I..LIN:I.'1 )E01 _h:l. _N1 __;_GHAI _TCAL1 _TRUN.I _EMEANt
_RMSI_TI,NTOTAL
WR 3[TE (LUH3 '1 )E02 _A2 _H2 _S I(';HA2, T[:AL2, .'[RUN 1, EMEAN2,
_RH_J2_'[2, N'r OTAL
The program samples the input signals upon a carriage return by the
operator. The completion routine XRUNSB writes the samples to the
previously defLnad data files.
c
PALJSE '1 _fPIE '<CR> TO _,!;AHF'LE DATA'
C
C SAHI L.L [IA'FA
C
ICHF-PO
" _') t
CALL RTS( IDUF', 51,,.0, :1.0_25_0,0,2_ 1,2_ ICMF, I_IEF ,25_ _XRUNSBiZCHFI..-..O
CALL _;E'rR ( 3, e.l.l"1,5,0, ICHF'I ) I
CALl. PRZN'I'( ' Wh.I'rlNe R'I"EI' _ '0)
CALL LWA._I'(ICHF'_O) .,
CALl. _E'rr_(.-,1, ,, )
CALL PRINT( FI'NI,:JIL'.r! |_AHPLINf_._' p =0)
!
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The sa_l?les ere recalled from the fllee end _onvertod to fleeting
point numborn.
_0 100 d_'l,:l,O
K=,I,T.?..-.1
ZNC',OT,rI!;,=:'.IIRI_Ar.I_J( _q_|. ,?,P._I(LJI:'J PI'_r I C',HAN2 ) _
I HI:[)Ill',= II'_r'A_W ( L_I2 _,'_F,CLIF'2t K r ]'.r:HAH?. )
[!0 1:1,0 H_'1,','!_'!_6
E_).(H) = (FL..Tll_ ( IBLJF'_ (M))"_il 2. ) _2, [']/_;12.
110 C'ON'r]'.NLIE
_R I T E( L,U_2 ' J ) E1
WR];T F.( L..Ut} _ ' ,J) 1_;2
100 COI'_r IHLJL_
CALL F'F_]_NT(' l_lA'rA WR.11'rTEtl TO FILES','O)
Upon, completion, the files are closed. The names of the data files W
are updated (this pzovides each run with a dedicated series of file
_Lames) and the program chains back to itself to begin a new sample
point.
I
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CAll. £',L(I_:E(LUN.t )
OALL CLO;;L'. (LUN2)
CALL CLO_;E (LUN3)
CALL CLO_;E (LUN4)
IF(Z1 ,l'g, 2&)GOTO 20
GOTO 30
20 rIO 120 J=I,2L;
X1DTAA ( 10 ) ''=XIDTAA ( 10 ) "-' t
XICLAA (lO)'_XJCLAA (10) ...'1
X2DTAA(IO)=X2]DTAA(IO).-.I I
I_ X2CLAA (10) =X2,CLAA ( I O) .- *'1.
I_0 CONTINUE
Xl IITAA (9) =XI_ITAA (9) .I." 1
XICLAA (9) =X1CLAA (9) +' 1
X2DTAA ( _ ) =X2DTAA ( 9 ) .I.' :t
X2C:LAA (9) _::×2CLAA( 9 ) .I." 1
II=O
GO'rE),_0
30 XIDTAA (IO) =XIDTAA (10 ).I."I
XICLAA (10 )=X.I('.;LAA(10) ,,L•I
X2DTAA (10) =X2DTAA( I0),I." I
X2CLAA ( 10 ) _'_X2CI..AA ( 10 ) 't." I
40 CALL IrlEI_ET( ICNANI ,HF1 )
CALL IDELET(ICHAN2,HT2)
CALL CLOSEC(ICHAN:I. )
CALL CLOSEC(ICI.IAN2)
CALL ]:FREEC(ICHAN1 )
CALL IFREEC ( I[:;HAN2 )
IRE[;I=I
IRE[;2=:-I
IREC3=i
IREC4.'.:I
IF(IRUN,E{,_,NTOTAL)S'rop 'THATS ALL F'OLKSI!'
CALL CHA I_t (PROC'INFI,IRUN, &O)
STOP
END
The completion zout;Lne XRUNSB111called every time I buffe.'of da_
[256 ,,ample= per wITe) is aollected by t;he CAZ_ I_TS Inltruct£on.
I
e.
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i
C Xl'_lJNi;D, FOR wI'rH XrlLIN o£JAV
t'1LID R(,'11,,l'l'Zl'If,,",XRUNE;I_
COMMON /I_LKI/I[_4,11_ (15,1,20) v I[tl,ll_l (I,'112) PZIHII;2(_12)
C',OMMC)N/rlLI%.,/],_H" e ',[CMF' i
C(:IffMCIN /J01,.KZ/]ICI'4AHI e_CI'IAN2 I
I DATA TCAI.I./O/
I CAI.LI= I'C:AI..I.T1
DO 100 I'_;t,2t:,'i6
M=2_;'_'_' ( II'._AI..L"I )'1'( i _2'"1 )
IEIUV 1 ( I ) '_IDUF" (H)ZL_LIF'2( _ )=I'r._LII_(M't'I )
100 C()N'I' 1:NLII:'
,., d,)I DLIH::_I (,,AL,L_...- 1,
.... "' ' ":' ') ' " ._DUff _,I'CHAN_,)IHC,O1"ly ZI*II,.[ rbJ( ,_.t_..._,_[,l)1"_I.
I:NC,CI£L..-,].Wh1.rL,l( I';12 _ I I_:I.IF'2 v ,'[I. IlM _,[ I,l h ,N., )
XI"171'"= I Xdrl'' T1
RIZZ'I'LIRI_
ENt'I
AII.3.2 Program XSUMS
This program performs the analysis of the results stored by program
XRUN.
Initially the data files created by XRUN are redefined and made
accessible. The run constants are read in and the various required
parameters calculated. The accumulators are all set to z_ro.
I,
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C X[;UME. F'C)R NJW ' 79
I: CRO_;_ WIRE ANAL,Y{II|I I{:OHMON/DI,,,K!/N I*[)'['AI,,,p_ 1 v_;! _X1 [IAAA r X ICAAA _X_AAA j X2CAAA
CCIHMI]N/r,ll,.K:'/L_:1 (:_,'.'il)) PE2 ( 2:';/, ), ll:L ( _,,, _) pU2 ( 2l_6 )
{:CIHHON/PLT/U 1HI':ANr ll_,Hr:;l_Hp]:1:L,,AGr K
RI":I_L_4 N_RUN pN_RUH
REAI..,'_rJEEHI. 1S p['SHI.,2{} li
Rl:',dl. H1 Pl'l;_ J
REAI,._4 PROI:}I'IN( 2 ) /
DA'FA F'I"_OI'INM//.JRbI_IOXSU,6RH!;: I'3AV/
CALL RC:I'IAI'N ( _FI.,AC'It NTO'rAI. _60 )
IF (ZFLAO,I.T,O)(_o'ro 10
LOCI_CAL_I Xl_AAA(15)_X1CAAA(15)_X2DAAA(|.5)_X2CAAA(15]
DATA XI_IAAA/_' _ 'K_ _ _ 1 _ _ ' : ' _ 'X' _ _' _ '_]' _ 'A_ I _1_ _'A_ _
_'I_'PAXICAAA/'rI' _'I_'_'.I',':' ,'X' ,'I "_'C" ,'A" _'B, ,,A,,
_'. ' _ 'L'I' , 'A', 'T' _'0/
DATA X2DAAA/'D' ,"K' ,'I '_':','X" _'20 , "_' _ "A" _ "B" _ "A'.,
_' .', '_' ,'A' _'T' _'0/
_[IATAX2CA*_AI'_' ,'K' ,'i' ,'i','X' ,'_', 'C', "A" _ 'I_"_"A',
CALL PRIN'_( ' _IA'FARI.:IC',ALLF'R[IBRAH', "0]
:1;1=0
]:2=0
10 I1=I1+1
I2=I2+1
LUNI=14 ,,
I.UN2::I_
LUN3_--,12 1
LLINq,:13
CAI,.L ASSI Gi'!(I..,LII',I1_XICAAA )
CALL A,.'*3BIGN( LLIN2_X1DAAA ) i
*:'_'G l '" X"_CALl. A,.)I, N(L, IN3, ._.CAdA)
CALL A.gSI [;N(L.LIR4 _,X=.!E_AAA) I
£tEI:INE F_.L.IE LLIN1 ( 1,2l:;_.__U _]IRE[: 1 )
P) "1 I=' '_)
DEFINE F:II,E LUN_(1 "_ ........ i_,_,,,(f),I.I, II'_,_,,3)
[IEI:'INIE F'J:I..E LUN4 ( 20 _t"il 2, II, II_I.::C4)
READ (LUN1 '1 )I:".01,A].,I'1:1., _IGila:I,'rCAL1, IRUN1, EMEANI _RHS1 _TI;'NTOTAL i
r ._ . • iREA_J(LUN3 '1)EO2,A=!,IT_.,,)._MA2,'rCAL2, IRUN] _EHI:.'.AN2,RMS2,T2 _NT_JTAL
[', ,_E'T UP CONBTANTB ........................ " ".';.:'--_"
TEAL 1 :=]'CAl..1 't'2'7'3 •
TEAL.. - rEAL., _,7,. ,
N1RLIN=1 ,/N1
N2RLIN_::I./N2
E01 hlll';- EOI;_.. I
EO2RLIN:=:EO2_$_T
T1 ;:':r 1'l'27 _,_,
T2,='r2,t273,
El ,,L.Nj..-.(IJ FI,,A..I:)/I'I::AI...1.
EPBLN2= (T2-'rCAL2) / [ C,A[.....
CORRI= 1,/( 1, IE F'B.N1/!_ __H(_,l ) j
CORR2=I,/(1 , t El.:'BLN.../.'"* '_'_I{,HI%..)""
AIRLIN:=AI_C'ORR 1
A2RLIN:_:A2_CORR2
I , .......... _ ,l I ...... 1
O0000002-TSF14
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Ft_V'.==Oo
EIF'RS:=O o
E2PRS_'-O•
E"12F'R,=O,
UIHEAN=O,
LI2MEAN_=O,
LIRMfi:L=0,
URMF;2=O o
P| ,-UI_..-O,
The mean and r.m.s, values of the input signals are calculated and
then used to obtain the attenuation due to the unknown input
amplifier cjain.
C .,1AI_ l Ct_l..C_,
It CI 1 () 0 '._ _' Jl ' 1 0
RF.A[K I_Ll_2 ' J) (El ( I ) , I:-':1,25,_)
ffI-AL'I(LUN4'J) (EI_(I) , I=._1y256)
Ill[} 110 M;."}.,25/_
E1AV::E 1 AV'H_;1(M)
E2AV:;_:E2AVt'E2 ( M )
E11:'1:,_r £;':'l_"1PR,S'I IH. ( M) _.E1 ( M_
D.F b,- -.E,:IR,.)H..,-(H )_I'_2(11)
110 CC)NTINUE
WRI Tr: ( LUN",! ' J ) ( I-_1 ( I ), I '=1,25,f_ )
WRI 'rE;( LI.I_H "J ) ( E?.( ]: ), ]'l=:1 , ;_5L,>
100 C(]_T I,_LII-
Ell k,.....£11 F,.,/ "l"_80 '
• e) ) l',£h.. _*'_) " "C' _l --IE,.[ I_,.- E.J: R_:d,,.5,)O.
E IAV=I_IAU/2.'SL_O0
E2AV=E2AV/2_:_&O.
E1PRS_SC_RT( E 1F:'RS.-( EJlAV_<E1AV ) )
"9 , (?.- .(_, 0 .... ,9 ?, _C_ . :,,.) .:.,.)E,.FRa ._[L !(E.,.I R., (L_.AV._EcAV))
A'rTFflI:_,RM_{:I/E:LF'F:£_
A';"rli;N2::,:RM_I2IE2F'RS
The attenuation= a_e used to Icale the sampleo and the eq_tion;
derived in &II.2 can be used to obtain U, V.
_Q
---- 00000002-TSG01
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_[) :!.20 ,.h=l _:LO . .
REAI:J(I.L;N2 ' J) (_1( I ), 1'..-.1 _2_,_ )
REAI_I(I.UN4 ' ,.|) (E2( '[ ) _ _,,,1 _25_'))
DO 130 H,:.'.l,25&
EZ (M)_ (El (H)....EIAV)_ATTEN1
E2 (M)= (E2 (H).-.E2AV) _ATTEN2
E=_;HLIS=EXP (HIRUN:I<At.OG ( ( (EHEANI"FE1 tH) ) _2-..EO1RUN)/A1RLIN) )
ESHL2C3..-..EXP(N2RUN_ALOG ( ( ( EHEAI't2+F'2 (H) ) _2-EO2RUN )/A2RUN ) )
E12PR..--E12F'R+ (E 1 (H) _E2 (H) )
ESHLIS=ESHLIS_ESML 1S
ESMI-2S.'=ESML2S_ESHL 2S
EP= ',ESHL IS'_E_;HL.2S)I I, 04
EH= ( ESHL 1S'-E_;HL2S )/0 ° 9_
U1 (M):= (S[_RT (EPTSQRT (ABS (EF'_c_2-EH_EM) > ) )/1,4142
U2(M)=~EH/(2°_UI(H) )
U I i"]EAi'.I:=L;! I'IEAN FU1 ( H )
U2i"II_AN:'_:U2HI_.ANtU2 ( H )
130 CONT :[NI.JL';
WRI'rE (I_tlH2 ' J ) ( U 1 ( Z ) , I = 1 , 256 )
WRITE(LUN4'J) (U2(I) , I=:1,256)
120 CONFZNUE
UIHEAN_=U].HEAN/2560.
U2HEAN::=LJ2HI';AI',_/2t";60.
E121_'R:=E12F'R/2560.
&
From the data, now stored as instantaneous U and V components, the
required turbulence parameters u'2, v'2, u'v' can be calculated.
DC) 140 J=1_,I.0
REAII(LUN.?.'J) (U1 (I) , ;=1 , 2_;6)
READ(LUN4',.I) (tI2(1),I=K,2'36)
DO 1','_0H=l ,2_36
UIPI%_::U1 (H ) -U1HEAN
U2F.'R=U2 ( M) .-.U2HEAN
URMS1 :..-URH_;1.1UIPR*U1PR
URH_;2=URMr32.I.U::_!I."R*L;2PF¢
U 12 -_U12'FLI1PR_II2PR
150 CQNTINIJE
1 40 CON'r INLIE
URMS:[ :,,SC_I;_T(URMSJ./25&O _ )
URH52._BORT (URHS2/2560.) ,,
U12=U12/2560o
" 00000002-TSG02
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The results a_e outputl the data files ololed and the file names are
uIxiatedready to find the next set of stored data.
158
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AII,4 The S_lit Film Analysis Program
The split film analysis program (TSIRUN) iB essentially very similar
to XRUN, XSUMS except that the two functions are co_blned. The
pro9_am does not create stored data files l,,,tprocesses each batch as
it is taken.
The program initialises the split film constants and defines a
temporary,._..__datastorage file. The run constants are input (El, E2,
_ e_ ,Je2'z ) and the program then waits to start sampling.I
..... COHHON /BLK'I/I[¢LJF'(','i:t20)
DIMEHS]:ON ;I:D.'[.G(5), I]):[G1 (5) _NUH(5)
i DIMENSION E1(2_;,1_()) _E2(25_0)
REAL. NI_N2,N1RUN_N2RUN,N,NUN
EIRITE(7,1000)
REA[t(7,2OOO)EO:I _E02
A1;--41,77
N1::'0.3E]E_
S'rGHAI=.5
A2:=?. _¢_:3f,
S ]I(3HA_=--. 5
J=1
N'rfJ'r AI_:_:I.
LUN=3
CALL AS::;]:(_';N( I.UN, ' IlK 1 ; _;1:'1..;[T 1, _AT ' )
DL":FINF" I'.'[1_1_I...IJNC.:IOO_2OeL|,%REC)
10 CON'r TNUI:".
IJRI'rE (7,1 lOO) ,'
READ ( 7,21 O0 ) I"'HI_.AN1 pRH_;1 _IE.NI':AN2, RHS2
I_1;:z'rE( 7,3000 )
3000 FORff,'Yr( ' ]_S INI'LIT (.1.1(o :I.=YE;,¢¢' )
REA][I( 7,3 I.O0 ) ]:[;WCH
3100 FOF_HA'r(12)
IF (ISJWCH.NE ° 1)GC|TC! 10
PALl[It 'TYPE <CR> TO SAHPI..I"'
°
00000002-TSG04
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Thl llgnall are ll|pled and _onverted to floatlng point numbers.
IC,HF=O
CALL RTS(IBUF _5120 pI v2"_60,O, 2p 1,2, ICMF_ IBEF' 2560' )
ICHFI=O
CALL S[_TR (3,8'1'1,5, O_ ICMF1 ) "'
CALL LWAIT(I[:MF'vO)
CALL _;E'rR(,-,I_,,)
PO 100 I/::I_25,'f_0
M=I*2.-.I
EI(I)=(F"LT16(]II)LIF'(H) )"512o )_2,5/_312.
E2 (I )= (FLT 16 ()T£cUF(M+l) ).-512..),2 ._/_111_., )
100 CONT I NUI.,-.
The attenuation of the input signals is calculated. 1
i'lll_d.II_l,=1,11'11
C _.) , _@ '7' rhl. 'It .I_ "'3
' i EO12:-":(F.O,[_. _,.)_X$,.I (I..O,..,.,. _..) , ,'l_.
EIAV=O.
F2AV=O o
F :1.F'I'_B::'O.
: P[) _00 H.-.:I.,,...._O
EIAV=E IAV'I'E1(H )
E2AV:=E2AV+I.:_2(M )
: EIPR'3:E IPR_.FE1 (M) _E 1 (H)
I E2PRS:'_E2PR_+E2 (M) }XE2( M)
! ' 200 CONTINUF
_=2560.i p
II EIPRS=I-."1PRS/S
l'i EIAV_.=_IAV/_;:' E2AVI_F.2AV/_
El PI_'_;=_;¢_I_T(EII:'R_;' (EIAV_["I AV) )
E2PR£;_=SOF_T(E2PR_,,..E2AV_E2AV)
ATTEN I=RMB 1/E 1PRS
A'r'rEN2,--RM_I2IE2PRB
U_
----------- 00000002-TSG05
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The input data is scaled by the attenuatlon and the values for U,
are calculated.
DO 300 M=I,2_;_O
EI(M)=(EI (M)'-E|,AV)_,ATTENI
E2 (M) = (E2 (M)'-'E2AV)*ATTEN2
._00 CONTINUE
DC) 400 M:Ip2_560
E 1._C,_::_(FMEAN I'FE:L(M ) )_2
E2_O= (EMI_AN2+F'2(H) )_2
tiN:=((I_ISC;.I.E2SC_.-.EO12 )/A1 )_:N IRUN
E2(M)::=(EISO..E2SC;)/(A2._(LJN'I:*(N2"-I,) ) ) _1
E1 ( M) :--.¢.;QI:_'I"( I.IN_':_2.-E2 ( M) _,,1¢,2 )
400 CONTINLIE
UAV::O •0
VAV,'-'Oo0
JOG500 _::I,2[_60 1
UAV=UAV_E 1 (11)
VAV=VAV+E.2 (H )
500 CON'r_[NUEUAV:::UAV/c_
VAV=VAV/S
The velocity fluctuaLions are determined and u '2, v '2 and u'v' simply
obtained.
L,P=O, 0
VP=O. 0
UV=O, 0
ItO &O0 ,1::1,2t';60
UI:=E1 (M)...UAV
VD::E2(M)'-VAV
UF',=UI::,ltU.t _',_:2
UP=._VPI V1 _1¢:{,'2
UV:-:UVI.tl1 :t:V1
600 CONrlNtJE
UPR= S[,tRT ( LIP/E; )
vPR =_[II'_T (VP/S )
IJVPR=UV/_
(,I
0000000 2-TSG06
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The value of the traversing gear oou_r i| obtained to give the
radial location of the maaluroment point.
t" IDIG(I)='20IDIG(2)_'40
IDIG(3)="60
IDIG(4).'=' I00
IDIG(_)=' 120
I=1
I IN:=IDIR(1, 'Io_0014, '177, _, ];UAR)
b I70==IDOR ( 1, ' 70, ' 1777771, IN_ _[VAR)
IDI[)I(Z)=IDIR(1 _"70p "1&Or i, ]:UAF_)
IF(IDI(']I.(I),NI"..IDIG(I) )GOTO I
i IN=IDIR(J., '160014, '177J,1 ,IVAR)
17;!:IDDR(1, '72, '177777, IN_ IVAR)
IDIG.t(I)=IDIR(I i,'72s,"160, I,IVAR) 1IF(IDIGI(1) .NE.IDIG(1) )GIIYI'(]I
IN::IDIR(I, '1&0014, '.I.77,I _T,VAR)
• I74:=]3C10R(1, '74, •1777771, IN, IVAR)
IDIG1 (;[):_;IOl R (1 p"74 i,•160 _I _,._;UAR)
IF(IDIGt(1),NE.III]:C)(1))E}I)TD .I
" INUM=:ID IR (i, "72, "17,1 I,IU AR )
NUM (I )=FLOAT (INUIi)
NUN (I ),=15.,-.NUH(];)
I"-_I'F1
I F ( I. Eli. 6 ) (30TI) 2
GO'tEl 1
2 CONT_ NUI_
N.'-'.NUM( 1 ) 't"10 . _NLJ_]( 2 ) + 1 O0 . :XNUM( ;._) + 1()00 , WcNUM( 4 )
N.--N+10000*NUM ( _ )
The results are output and written to the temporary storage file and
the program loops to enable the next probe position to be sampled.
........... • ............. 00000002-TSG07
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WRI TE ( 7 _1300 ) UAV, UPR, VAV f VPR * [IVPR, NTOTAL PN
N'rOTAL=NTOTAL,i,1
URITE(7p 1200)
READ ( 7 F2200 ) I DE{',
IF(IDECoEG o2)130'ro 30
IF (IDEC. EQ. O){30TO 20
WRITE (LUN ' J) UAV, UF'Ri,VAV _VPR, UUPR PJ, N
J,=J '_1
20 CONTINUE
Go'to lo
1000 FORMAT(' SPI.I'r FILM SAHF'I_ING AND F'RQCESSINf_ PROGRAH'P/
• P' INPUT EO1,E02')
2000 FOrcMA'r (2F8,4)
1100 FSRHAT(' INPUT EHEAN1,RHI;I,EHEANI,RHS2')
2100 FORMA'I" (4FE|. 4 _
1200 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT TI'.IE_E RE_;ULT.r; I:YEG,O=NO 2:EX.%T AND WRITE')
2200 FORHAT (12 )
1300 FORMAT(SX, 'UDAR=' ,F'S,2,2X, 'UPRIHF'=',FB.3,2X, 'VBAR=',
• I::'8*3P2X,'VPI_IME=',I:'8,3,/,SX,'UV:='tF'8,3,2XP'RUN "fI3,2Xl'F>C;S='p
_F&.O,/)
30 WRI'IE (L.UN ' J ) UAU, UI:'R, VAV, VPR, UVF'R, J, N
ll=O•123
J= J't 1
WRITE (I-UN'J)U
CALL CI..CI._E(3)
STOP
END
Subroutine TSISBI is a completion routine called by the CALL RTS
routine upon completion of the sampling.
C 'r_;I.C;D1WITII "rt31RUN._3AUNOV 79
SIlB_OUT INE TS I_B.I,
•.. COMMON /I_LI_I/IDUI::'(5120)
: COMMON /I_[..I_'2/IDEFp I[:HF, ICI.IAN1
.. INCO_E:::IWR ITW ( 10240 _I E{Ul::',1, ICIIAN1 )
IBEF.'=IDEF+ 1
, RE:ruRN
END
I |
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m
.. BASIC DATA SLOT HEIGHT - .O21"
C_ " 0.0065 8 " 15 o Ym/2 " .O250" U® " 31.9 ms'l
y(in) U/U, ¥/Ym/2 /_T2/U® V/U= v_T'2/u® a'v'(m2s "7 (p:2p==)
-587
0.009 1,703 0.36 -0.038 -647
0.012 1.712 0.48 -0.011
0.014 1.674 0.56 0.012 y=O.O16
0.017 1.600 0.68 0.027 -424
m_ 0.020 1.532 0.80 0.038
0.022 1.450 0.88 0.033 35
0.029 1.259 1.16 0.023 213
0.036 1.030 1.44 0.049 -0.014 0.023 0.267 173
0.049 0.737 1.96 0.036 -0. 100 0.016 0.072 -124
0.062 0.709 2.48 0.037 -0.122 0.011 -0.154 -265
• 0.076 0.731 3.04 0.039 -0.131 0.010 -0.182 -286
_ 0.089 0.751 3.56 0.038 -0.133 0.011 -0.199 -290
0.102 0.776 4.08 0.038 -0.136 0.011 -0. 166 -273
0.116 0.803 4.64 0.037 -0.134 0.012 -0.205 -270
0.129 0.823 5.16 0.037 -0.133 0.012 -0.159 -268
0.142 0.845 5.68 0.038 -0.135 0.011 -0.180 -264
0.209 0.942 8.36 0.033 -0.125 0.012 -0.165 -234
0.276 1.005 11.04 0.027 -0. I18 0.011 -0.154 -220
0.342 1.028 13.68 0.(_!8 -0.105 0.010 -0.099
t
oo
00000002-TSG09
_=.____&
_;c DhT_ i _,r ._a_'_ . .o=1. •
C_ - 0.0065 e - 25° Ym/2 • 0.0317" u,, • 31.9 m "!
y(_n) _/u.. YlY.12 "_;'2/u'- 0/u., _2/u.. _'_Tv,(m2;7(p - p.)
Nm"2
_, -507
0.009 1.303 0.284 -0.006 -536
0.012 1. 318 O. 379 0.007
o.o14 1.3o_ 0.442 0.017 y-0.016
0.017 1.290 0.536 0.024 -371
0.020 1.275 0.631 0.030
! 0.022 1.237 0.694 0.030 -275
I 0.C)29 1.171 0.915 0.035 -1590.036 1.665 1.136 0.039 0.030 0.021 0.356 -90
0.049 0.818 1.546 0.044 0.013 0.018 0.261 -8
0.062 0.692 1.956 O.O41 -O.Oll O.O16 O.145 -62
0.076 0.619 2.366 0.044 -0.032 0.013 -0.092 -127
O.Oe9 0.623 2.808 0.045 -0o041 0.010 -0.147 -163
0.102 0.639 3.218 0.047 -0.035 0.010 -0.089 -178
0.116 0.671 3.659 0.047 -0.031 0.011 -0.079 -192
O.129 0.682 4.069 0.046 -0.025 0.011 -0.073 -185
0.142 0.704 4.479 0.044 -0.019 0.011 -0.137 -177
0.209 0.815 6.593 0.040 0.010 0.012 -0.119 -165
0.276 0.901 8.706 0.037 0.035 0.013 -0.209 -131
0.342 0.938 10.789 0.027 0.055 0.012 -0.195
I
mI
00000002-TSG 10
E
TAJIL2......._3
]UkBZC D&TA B O_ HII'_? • .a21"
C_ -0,0065 8 ,' 30° Ym/2 " 0.0349" U. " 31.9 ms -1
y(J,n) 0/u. _lYral2 ,_rzlu:, C//u. !v_r21u u'_rv,lm2_7(p . _.)
Nm'2
0.009 1.076 0.258 -0.044
0.012 i.103 O. 344 -0.027
O.014 i.117 0.'401 -0.009
0.017 1.117 0.487 -0.003
0.020 1.110 0.573 0.009
0.022 1.103 0.630 0.009
0.029 1.056 0.831 0.015
0.036 0.998 1.032 0.041 0.020 0.021 0.338
0.049 0.856 1.404 0.041 0.024 0.022 0.322
0.062 0.716 1.777 0.043 0.007 0.020 0.301
0.076 0.590 2.178 0.040 -0.006 0.018 0.033
0.089 0.549 2.550 0.044 -0.018 0.011 -0.034 _z!
I
0.102 0.551 2.923 0.045 -0.020 0.012 -0.096 _
0.116 0.574 3.324 0.045 -0.014 0.010 -0.056
0.129 0.586 3.696 0.046 -0.006 0.010 -0.072
0.142 0.618 4.069 0.047 0 0.011 -0.062
0.209 0.718 5.989 0.045 0.037 0.013 -0.186
0.276 0.815 7.908 0.041 0.068 0.014 -0.150
0.342 0.871 9.799 0.034 0.100 0.015 -0.250
$
d
00000002-TSG 11
IIAIIZC DATA _1_ umzm_'r a .n21"
Cla - 0,0065 e • 35° YE/2 = 0,0413" Um " 31,9 ms"1
y(ln) U/Ua, Y/Ym/2 _I'2/U'- V/U,, _._|/U m _"_vO(m21"7 (p . poe)
_b"2
-337
0.009 0.792 0.218 -0.071 -544
O.012 O.847 O.291 -0.04g
0.014 O.889 O.339 -0.020 ,-0.016
0.017 1.012 0.412 -0.002 -634
0.020 1.028 0.484 0.007
0.022 0.996 0.533 0.012 -531 i
0.029 0.973 0.702 0.031 -375
0.036 0.945 0.872 0.037 0.045 0.023 0.565 -157 ]
0.049 0.852
1.186 0.038 0.052 0.028 0.429 7
0.062 0.759 1.501 0,037 0.051 0.028 0.589 218 i
0.076 0.624 1.840 0.041 0.044 0.031 0.774 338
0.089 0.527 2.155 0.039 0.032 0.027 O._g3 359
0.102 0.469 2.470 0.037 0.022 0.021 0.220 290 |
]O. 116 0.451 2.809 0.044 0.012 0.015 0.096 2500.129 0.444 3.123 0.046 0.016 0.015 0.193 157
0.142 0.465 3.438 0.052 0.023 0.013 0.131 101
i
0.209 0.574 5.061 0.053 0.076 0.014 0.151 -144
0.276 0.705 6.683 0.038 0.116 0.014 -0.256 -162 i
0.342 0.771 8.281 0.029 0.153 0.013 -0.308 i]
1
t
t
' 1
wt
4
00000002-TSG12
'FABLE 5
f
_gz¢ DFtTr, s _ .-r':w_ = .o2r*
" Cp m 0.0139 O • 15 ° Ym/2 • 0.02'74" Uao ,, 31.8 ms "1
* Mm"2ii
-1127
_, 0.009 2.351 0.328 -0.066 -1560
0.012 2.310 0.438 -0.031
0.014 2.232 0,511 0
0.017 2.166 0.620 0.031
0.020 2.103 0.730 0.053
0,022 1.994 0.803 0.053 A
0,029 1,724 1,058 0.044 199
0,036 1.392 1.314 0.054 0 0.027 0.587 125
0.049 0,969 1.788 0.035 -0.116 0.014 0.168 -268
0,062 0,934 2,263 0,031 -0,147 0,011 -0,103 -595
' 0,076 0,959 2,774 0,030 -0,154 0,012 -0,102 -610
0,089 0,987 3,248 0,031 -0,154 0,011 -0,089 -599
O, 102 1,009 3,723 0,028 -0,160 0,016 -0,055 -591
0.116 1,031 4,234 0,030 -0,157 0,011 -0, lOl -595
0.129 1.050 4.708 0.030 -0.160 0.011 -0,089 -573
O. 142 1.066 5. 182 0,028 -0.157 0.012 -0,071 -556
O. 209 1. 129 7.628 0.025 -0. 154 0,009 -0.089 -515
0.276 1.185 10.073 0.017 -0.154 0.008 -0.055 -461
ew ii i i
00000002-TSG 13
TNILE 6
_SZC DATA • _ _ZGM_ . .021"
C_ • 0.0139 0 " 25 ° Y_/2 " 0.0376" U. " 31.9 m "l
y(n) O/u. 0/% (p. p.)
1_'2
-1067
0,009 1,878 0,239 0,009 -1123
0,016 1,862 0.426 0,047 -873
0,022 1,771 0,585 0,053 -612
0,029 1,661 O,771 0,053 -361
0,036 1,549 0,957 0,046 0,050 0,029 0,657 -231
0.042 1.354 1.117 0.049 0.031 0.027 0.619 -_77
0,049 1,179 1,303 0.049 O,013 0,026 0.586 -134
0,062 0,987 1.649 0,040 -O.O31 0,020 O,317 -264
0.076 0,934 2,O2i 0.037 -0,060 O,O12 -O.O57 -471
0,089 0,972 2.367 0,037 -O.O75 0,O11 -O,094 -496
O,102 0.975 2,713 0.036 -G,072 O,011 -O,O21 -5OO !i!. 16 1,000 3 085 , 8 0 66 O 0.040 ; C'5
0 " _ 29 _ " _ 3 " 43 _ 0"037 --0 " _6 0 . O1 _ --0 . OS' 3 _ --'_82 Ir
O,142 1.o22 3,777 0.036 -O.O56 u,uI.1. -O.OC2 I -456
J
O. 209 1.075 5,5.59 C.U3i -0.034 O,011 -O. 105 1 -400
O. 276 1,O97 7,340 0,023 -0.026 O.'_1_ -O.O_7 -335
00000002-TSG14
, IUUlZG _kTt_ ., II _ llZTml,? m .a21"
CU • 0.0139 e " 35° YE/2 " 0.0483" Um • 31,9 u "!
Olu. vl =12 v'r=lu._ Olu. !v,=lu cp- p.)
Nm'2In I
-847
0.009 1.555 0.186 -0,044 -743
0.016 1.621 O. 331 -0.013 -709
0.022 1.611 0.455 0.005 -572
0.029 1.561 0.600 0.009 -385
0.036 1.483 0.745 0.054 0.016 0.031 0.971 -223
0.042 1.389 O.870 0.052 0.019 0.031 O.871 -108
0.049 1.970 1.014 0.052 0.016 0.030 0.842 -35
0.062 1.088 1.284 0.053 0.013 0.029 0.790 56 ad
0,076 0.897 1.57:3 0.046 -0.006 0.023 O.e,03 57 t
• 0.089 0.796 1.843 0.044 -0.019 0.019 0.191 9
0.102 O. ,46 2.112 0.046 -0.025 0.015 -0.037 -154
0.116 0.746 2.402 0.048 -0.025 0.013 -0.094 -223
0.129 0.799 2.671 0.050 -0.022 0.013 -0.092 -283
0.142 0.809 2.940 0.050 -0.013 0.012 -0.113 -284
0.209 0.881 4.327 0.045 0.034 0.014 -0.161 -221
0.276 0.931 5.714 0.037 0.069 0.013 -0.208 -182
I 0.342 0.944 7.081 0.028 0.I00 0.012 -0.220
o o
00000003
I'
T&IUI 8
MIZC DATA I:J_ gI_al_ • .n21"
¢W- O.0139 e - 40° ¥I/2 " 0.0S84" U.. - 31.9 ,,.-t
y(_n) 0/U.. Y/Ym/2 u_=/U-" 0/U.. _2/0. u-r_v.(m2a"_ (p - p.,)
Nm'2
0,009 1,276 0.154 -0.053
0.016 1.386 0,274 -0.013
0.022 1.392 0.377 0
0.029 1.376 0.497 0.016
0.036 1.335 0.616 0.049 0.034 0.026 0.791
0.049 1.226 0.839 0.040 0.050 0.026 0.808
0,062 1.097 1.062 0.041 0.047 0.029 1.016
0.076 0.931 1.301 0.056 0.044 0.031 1.135
0.089 0.784 1.524 0.053 0.031 0.027 0.895
0,102 0.687 1.747 0.046 0,019 0,023 0,441
0.116 0.633 1.986 0.040 0.009 0.018 -0.157
O. 129 0.621 2.209 0,044 0.006 0.016 -0.244
0.142 0.705 2.432 0.043 0.009 0.013 -0.359
0.209 0.787 3.579 0.048 0,063 0.015 -0.108
0.276 0.846 4.726 0.045 0.107 0.014 -0. 244
:i 0.342 0.878 5.856 0.035 0.141 0.013 -0.261
i
o •
00000003-TSA03
L.. DNI|_ DAT& a O1' me:race . .n21.
CP • 0.0197 O _ IS O ¥m/3 " 0.028?" Um - 31.9 ml "!
y(ln) _/u. Y/_m/2 "Er2/u- Q/u vlP'2/u _'_v'lm2_:(p - p.)
Nm'2
0.009 2.715 0.314 0 -22_7
0.012 2.680 0.418 0.028
0.014 2.608 0.488 0.041 _-0.016
0.017 2.489 0.592 0.050 -8_7
0.020 2.370 0.697 0.053
0.022 2.248 0.767 0.050 -320
0.029 1.962 1.010 0.025 -13
0.036 1.592 1.254 -0.019 32
0.042 1.248 1.463 -0.091 -197
• 0.049 1.075 1.707 -0.147 -463
0.062 1.066 2.160 -0.191 -806
0.076 1.088 2.648 -0.210 -835
0.089 1.110 3.101 -0.223 -838
0.102 1.135 3.554 -0.229 -837
0.116 1.150 4.042 -0.229 -848
0.129 1.160 4.495 -0.235 -85_
0.142 1.176 4.948 -0.238 -811
0.209 1.219 7.282 -0.245 -766
0.276 1.229 9.617 -0.238 -704
• o
, ,
00000003-TSA04
T_ I.....__So
IAIIZC DATA II _1, m_ • .a21. .,
C, - O.O197 0 • 2SO YB/2 • 0.0367" Um • 31.9 ,,1 "1
i i
y(_n) _/u. Y/Y-/2 ,_z_u._ 0/u.. _'_2/u" ,-_v.l,.a,'7 Cp- p.)
Hi'2
O. CX)9 2.273 0.245 -0.003 -2003
O.O12 2. 248 O. 327 0.025
O.O14 2.219 O.301 O.O19 y,,O.O16
0.017 2.185 0.463 0.028 -1396
0.020 2.110 0.545 0.022
0.022 2.066 0.599 0.013 -1053
0.029 1.950 0.790 0.009 -672
0.036 1.762 0.981 0.049 0.003 0.031 0.740 -493
0.042 1.549 1.144 0.054 -0.028 0.028 0.684 -367
0.049 1.339 1.335 0.051 -0.038 0.026 0.713 -346
0.062 1.132 1.689 0.041 -0.085 0.018 0.373 -540
0.076 1.110 2.071 0.029 -0.129 0.011 0.030 -759
0.089 1.097 2.425 0.031 -0.132 0.011 .0.048 -801
0.102 1.107 2.779 0.032 -0.132 0.010 .0.054 -775
0.116 1.119 3.161 0.031 -0.125 0.010 0.036 -762
0.129 1.129 3.515 0.030 -0.129 0.010 0.054 -749
0.142 1.141 3.869 0.029 -0.129 0.011 '0.057 -729
O.209 1.179 5.695 0.025 -0. 110 0.008 .0.048 -661
0.276 1.182 7.520 0.018 -o.oe4 0.008 .0.085 -560
O. 342 1 ,150 9.319 O.015 -0.078 0.006 .0.077
00000003--I-SA05
.. MI_|;; DATA .... S _ nIc.e_ . .n2],,
C_ • O.O197 e - 35 ° ¥=/2 • 0,0480" Um • 31,9 Inl "1
HI.'2
" _
0.009 1.799 0.188 0.009 -1304
0.012 1.824 0.250 0.022
0.014 1,850 0.292 0.034 y-O.O16
0.017 1.853 0.354 0.047 -1149
0,020 1,843 0.417 0.047
0,022 1,821 0,458 0,053 -918
0,029 1,771 0,604 0,053 -675
0.036 1.687 0,750 0,056 0,050 0,033 1,250 -517
0.042 1.571 0.875 0.053 0,053 0,031 1,051 -431 I
0.049 1.445 1.021 0.053 0,053 0.033 1.005 -385
• I0.062 1.320 1.292 0.055 0.041 0,032 1.021 -265
• 0.076 1,113 1.583 0.047 0.009 0.025 0.595 -293
• 0.089 1.009 1.854 0.040 -0.016 0.018 0.180 -410 !i
0,102 0.984 2.125 0.040 -0,022 0.014 -0.043 -530
0.116 0.987 2.417 0,044 -0.019 0.011 -0.024 -548
0.129 1.000 2.688 0.043 !-0.016 0.011 -0.041 -541
0,142 1.006 2.958 0.042 -0.009 0.012 -0,087 -532
0.209 1.053 4.354 0.038 0.028 0.012 -0.145 -479
0.276 1.072 5.750 0.029 0.066 0,010 -0.157 -379
0.342 1,053 7.125 0.023 0.091 0.010 -0.160
.....
- '........ -....... 00000003 TSA06
TAS_ __...........!2
C_ " 0.0;04 O • 15° YN/2 • 0.0297" Um • 31.19 I_1"1
y(:L.) O/U. YlYun .,_2/... Olu. ._v':_lu..;_';'v,(,=2;7(p. p.)
NI'2
-2187 WALL
0,009 3.5F_ 0,303 -0.050 -2542
0,016 3,348 0,529 -0.006 -452
0,022 2,934 0,751 -0,006 -9
0.029 2,545 0,976 -0.025 479
0,036 2,053 1.202 0.092 -0.085 0.036 1,012 139
0.042 1.577 1.424 0.083 -0.163 0,026 1,159 -341
0,049 1,326 1,650 0.055 -0.232 0.020 0.755 -684
0,062 1.241 2,098 0,029 -0.288 0,011 -0,042 -i0_1
0.076 1.260 2.549 0.026 -0. 307 O.Ol i -0.080 -ii00
0,089 1,273 3.007 0,026 -0. 317 0,009 -0,086 -IIIi
v
O.102 1.288 3.434 0,025 -0. 326 0.010 -0.077 -1110
0.116 1,307 3.9(36 0,025 -0,332 0,010 -0.075 -1066
O.129 1•313 4•343 0,024 -0. 339 0.011 -0.072 -1087
0.142 1.329 4,781 0,024 -0,342 0.011 -0.068 -1078
0,209 1,354 7,037 0.021 -0.357 0.008 -0.058 -982
O. 276 1. 332 9 •293 ,0.017 -0. 357 0,007 -0.062 -869
o a
i
i
00000003-TSA07
..........
:Anzzz._....._3
I_|ZC DATA _ KmZ_I_ • .n21"
CU • 0.0284 O • 25° ¥m/2 • 0'0407° Um • 32.9 m| "!
y(_,) O/u. Y/Ym/= aR_'z_u6 ._'T=/u _'_v'(m=_7 (p - p.)
-222? _
0.009 2.900 0.224 -0.088 -2440
0.012 2.922 0.299 -0.082
0.014 2.893 0.348 -0.072 y,.0.016
0.017 2.843 0.423 -0.053 -1405
0.020 2.787 0.498 -0.053
0.022 2.765 0.547 -0.038 -960
0.029 2.608 0.721 -0.050 -730
0.036 2.370 0.896 0.025 -0.053 0.014 0.169 -648
0.042 2.066 i.p45 0.042 -0.075 0.020 0.449 -566
0.049 1.765 1.219 0.055 -0.103 0.023 0.936 -513
' 0.062 1.476 1.542 0.033 -0.160 0.016 0.4_2 -863! 0.076 1.376 1.891 -0.207 -0.011 -1212
0.089 1.373 2.214 -0.219 -1223
0.102 1.370 2.537 -0.223 -1191
0.116 1.382 2.886 -0.229 -1189
0.129 1.389 3.209 -0.229 -1163
0.142 1.389 32 -0.229 -1126
0.209 1.401 5.199 -0.219 -i000
0.276 1.367 6.866 -0.207 -869
e.
00000003-TSA08
lBAli:I(= DATA • _ EII][am'Jp• .n_)l. •
¢_ • 0.0284 e • 35° ¥m/2 • 0.0S18" Um • 31.g I "!
Jmm
¥(j.n) U/(J= Y/Ym/2 v_Z/U'- V/U. _;'2/U= _"_v'(mle "7 (p - p.)
Na'2
-1987
0.009 2.451 0.174 0.009 -2141
0.012 2.464 0.232 0.019
o. 014 2. 470 O. 270 O. 016 y•O.O16
0.017 2.549 0.328 0.025 -163_
0.020 2.542 0.386 0.031
0.022 2.508 0.425 0.034 -1412
0.029 2.445 0.560 0.034 -1321
0.036 2.332 0.695 0.029 0.034 0.019 0.486 -90g
0.042 2.185 0.811 0.029 0.028 0.019 0.469 -852
0.049 2.009 0.946 0.036 0.031 0.023 0.660 -752
0.062 1.774 1.197 0.048 0.003 0.027 1.040 -703
0.076 1.486 1.467 0.036 -0.041 0.021 0.681 -819
0.089 1.386 1.718 -0.(_6 0.028 -938
0.102 1.354 1.969 -0.078 -0.024 -1083
O. 116 1.348 2.239 -0.075 -1052
O. 129 1,348 2.490 -0.075 -1039
O. 142 I.357 2.741 -0.069 -1037
0.209 1.370 4.035 -0.044 -873
0.276 1.348 5.328 -0.025 -763
$
$"
00000003-TSA09
Tu=
• ._UIZC DATA • _e me_e • a_l,
¢U =0.0284 e • 45° Ym/2 m 0.0671" Um • 31.9 mm"1
y(J.n) _/U** Y/Ym/I V_'2/U;* r_/_u _'T_/U** U'_TV*IB|I'_ {P " Pm)
h-2
-1707
0.009 2.082 0.134 0 -1656
0,016 2,194 0.238 0,019 -1470
0.022 2.223 0.328 0.034 -1144
0.029 2.207 0.432 0.028 -1048
0.036 2.154 0.537 0.066 0.031 0.038 1.660 -842
0.042 2.085 0.626 0.063 0.031 0.039 1.748 -699
0.049 1.994 0.730 0.064 0.034 0,038 1.740 -621
0.062 1.824 0.924 0.065 0.034 0.040 1.676 -562
0.076 i.596 1.133 0.065 0.016 0.034 I.338 -446
0.089 1.426 1.326 0.059 -0.003 O.O.R 0.986 -462
, 0.102 1.323 1.520 0.048 -0.016 0.022 0.623 -594
• 0.I16 1.273 1.729 0.037 -0.025 0.016 0.177 -662
. 0.129 i.257 1.923 0.034 -0.025 0.013 0.046 -730
0.142 1.254 2.116 0.033 -0.022 0.012 -0.013 -746
0.209 1.263 3.115 0.030 0.013 0.012 -0.096 -638
0,276 1.235 4.113 0.023 0.053 0.011 -0.] 3 -524
b o
00000003-TSA10
!
l
i .*
! c, - 0.o284 O- 55° Yn/2" 0.0881" u, • 31.9m"1I
iml
D
y(L,) U/U,, Y/Ym/2 V'_72/U'- Q/U,, v_'r2/T.l,, _"r_'v(m_s"?(p - p,,)
h'|
"1217
0,009 1,436 0,102 -0.031 -1562
0.012 1.621 0,136 0
0,014 1,708 0._59 0.013 ly,.0,016
I
0.017 1.784 0.193 0.028 -1957
E O. 020 1. 809 O. 227 O. 034
0.022 1.828 0.250 0,041 -1779
0.029 1.862 0.329 0.038 -1622
0.036 1.85g 0,409 0.060 0.050 0.029 1.007 -1210
0.049 1.784 0,556 0,056 0_63 0,035 1,443 -745
0.062 1.737 0.?04 0.054 0.066 0.03? 1.831 -294
0.076 1.589 0.863 0.055 0.063 0.041 2.103 10
0.089 1.442 1.010 0.061 0.060 0.043 2.382 212
0.102 1.310 1.158 0.061 0.047 0.041 2.095 407
0.116 1.169 1.317 0.056 0.044 0.034 1.471 602
0.129 1.103 1.464 0.045 0.0_4 0.024 0.544 507
0.142 1.053 1.612 0.038 0.034 0.019 0.027 457
0.209 1.041 2.372 0.039 0.069 0.020 -0.726 -81
0.276 1.038 3.133 0.022 0.125 0.015 -0.340 -210
O. 342 1.022 3. 882 0.016 O. 166 0.011 -0. 184
0.409 0.981 4,642 0,014 0,194 0.10 -0.146
o*
, ,,i
00000003-TSA1
w•
(:W " 0.0284 ! " 6S° Ys/_) " 0.1726" Uw , ]1.9 all';
y(_.) O/u= Y/_mn ._sju;. 01u. v_'lu. _,'_rvlm'.'_(p. p.)
Mm'2
0.009 0.354 0.052 -O.07S
0.012 0.618 0.070 -0.053
0.014 0.687 0.081 -0.053
0.017 0.793 0.098 -0.022
0.020 0.843 0.116 -0.025 !
0.022 0.950 0.127 -0.031 I
0.029 1.078 0.168 0.006
0.036 1.056 0.209 0.492 0.028 0.088 34.722 '
O.04g 1.169 0.284 0.476 0.082 0.124 47.7g0
0.062 1.150 0.359 0.384 0, I07 0.121 29.487
0.076 1.191 0.440 0.278 0.163 0.137 14.851
0.089 1.194 0.516 0.256 0.197 0.123 14.870 {l:!
0,102 1,232 0,591 0.202 0.179 0.107 0.468
0.116 1.132 0.672 0.130 0.238 0.193 5.981
0.129 1.066 0.747 0.117 0.260 0.166 5.874
0.142 1.019 0.823 '0.109 0.282 0.154 6.624
0.209 0.824 1.211 0.079 0.194 0.127 5.203
0,276 0.740 1.599 0.092 0.219 0.089 1.543
Qm
i
00000003-TSA12
L
!.
.*j
D
00000003-TSAI3
!
' II
r,_ • •
_1 u') o I_ o
!
'"-'- ............. 00000003-TSA14
O0000003-TSB01
7
J

IV
NUMBERS INDICATE [ "ADVANCE RAT OS I
180 °
t
DIRECTION OF
ROTATION
270"
90 °
NOTEs M%'IRS|D FLCW OCCUM OVER THE PORTION O_ THE BLADE WXTHZN THE
OPEPATING ADVANCE L%TIO CXRCLE
Ib
FIGUREq: GROWTHOFREVERSEDFLOWREGIONSNITHINCREASING
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